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Abstract
Energy monitoring and smart grid applications have rapidly developed into a multi-
billion dollar market. The continued growth and utility of monitoring technologies
is predicated upon the ability to economically extract actionable information from
acquired data streams. One of the largest roadblocks to eﬀective analytics arises
from the disparities of scale inherent in all aspects of data collection and processing.
Managing these multifaceted dynamic range issues is crucial to the success of load
monitoring and smart grid technology.
This thesis presents NilmDB, a comprehensive framework for energy monitoring
applications. The NilmDB management system is a network-enabled database that
supports eﬃcient storage, retrieval, and processing of vast, timestamped data sets. It
allows a ﬂexible and powerful separation between on-site, high-bandwidth processing
operations and oﬀ-site, low-bandwidth control and visualization. Speciﬁc analysis
can be performed as data is acquired, or retroactively as needed, using short ﬁlter
scripts written in Python and transferred to the monitor.
The NilmDB framework is used to implement a spectral envelope preprocessor, an
integral part of many non-intrusive load monitoring workﬂows that extracts relevant
harmonic information and provides signiﬁcant data reduction. A robust approach to
spectral envelope calculation is presented using a 4-parameter sinusoid ﬁt.
A new physically-windowed sensor architecture for improving the dynamic range
of non-intrusive data acquisition is also presented and demonstrated. The hardware
architecture utilizes digital techniques and physical cancellation to track a large-scale
main signal while maintaining the ability to capture small-scale variations.
Thesis Supervisor: Steven B. Leeb
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Energy monitoring and smart grid applications have rapidly developed into a multi-
billion dollar worldwide market. Residential, commercial, and industrial systems
increasingly rely on electrical and electromechanical monitoring to improve eﬃciency,
diagnose faults, and provide for informed control. The non-intrusive load monitor
(NILM) has been shown to be an eﬀective and eﬃcient energy monitoring system,
and has been applied to a wide variety of systems [1–20]. The non-intrusive approach
seeks to reduce sensor count by performing high-resolution, high-speed measurements
of the power usage of aggregate loads. Figure 1-1 shows a typical implementation of a
NILM, monitoring all loads connected to a distribution panel using only one current
and voltage measurement per phase.
A diverse array of diagnostic and condition-based maintenance indicators have
been developed for the NILM. These include vacuum system leak detection [8,21,22],
motor speed estimation based on principal slot harmonics [23], motor coupling fail-
ure [22,24], compressor short-cycling and liquid accumulation [25,26], fan imbalance
and vibration detection [27], and more. Many of these indicators require non-trivial
computation, such as frequency-domain analysis, simulation, and long-term state
tracking, and rely on high-speed data rates of up to 8 KHz sampling per channel.
As power distribution networks are increasingly pressed into “dual-use” service, com-
bining power distribution with diagnostic and monitoring capabilities, the desire to























Figure 1-1: Typical installation of the non-intrusive load monitor. Current and volt-
age are measured, providing the NILM with detailed power usage data for all loads
connected to the distribution panel.
This thesis provides solutions to several problems with power monitoring for en-
ergy scorekeeping and diagnostics. It presents a framework that rethinks the distri-
bution of computation in a monitoring network, easing access and interpretation of
data, while minimizing the use of expensive or limited resources like network band-
width. It introduces new signal processing that exploits the physical interpretation
of observed waveforms to extract useful information, while oﬀering compression and
reduced storage requirements. This thesis also introduces new hardware for data ac-
quisition, which oﬀers improved dynamic range by exploiting the time scale separation
inherent in many utility waveforms.
1.1 “Big Data” Analytics
Monitoring technologies are useful when they can economically extract actionable
information from acquired data streams. Smart grid deployments have generally





































Figure 1-2: Predicted yearly spending on smart grid data analytics. 2013-2020. Cu-
mulative worldwide spending on smart grid “big data” will exceed $20 billion by
2020. This is in addition to existing spending on communications, monitoring, and
infrastructure layers. From [28].
beginning to shift focus to the tools and processes for analyzing and making use
of the captured data [28]. Expenditures on data analytics are predicted to grow
signiﬁcantly through the end of the decade, as shown in Figure 1-2.
One of the largest roadblocks to eﬀective analytics arises from the disparities of
scale inherent in all aspects of data collection and processing. For example, rele-
vant electrical information can fall within a huge range of frequency and amplitude.
Speciﬁc diagnostic indicators may require millisecond sampling, monthly statistics,
or both. Sensors can usefully capture information orders of magnitude faster than
existing networks can transfer it. Managing these multifaceted dynamic range issues
is crucial to the success of load monitoring and smart grid technology.
Several high-proﬁle attempts and failures have demonstrated the diﬃculty of man-
aging the scale of non-intrusive load monitoring. Google PowerMeter and Microsoft
Hohm, both introduced in 2009, were intended to help homeowners reduce power
usage by providing power usage data from the utility supplier with a convenient
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web-based interface. Each was discontinued within two years, citing poor uptake by
consumers [29,30], despite pilot studies in the same time frame demonstrating strong
consumer interest in home monitoring [31]. Some users cited a lack of real-time data,
with a lag of one or more days, and an inability to disaggregate and identify individual
loads as some of the weaknesses of the system [32].
1.2 Contributions and Organization
This thesis focuses on building a complete solution to the NILM data analytics prob-
lem by addressing the challenges posed by dynamic range and data scale. Chapter 2
presents NilmDB, a comprehensive framework for energy monitoring applications.
The NilmDB management system is a network-enabled database that supports eﬃ-
cient storage, retrieval, and processing of vast, time-stamped data sets. It allows a
ﬂexible and powerful separation between on-site, high-bandwidth processing opera-
tions and oﬀ-site, low-bandwidth control and visualization. Speciﬁc analysis can be
performed as data is acquired, or retroactively as needed, using short ﬁlter scripts
written in Python and transferred to the monitor. The system is complemented by
NILM Manager, a ﬂuid, web-based user interface that provides an unprecedented
level of access to and control of the load monitoring process.
The NilmDB framework is used in Chapter 4 to implement a spectral envelope
preprocessor, an integral part of many non-intrusive load monitoring workﬂows that
extracts relevant harmonic information and provides signiﬁcant data reduction. A
robust signal processing approach to spectral envelope calculation is presented using
a 4-parameter sinusoid ﬁt, with advantages for noisy and variable-frequency loads.
A mathematical framework for determining the resolution and accuracy of spectral
envelope output is presented, allowing more eﬃcient design of non-intrusive sensor
and acquisition systems.
Finally, in Chapter 5, a new physically-windowed sensor architecture for improv-
ing the dynamic range of a data acquisition system is introduced. This hardware
architecture utilizes digital techniques and physical cancellation to track a large-scale
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main signal while maintaining the ability to capture small-scale variations. This
is particularly applicable to non-intrusive, condition-based maintenance applications
such as motor speed estimation from principal slot harmonics. Its performance is







The NILM Database (NilmDB) is a comprehensive framework designed to solve the
“big data” problem of non-intrusive load monitoring and diagnostics. It provides
the central component of a ﬂexible, distributed architecture for the storage, transfer,
manipulation, and analysis of time-series data. NilmDB is network-transparent and
facilitates remote viewing and management of large data sets by utilizing eﬃcient
data reduction and indexing techniques. By leveraging industry-standard protocols
and software tools, the server supports advanced encryption, authentication, and
authorization controls.
At its core, NilmDB is a high-performance database that stores and indexes time-
stamped streams of data. It deﬁnes a structured application programming interface
(API) with commands to insert, extract, ﬁlter, and process this data. A wide variety
of tools that utilize this API are provided as standard components and libraries under
the NilmDB umbrella. The system is further supported by the NilmRun server, which
enables the execution of ﬁlters and tools on remote or distributed systems. Together,
these constitute a complete framework for NILM data analytics and management.
NilmDB was developed in conjunction with NILM Manager by John Donnal [33].
NILM Manager is a uniﬁed and centralized management interface to the distributed
NilmDB system. It utilizes the NilmDB and NilmRun APIs to provide end-users
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NILM Manager
• Network manager and proxy
• Web application server
















Figure 2-1: NilmDB network and global system architecture. Individual NilmDB
instances are accessed and controlled through NILM Manager. Solid lines repre-
sent high-bandwidth data transfer pathways, and dashed lines represent eﬃcient low-
bandwidth connections.
with a powerful, web-based data visualization and manipulation platform. Data is
retrieved dynamically from a NilmDB backend as needed, allowing a remote user to
seamlessly view data on timescales ranging from decades to microseconds on even low-
bandwidth connections. Process management moves computation to remote nodes, al-
lowing dynamic testing and reconﬁguration of ﬁlters, diagnostics, and reports. NILM
Manager acts as a proxy and connection broker, allowing controlled user access to a
secure NilmDB network from any location.
Figure 2-1 demonstrates the global system architecture of the NilmDB framework.
In general, one or more unique instances of NilmDB are installed at a monitored site.
Each NilmDB instance manages and stores data local to that particular system or net-










Figure 2-2: NilmDB stream examples. Here, a single NilmDB instance contains ﬁve
streams with data for three diﬀerent sites, organized in a tree-like structure.
high-bandwidth storage and processing of large quantities of data can be restricted
to the local NilmDB systems. While end-user systems always have the option of
retrieving full data where network bandwidth permits, this system enables the user
to execute ﬁlters and tools on the remote systems that reduce the data into more
manageable sizes. Such data can then be retrieved for visualization, reporting, or
diagnostic purposes.
2.2 System Concepts
The NILM database framework is structured as a client-server architecture. The
server process, called simply NilmDB, runs on a single system and stores data on
that system. Client programs can run on the same system or any other system, and
connect to this server to perform actions such as inserting new data and extracting
















15:30:00.000000 34768 27673 35069
15:30:00.000125 34979 27777 34882
15:30:00.000250 35167 27732 34669
15:30:00.000375 35384 27887 34433
15:30:00.000500 35579 27965 34232
15:30:00.000625 35782 28083 33932
15:30:00.000750 36032 28032 33858





Figure 2-3: Data contained within a NilmDB stream. A stream contains a ﬁxed
number of columns of a homogeneous type, and can be conceptually viewed as a
table with an unbounded number of rows. Each row holds a single unique timestamp
and the data for that time.
2.2.1 Streams and Data
All data in NilmDB is organized within streams. Streams contain homogeneous time-
series data from a particular source. This data can represent physical quantities,
computed values, or any other timestamped information. Examples include voltage,
current, temperature, vibration, spectral envelopes, system run-time and health met-
rics, error and event indicators, etc. Streams are organized and identiﬁed in the
database using a tree-like path structure that mirrors an arrangement of ﬁles and
folders.
Figure 2-2 demonstrates examples of NilmDB streams within this structure. The
paths are denoted using the components of the tree structure separated by “/”. For
the shown example, paths might be referenced as “/LCS Independence/Vibration” or
“/BP Refinery/Raw Data”. In practice, names without spaces are generally preferred
as they are easier to work with when using command-line tools.
Streams can be viewed conceptually as large tables of data, as shown in Figure 2-3.
Each row contains a unique timestamp and data that matches the stream’s layout,
which is determined when the stream is created and indicates the number of columns







Figure 2-4: NilmDB stream interval examples. The underscored rectangles indicate
the intervals in a stream, and the arrows point to speciﬁc data timestamps within
those intervals. Streams A and B contain the same data, but do not cover the same
time intervals; conversely, streams C and D are functionally equivalent.
2.2.2 Intervals
Streams track data in non-overlapping intervals. Each interval denotes a start time
S and an end time E and is half-open; that is, interval [S → E〉 contains data points
with timestamps t satisfying:
S ≤ t < E (2.1)
All rows of data are inserted into the database with associated intervals. The number
of data points that may be in a single interval is limited only by the resolution of
the data timestamps, which must be unique. Intervals may also be sparse or empty.
This could be used by an event identiﬁer, for example, to indicate a region of time
for which data was processed, but no matching events were detected.
Figure 2-4 shows examples of intervals and their data for four diﬀerent streams.
Intervals are denoted by the underscored rectangles, and arrows represent the times-
tamps of speciﬁc rows of data within those intervals. Note that intervals may include
timestamps corresponding to their start, but not their end, and that two streams can
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diﬀer based on their intervals even if they contain the exact same data. Similarly,
two contiguous intervals [T1 → T2〉 and [T2 → T3〉 are functionally equivalent to the
one long interval [T1 → T3〉.
Intervals are immutable. Creating an interval and inserting data into that interval
is a combined operation, as described in Section 3.2.1.13. Once created, no further
data can be added to, or removed from, that particular interval. Instead, new non-
overlapping intervals can be created in the same manner, or intervals or segments
thereof can be removed together with their data. In the example intervals shown in
Figure 2-4, the practical diﬀerence between /stream/A and /stream/B is that addi-
tional data can be added in the gap in the former, but not the latter. Either stream
could be transformed into the other, by adding new empty intervals to /stream/A or
by removing speciﬁc ranges from /stream/B.
Client operations on the stream, such as extracting or removing data, can specify
a particular interval of time in their request, [SR → ER〉. The database satisﬁes these




([SR → ER〉 ∩ [Sn → En〉) (2.2)
The server then acts on all data corresponding to the intervals in I. Creating the set I
may involve internally splitting or truncating intervals, which is generally transparent
to the user. This operation is one of the key features of NilmDB, as it allows the
client applications to freely work with data intervals that need not correspond to the
intervals created at insertion.
2.2.3 Data Types and Timestamps
Streams are created with a speciﬁc layout, which describes the type and number of
data values within the stream. The layout is described with a string of the form
“type_count”. Each row of data contains one timestamp and exactly count values of
type type. Table 2-1 lists all of the supported types and the values that they can
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Type Description Supported Values
int8 8-bit signed integer −128 → 127
uint8 8-bit unsigned integer 0 → 255
int16 16-bit signed integer −32,768 → 32,767
uint16 16-bit unsigned integer 0 → 65,535
int32 32-bit signed integer −2,147,483,648 → 2,147,483,647
uint32 32-bit unsigned integer 0 → 4,294,967,295
int64 64-bit signed integer −263 → (263 − 1)
uint64 64-bit unsigned integer 0 → (264 − 1)
float32 Single-precision ﬂoating point ±1038, ∼ 7 signiﬁcant digits
float64 Double-precision ﬂoating point ±10308, ∼ 16 signiﬁcant digits
Table 2-1: Supported stream data types and ranges. The number in the type rep-
resents the bits of storage used; lower values result in smaller data. Floating point
values approximate real numbers and follow the IEEE 754 speciﬁcation [34].
store. For example, a layout of uint16_6 means that a stream stores six non-negative
integers in the range 0 → 65535, plus one timestamp, per row. The count is an
integer between 1 and 1024. It is generally expected that counts will be in a lower
range such as 1 to 32, and the database is optimized for this range.
Timestamps and interval endpoints in NilmDB are always stored as int64 values,
regardless of the layout of the stream. NilmDB uses timestamps for indexing and
searching, but otherwise applies no speciﬁc interpretation to these values. However,
many of the NilmDB client tools and software, including the NILM Manager, follow
the convention of interpreting this timestamp as the integer number of microseconds
elapsed since the “Unix epoch” of January 1, 1970 at 00:00:00 UTC1.
Some software languages that may interact with NilmDB, such as Javascript,
internally force the use of IEEE 754 double-precision ﬂoating-point numbers, and as
such, can only exactly represent integers in the range±253. Thus, limiting timestamps
to this range increases compatibility with such systems. Even with this limitation,
the conventional interpretation of timestamps can represent dates until the year 2255.
1To be precise, NilmDB timestamp t is interpreted as “Unix time” t/106, which diﬀers from the
simpler description in that leap seconds are not included in Unix time.
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2.2.4 Metadata
Besides timestamped data, NilmDB also supports storing metadata with any number
of arbitrary key/value pairs for each stream. Keys and values are both textual strings.
Within a particular stream, keys must be unique. These key/value pairs can be used
for any ancillary information that should be stored alongside the stream. For example,
a “scale_factor” key with a value of “1.337” might be used to indicate a conversion
ratio. Many of the NilmDB ﬁlters described in Section 3.4.2 use metadata to ensure
that their parameters are the same between multiple invocations of the ﬁlter.
More complex data types can be stored in metadata by ﬁrst encoding them as
strings. For example, the NILM Manager in Section 2.4 makes extensive use of
stream metadata by converting complex data structures to Javascript Object Notion
(JSON) format before storing values [35]. The length of metadata values is essentially
unbounded, but the protocols for setting and retrieving metadata are designed around
the assumption that it will be relatively short, on the order of kilobytes.
2.2.5 Filters
Data analysis and processing within the NilmDB framework is accomplished through
the use of ﬁlters. The NilmDB server provides a limited vocabulary of actions, such
as inserting data and extracting data, and ﬁlters build upon these actions in or-
der to transform data in a meaningful and customizable way. Filters are clients to
the NilmDB server and access the database like any other process; their deﬁnition
is primarily conceptual and does not enforce any particular implementation. The
most basic ﬁlters extract data from a “source” stream, perform arbitrary processing
and transformation of that data, and re-insert it into a new “destination” stream.
For example, the sinusoid-ﬁtting ﬁlter nilm-sinefit (Section 3.4.2.10) identiﬁes zero
crossings in a source stream and marks them in a destination stream.
The interval management of NilmDB allows ﬁlters to eﬃciently process data by
considering only those intervals that are present in the source, and not yet present in






Figure 2-5: Filter processing based on intervals. A ﬁlter can use the intervals present
in its source and destination streams to eﬃciently determine which time ranges of
data still need to be processed.
one destination. If the ﬁlter is interrupted and restarted, or if new data is inserted
into the source stream and the ﬁlter is run again, this technique allows the ﬁlter to
easily identify and continue running against the remaining unprocessed data.
Filters can utilize multiple streams for input and output. For example, the spectral
envelope calculation in nilm-prep (Section 3.4.2.9) uses both raw data and calculated
zero crossings as input. The streams also do not necessarily need to be aligned in time;
the event matching in nilm-trainola (Section 3.4.2.11) utilizes exemplars chosen at
time t1 while attempting to identify loads at a diﬀerent time t2.
2.3 Architecture and Implementation
The general architecture of the NilmDB server is shown in Figure 2-6. NilmDB follows
a client/server model, where multiple clients can simultaneously access the server and
perform requests and actions. The typical structure of clients is shown in the ﬁrst two
rows. Below the line marked (1) is the NilmDB server. The server runs as a single
instance on one computer, and manages the incoming requests through a queue that
maintains overall database consistency by passing on only one request at a time. Line
(2) in the diagram marks this distinction between multi-threaded and single-threaded
processing. The lower levels then perform the speciﬁed NilmDB action, working with
the streams, intervals, and data according to the request.
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Figure 2-6: NilmDB system architecture and implementation. Client libraries interact
with the NilmDB server through an HTTP interface. The server manages storage
using a standard SQL database and a custom bulk data store. Line (1) marks the
split between clients and server, and line (2) marks the split between multi-threaded
and single-threaded processing.
implemented as C extension modules. The following sections describe the various
components and their implementation details.
2.3.1 Clients
End users access the server through a variety of user interface clients, such as the
command-line interfaces described in Section 3.2.3, or a web application served up by
NILM Manager. These applications typically utilize a library layer like the Python
client libraries in Section 3.2.2, which abstract away the connection and protocol
details of communicating with NilmDB.
Regardless of the source, all interaction with the NilmDB server takes place
through a standard HTTP/1.1 compliant interface [36]. HTTP deﬁnes methods that
perform actions on particular resources, which are identiﬁed by Uniform Resource
Locator (URL). These actions correspond to the fundamental NilmDB operations,
such as creating a stream, listing available intervals, inserting data, extracting data,
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etc. The deﬁnitions of these actions, as well as their input and output data formats
and parameters, form the NilmDB HTTP Application Programming Interface (API).
Complete details about the HTTP API, the client library APIs, and command
line interfaces can be found in Chapter 3.
2.3.2 HTTP Server and Serialization
The HTTP server receives and responds to requests from the client. The server im-
plementation is based on the CherryPy web framework [37], which provides tools for
developing HTTP-based servers that conform to the Web Server Gateway Interface
(WSGI) [38]. Compatibility with WSGI allows NilmDB to be hosted by a full-featured
web server, such as Apache, enabling a wide range of features, including encryption,
authentication, and compression. The NilmDB source code therefore avoids a signiﬁ-
cant amount of the complexity of HTTP, and the server primarily acts as an interface
between the HTTP API and the underlying NilmDB actions.
The WSGI application interface is inherently multi-threaded, as client connections
and requests can come in at any time, and receiving requests or sending responses
might proceed slowly, depending on network conditions. Accordingly, the server sup-
ports and can transfer data on any number of simultaneous connections. On the other
hand, operations that modify the database state generally need to be performed one
at a time, in order to maintain consistency. While complex ﬁne-grained locking
and ordering may allow some operations to run concurrently, NilmDB uses a more
straightforward approach, where direct database access must be performed from one
thread only.
Single-threaded access is accomplished through the use of the “serializer” module,
which allows any running thread to enqueue a function call “request” and wait for the
result. When the database is not busy, the serializer will retrieve the earliest request
from the queue, perform its function call in a single, global thread, and return the
result to the original thread. Thus, the serializer ensures that any operations on the
database are serviced one at a time, in ﬁrst-in, ﬁrst-out (FIFO) order. The process
of running queued requests in the serializer thread is shown in Figure 2-7.
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Figure 2-7: Serialization of database operations. Incoming HTTP requests are han-
dled by a multi-threaded server, which performs lower-level database operations
through a serializer thread. The serializer runs all operations in a single thread,
in the order that they are enqueued, while the threads wait for the their submitted
operations to complete.
Some HTTP requests may take an unbounded amount of time to complete, such as
extracting data from a large interval. To ensure fairness between clients, the NilmDB
database layer may choose to only perform a portion of the requested operation before
returning, which gives other threads that are waiting for the serializer a chance to
run. The HTTP server handles such occurrences automatically, resubmitting the
remainder of the operation to the serializer until it is complete. The client sees it as
single HTTP request and response.
2.3.3 Database Management
The NilmDB database layer is responsible for managing the low-level storage and
retrieval of streams, intervals, data, and metadata. All data is stored under a directory
on the local ﬁlesystem. There are two primary data stores:
• A SQL backend, based on the SQLite embedded database library.
• A custom “bulkdata” storage backend, used for stream data contents.
The bulkdata storage acts as an addressable row store; each row of stream data is
assigned a sequential unique number ρ and can be later retrieved by that number. It
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Figure 2-8: Red-black binary search tree for stream intervals, keyed on the interval
start time. The tree tracks a per-node “coloring” of red (empty) or black (shaded),
which is used to maintain invariants that ensure that the height of a tree with n nodes
is at most 2 · log2 (n+ 1). Here, 14 intervals have been added in random order.
The SQL database stores stream names, layouts, and metadata keys and values.
It also contains a list of the intervals for each stream. Speciﬁcally, for each time
interval [S → E〉, it stores S, E, and the associated bulkdata row numbers ρS and ρE
for those endpoints. The bulkdata storage for any particular interval is contiguous
and sorted, and so the rows from ρS and ρE therefore represent all of the data in that
interval.
2.3.3.1 Interval Trees
To maintain performance, NilmDB operations that need to manipulate stream inter-
vals do not interact directly with the SQL database. Instead, an in-memory data
structure known as the interval tree is created from the ﬂat list of intervals. These
trees are cached for recently-used streams, with changes written back to the SQL
database as they are made.
The interval tree is a red-black tree, a form of binary search tree with a per-node
“coloring”. Figure 2-8 shows an example of such an interval tree for a sequence of 14
contiguous intervals that were inserted in a random order. Each node contains the
interval parameters S, E, ρS, and ρE. The key used for ordering the nodes is the
interval start timestamp; since intervals in a stream are non-overlapping, this ordering
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is well-deﬁned and unique. For any given node, the left branch contains only earlier
intervals, and the right branch contains only later intervals. This property can be used
to eﬃciently search for an interval that includes a given timestamp, by recursively
descending the tree. Other operations, such as ﬁnding the interval that immediately
succeeds a given node, can be implemented by walking the tree in a similar manner.
The coloring of a red-black tree is used to guarantee a balanced structure, ensuring
that the longest path is no more than twice the length of the shortest path [39, ch. 13].
This balance is achieved by maintaining the following invariants:
• All nodes are either red or black.
• The root node is black.
• If a node is red, its children are both black.
• All paths from the bottom of the tree to a particular node contain the same
number of black nodes.





time by recoloring and moving nodes as necessary [39]. The maximum
height of a balanced tree with n nodes is at most 2 · log2 (n+ 1), and so search




time. Thus, the time needed to insert, remove, and
locate a speciﬁc interval in a stream grows with the logarithm of the number of
intervals present.
2.3.3.2 Data Extraction
One of the deﬁning features of NilmDB is the ability to quickly extract data that falls
within a speciﬁed request interval [SR → ER〉, independent of the intervals currently
present in the database or provided when the data was inserted. This can be done
eﬃciently due to several previously described constraints:
• Data for each interval is contiguous in the bulkdata store.
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function ExtractData(SR, ER, I)
result ← [ ] . Initialize empty result list
for all intervals i in I do . For each interval
(S,E, ρS, ρE) ← i . Get interval parameters
if S ≥ SR then . If this interval starts within the requested range,
ρSR ← ρS . Use its start row
else
ρSR ← LocateTime(SR, ρS, ρE) . Locate start row
if E ≤ SE then . If this interval ends within the requested range,
ρSE ← ρE . Use its end row
else
ρSE ← LocateTime(SE, ρS, ρE) . Locate end row
n← ρSR
while n < ρSE do . For each row in matched range,
result ← result + bulkdata[n] . Append row to results
n← n+ 1
return result
Algorithm 2-1: Data extraction from an arbitrary time range [SR → ER〉, given the
set I of all stream intervals that intersect this range.
• Data timestamps are monotonically increasing, so the bulkdata storage for each
interval is sorted by timestamp.
• Interval lookups can be done eﬃciently using the interval tree.
To extract the data, the NilmDB database layer ﬁrst uses the interval tree to locate
the set of all intervals I that intersect [SR → ER〉. These three parameters are passed
to ExtractData, shown in Algorithm 2-1. ExtractData then internally uses
LocateTime, shown in Algorithm 2-2, to eﬃciently locate rows corresponding to
speciﬁc timestamps in the bulkdata as necessary. These rows are returned through
the serializer and server layers to the requesting client.
2.3.4 Bulkdata Storage
The majority of NilmDB data is handled by the “bulkdata” storage system. Bulk-
data is an addressable row store, meaning that each sample of NILM data is stored
under, and can be retrieved by, a unique row number. It provides three fundamental
operations:
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function LocateTime(t, ρS, ρE)
ρlow ← ρS . Initial search range is all of the rows
ρhigh ← ρE
while ρlow < ρhigh do . Repeat until range has been narrowed to one row
ρmid ← b(ρlow + ρhigh)/2c . Find midpoint
if bulkdata[ρmid].timestamp < t then
ρlow ← ρmid + 1 . Narrow search to right half
else
ρhigh ← ρmid . Narrow search to left half
return ρlow
Algorithm 2-2: Binary search to locate the ﬁrst bulkdata row in the range [ρS, ρE〉
with a timestamp greater than t.
• Extract data from a speciﬁed row number.
• Insert new data, and return the row numbers corresponding to the starting and
ending rows of that new data.
• Remove data corresponding to a range of row numbers.
The rows of data are stored as raw binary data on disk. The format of each row is
derived from the stream layout, and matches the binary format described in the doc-
umentation of /stream/insert on page 109. Since streams contain only homogeneous
data, this means that each row takes up the same number of bytes in the data ﬁle,
denoted Brow_size.
The structure of the bulkdata storage on disk is shown in Figure 2-9. Stream
paths, such as /stream/one, are used as a directories in the ﬁlesystem. The data
itself is stored in numbered ﬁles inside these directories. The number of rows in each
data ﬁle, Nrows_per_file, is determined automatically at stream creation time, based on
stream layout, so that the data ﬁle size is approximately 128 MiB. Depending on the
underlying operating system, there may be a limit to how many ﬁles can eﬃciently
be stored in a single directory. To avoid this issue, the data ﬁles are further grouped
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Figure 2-9: Filesystem structure for the Bulkdata storage engine. Stream paths are
mirrored as a directory tree. Within each path, numbered directories group the data
ﬁles into smaller blocks. Each data ﬁle contains binary data with a ﬁxed record size.
Files may be entirely removed, or partial removals can be marked in an additional
tracking ﬁle.
2.3.4.1 Bulkdata Row Extraction
Extraction of data from a particular row or range of rows is straightforward. Due
to the interval management, the higher levels of NilmDB will only request data that
is known to be present in the bulkdata storage. Because each row takes up a ﬁxed
amount of space in the binary storage, the location of row n in stream path is ﬁxed.
It can be calculated as:
group_num = bbn/Nrows_per_filec/Nfiles_per_dirc (2.3)
file_num = mod (bn/Nrows_per_filec, Nfiles_per_dir) (2.4)
file_offset = mod(n,Nrows_per_file) ·Brow_size (2.5)
The binary data for the row is then read out as the Brow_size bytes at oﬀset <file_off-
set> in the ﬁle path/<group_num>/<file_num>. If the client request was for binary
data, these bytes are returned directly; otherwise, the data is converted to ASCII
text format ﬁrst.
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2.3.4.2 Bulkdata Row Insertion
The bulkdata storage is append-only; that is, all newly inserted data is appended to
the last existing ﬁle, and the corresponding row numbers for the new data will be
greater than any other row numbers in the stream. The system tracks the maximum
row numberNmax ever used for a particular stream. When insertingm rows of data, the
new data is written to ﬁle oﬀsets corresponding to row (Nmax+1) through (Nmax+m),
with ﬁle oﬀsets calculated as they were for data extraction, and Nmax is updated
accordingly.
This approach greatly simpliﬁes the management of the bulkdata and avoids frag-
mentation of inserted intervals. It has the apparent drawback that, if new data is
continuously inserted while old data is removed, the row numbers and Nmax grow
without bound. In practice, this is not a concern, as the row numbers are internally
stored as 64-bit integers, with a maximum of 264− 1. If data is continuously inserted
at 100 KHz, the row numbers will increase for 6×106 years before overﬂowing. By this
time, the group directory names will also have grown from the default of 4 characters
to a maximum of only 9.
2.3.4.3 Bulkdata Row Removal
At the bulkdata storage level, the goal of removal is to reclaim disk space. Other
higher layers of NilmDB already handle removal of data in speciﬁc time ranges by
truncating, splitting, or deleting intervals, adjusting the bulkdata row number point-
ers as necessary. These operations leave rows in the bulkdata storage that will never
be accessed again, since row numbers are always increasing without reuse. The bulk-
data removal process tracks these unused rows and, to the extent possible, marks
them as free so that the operating system can reclaim the disk space.
The removal process is as follows. Every data ﬁle, such as 0000, can have an asso-
ciated row tracking ﬁle, 0000.removed. This ﬁle contains a serialized representation
of a list, created in the Python “pickle” format. Each entry in this list is a pair of
row numbers [start, stop], indicating a range of “removed” rows that are no longer
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referenced by any intervals and will no longer be accessed. As more rows are removed,
more entries are added to this ﬁle. Finally, when every row in a particular data ﬁle
has been marked as removed, both the data ﬁle and its tracking ﬁle are completely
deleted from disk, freeing the space previously used.
Note that, until all of the rows in a particular data ﬁle have been marked as
removed, disk space may not be reclaimed. For example, deleting every other row of
data will never free disk space, because the data ﬁle will never be completely deleted.
In general usage, however, when larger blocks of data are deleted, or old data is
deleted as new data is added, the “wasted” space should remain small. The expected
wasted storage is on the order of the data ﬁle size (128 MiB). NilmDB also attempts
to mitigate this wastage by informing the underlying operating system when speciﬁc
ranges of ﬁles will no longer be used. Modern ﬁlesystems, like ext4 in Linux, use this
to “punch holes” in the data ﬁles, which can free disk space even before the data ﬁle
is deleted.
2.4 NILM Manager
NILM Manager, developed by John Donnal [33], is a uniﬁed and centralized man-
agement infrastructure for the distributed NilmDB system. It connects to remote
NilmDB systems through a secure virtual private network (VPN), providing a sim-
ple, user-friendly and web-based interface to any authenticated user with an Internet
connection. This interface includes a wide variety of tools, including conﬁguration
of servers and streams, interactive and real-time data visualizations, and the exe-
cution and management of data ﬁlters and processing tasks; most importantly, it
facilitates performing these actions with a minimum of required network bandwidth
to the remote NilmDB.
Figure 2-10 shows a screenshot of the NILM Manager homepage and some of
its available tools and applications. This web interface, developed with HTML5
and Javascript, is supported by a backend “Ruby on Rails” server application that
acts as a connection and data broker to individual NilmDB systems, and maintains
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Figure 2-10: NILM Manager overview. A variety of tools and interfaces are provided
for working with and manipulating a network of NilmDB systems and data.
overall system conﬁguration and state. The manager also provides a comprehensive
administrative interface, demonstrated in Figure 2-11, for building and maintaining
this conﬁguration.
While the NILM Manager is a critical part of a worldwide distributed NilmDB
system, a complete description of its use and implementation is outside the scope of
this thesis. Instead, the following sections focus on three speciﬁc components of the
NilmDB framework that were developed to support NILM Manager tools. The ﬁrst,
nilm-decimate, is a ﬁlter that reduces stream data to a form suitable for eﬃcient
data visualizations of the “Data Explorer” tool. The second, NilmRun, supports the
“Process Manager” tool by providing the ability to execute and manage ﬁlters and
other processes on a remote NilmDB machine. The third, nilm-trainola, is a load
identiﬁcation ﬁlter that is used by the “Trainola” tool to disaggregate and identify
individual transient events within a stream.
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Figure 2-11: NILM Manager administrative interface, which supports conﬁguration
and monitoring of NilmDB systems and their streams.
2.4.1 Data Visualization and Decimation
The manager provides a powerful data visualization and navigation interface, shown
in Figure 2-12. This interface forms a central component of the manager, and is
used both as a standalone tool for exploring NilmDB streams, and as an embedded
component for controlling and visualizing the output of other tools. The features of
the plot engine include:
• Live, draggable, zoomable plots with “Google Maps-like” navigation.
• Dual y axes with independently adjustable scaling and positioning.
• Simultaneous plotting of data with compatible units.
• Overview window to facilitate navigation of large data streams.
• Save and load support to recall speciﬁc streams and views.
• Continuous and discrete event plotting styles.
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Figure 2-12: NILM Manager data explorer and visualization. Stream data can be
navigated and zoomed in real-time, with minimal network data transfer.
• Antialiasing of high frequency data through shading of signal envelopes.
• Dynamic scaling and resizing based on stream data and client window geometry.
• Support for discontinuous data and gaps in streams.
Crucially, the plotting engine achieves these features while transferring only a minimal
amount of data from the remote NilmDB server. Typically, the number of data points
retrieved to display a particular window of data is on the order of 1,000 per plotted
stream, regardless of zoom level.
The plotting engine achieves these low data transfer rates in two ways. First,
it makes heavy use of the stream and interval support in the NilmDB HTTP API,
particularly when extracting data. The plot uses operations such as the “count”
option of /stream/extract, detailed in Section 3.2.1.14, to verify the amount of data
that will be returned for a particular time range. Discontinuous data and gaps are
supported through the use of the “markup” option, which avoids the need to send


















































































Figure 2-13: Decimation of stream data. Each decimation level tracks the minimum,
mean, and maximum of a block of values from the previous level. NILM Manager
chooses the appropriate level when requesting data to plot. Regardless of the number
of decimations, the total storage requirement for N original values is only 2N .
from multiple streams over arbitrary regions of time, corresponding to the currently
displayed x-axis, and the server manages the details of ﬁnding and returning only
that data which is needed.
The second feature that enables eﬃcient plotting is decimation. Here, decima-
tion is a process by which ancillary streams of ﬁltered, downsampled data are pre-
computed and stored on the server, similar to the computer graphics technique of
“MIP mapping” [40]. An example of the decimation process is shown in Figure 2-13.
Decimated streams store the mean value for each column of an input stream, in-
cluding the timestamp, calculated over small successive blocks of γ rows. Typically,
γ = 4. Thus, for an input stream with N rows, the ﬁrst decimation contains N/4
rows. The process can be repeated in multiple “levels”, with each level having cor-
respondingly fewer rows, until just one row remains, containing the average of all
the data in the stream. In addition to the mean, decimated streams also store the
minimum and maximum values of each successive block. For repeated decimations,
these are calculated over the previously computed extrema.
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When a requesting data for a plot, NILM Manager queries the server for the total
number of data rows in the desired interval. Based on the response, it automatically
determines and requests data from the decimation level that contains the optimal
number of points for display. The means are plotted as a line, and the minima and
maxima are used to plot signal envelopes in a lighter shade. This helps maintain a
visual indication of the data range of the original stream, similar to the display of a
digital oscilloscope. The averaging operation also provides a simple low-pass ﬁlter,
removing aliasing eﬀects from the plot.
The additional storage requirements for the decimated streams are modest. Con-
sider a stream with N rows and one column per row that is decimated by a factor of
4, as shown in Figure 2-13. Decimated streams store three times as many columns
(minimum, mean, and maximum) as the original stream, but each decimation level
contains one-fourth as many rows. The total number of stored values for the original
data plus L decimation levels is given by the geometric series:
















Taking the limit of this as L→∞ gives:
lim
L→∞







Therefore, storing every decimation level of a stream in NilmDB will at most only
double the storage requirements of the original data, when decimating by a factor
of 4. This overhead is low enough that it is almost always outweighed by the resulting
bandwidth reduction and visual quality of the plots.
Decimation is performed by the nilm-decimate ﬁlter and the associated nilm-
decimate-auto program, which automatically computes all required levels of deci-
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Figure 2-14: NILM Manager remote process management. Filters and other scripts
are executed on remote NilmDB machines via the NilmRun server.
mation for multiple streams. The usage of these programs is documented in Sec-
tions 3.4.2.4 and 3.4.2.5.
2.4.2 Remote Process Management and NilmRun
In order to fully support the distributed computation model of NilmDB, the NILM
Manager provides the ability to control the execution of processes on NilmDB hosts.
This allows a user to conserve bandwidth and increase computation throughput by
transmitting short ﬁlters and other programs to a remote machine, executing them
there, and retrieving the status and results. These remote processes can interact
directly with the remote NilmDB, extracting data and inserting results as streams.
Figure 2-14 shows the process management control panel within the NILM Man-
ager administrative interface. Remote process execution is facilitated by a NilmDB
component called NilmRun. NilmRun is an HTTP-based server application that mir-
rors the architecture of the NilmDB server, providing a client API interface with a
series of commands for starting, stopping, and querying the status of processes. The
server runs alongside NilmDB; while it can run independently, it is typically served
up by the same Apache instance, and can share the networking and access control
setup used by NILM Manager for the usual NilmDB connection.
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NilmRun supports executing existing programs on the remote machine, as well as
arbitrary blocks of Python code. The former is primarily focused on running exist-
ing tools within the NilmDB framework, such as the spectral envelope preprocessor
(Chapter 4), while the latter is geared towards new custom ﬁlters and reports devel-
oped within NILM Manager. In both cases, interfaces are provided for retrieving the
text output and exit codes from the program, which NILM Manager uses to provide
progress information and indicate success.
Besides direct process control, the NilmRun server also provides system-wide in-
formation such as CPU, I/O, and memory usage statistics. This can be used to help
determine how much processing capability is available or remaining on a particular
NilmDB system. For large or complex NILM deployments, multiple computers with
NilmRun could be installed on-site. Future versions of NILM Manager could then
use these statistics to automatically distribute jobs among the available machines.
The NilmRun API, and a suite of command-line tools to list and control processes
running on the remote server, are further documented in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2.
2.4.3 “Trainola” Transient Event Identiﬁcation
One of the deﬁning aspects of non-intrusive load monitoring is sensor reduction
through the acquisition of aggregate power measurements from a collection of loads.
Individual load identiﬁcation and diagnostics requires subsequent disaggregation of
these loads. Generally, this relies on the existence of some unique metric or fea-
ture of individual systems that distinguishes between the loads of interest. Typi-
cal metrics include steady-state power levels and transient event shape, amplitude,
and sequencing. In particular, event identiﬁcation based on exemplar matching has
been demonstrated as a particularly useful technique for identiﬁcation and diagnostic
monitoring [2, 4, 11, 13]. To support this, NilmDB and NILM Manager provide the
“Trainola” transient event identiﬁcation tool.
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Figure 2-15: “Trainola” exemplar-based event identiﬁcation. The user graphically
identiﬁes examples of transient events in an input stream, which can then be auto-
matically located and marked in an output stream. Matching events are plotted as
vertical lines, overlaid on the input data.
2.4.3.1 User Interface
Trainola is exposed by NILM Manager as an interactive workspace, shown in Fig-
ure 2-15. The lower half of the window mirrors the Data Explorer interface, where
the user can freely select, plot, and navigate NilmDB streams. At the top, the user
can create and name exemplars based on the data currently in view. Typically, these
exemplars correspond to particular “turn-on” and “turn-oﬀ” events, and extend to
include a few seconds of steady-state behavior before and after each transient event.
For streams with multiple columns, such as spectral envelope preprocessor harmonics,
the exemplars consist of whichever columns are visible when the exemplar is saved.
To run the automatic identiﬁcation process, the user visually navigates to the
target data stream and zooms out to the time-frame over which events should be
identiﬁed. The exemplars and target data do not have to come from the same stream,
but the same named columns must be present in both. Then, the “Run Trainola”
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button starts a nilm-trainola process on the remote machine, which will identify
events and continue to run until completion or cancellation, even if the web browser
is closed. During and after the identiﬁcation, matched events can be viewed as vertical
lines overlaid on the plot, by selectively enabling each exemplar. The events are also
stored in a dedicated NilmDB output stream, and can be accessed by other ﬁlters
and tools.
For continuous load identiﬁcation on new data, nilm-trainola can also be exe-
cuted from the command line, given that the correct exemplars have been identiﬁed.
Data formats and usage of the command line tool are detailed in Section 3.4.2.11.
2.4.3.2 Matching Algorithm
The nilm-trainola tool matches the shape of exemplars to the input data using the
following algorithm. Consider two sampled waveforms of equal size N , for example,
an observation f [n] and an exemplar g[n]. After removing dc oﬀset, a measure of




(f [n]− g[n])2 (2.10)
This expression can be expanded to:
D =
∑(








which is more conveniently expressed in terms of the dot product:
D = (f · f) + (g · g)− 2(f · g) (2.13)
= |f |2 + |g|2 − 2(f · g) (2.14)
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If the waveforms match, the Euclidean distance between them would be D = 0, and
so the equation reduces to:
0 = |f |2 + |g|2 − 2(f · g) (2.15)




Furthermore, if the amplitudes match, |f | = |g|, giving:





|g|2 = 1 (2.18)
Thus, (2.18) holds when the two waveforms match in amplitude and shape. Non-
matching waveforms may also satisfy this condition in degenerate cases, but in general,
M = (f · g)/|g|2 has been found to be a useful ﬁgure of merit to use when judging
power signature similarity [13]. As M approaches 1.0, it indicates conﬁdence that f
and g match, both in shape and amplitude.
When the full waveform f contains more points than the exemplar g, the calcu-
lation can be performed over sliding windows of the input data, determining M(t)
at each window oﬀset. As g “slides” over a feature in the f that matches in shape
and amplitude, M(t) will approach a local maximum of 1.0. Figures 2-16 and 2-17
demonstrate this metric for both a matching and non-matching exemplar case. In
nilm-trainola, a peak-ﬁnding algorithm is applied to locate local maxima, and values
that fall within a small detection window around 1.0 are marked as matched events.
To reduce false positives, peaks that are close to either minima or maxima with larger






















Relative time oﬀset (s)
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Detection window
Figure 2-16: Correlation metric for a matching exemplar. A peak that falls within a
detection window around 1.0 indicates that the exemplar matches at that time.
2.4.3.3 Cross-Correlation
M(t) can be computed more eﬃciently than (2.18) by using the cross-correlation [41].
For two waveforms x and y, the cross-correlation is deﬁned as:
(x ? y)[t] =
∞∑
k=−∞
x∗[k] y[t+ k] (2.19)
where x∗ denotes the complex conjugate of x. For real numbers, this represents the
same basic operation as the dot product (x · y). Let x be the input waveform, and
let y be the exemplar with the dc oﬀset removed. Then, the correlation metric M(t)
























Relative time oﬀset (s)
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Detection window
Figure 2-17: Correlation metric for a non-matching exemplar. The correlation metric
is near 1.0 twice, but is not considered a match because this does not occur at a local
maximum.
Cross-correlations can be computed quickly with the discrete Fourier transform F
using the relation:
F{x ? y} = F∗{x}F{y} (2.21)
or, solving for the convolution:
x ? y = F−1 (F∗{x}F{y}) (2.22)
This is used by nilm-trainola to eﬃciently match over large input streams.
Note that in (2.10), dc oﬀset was removed from both the input and the exemplar;
here, the dc oﬀset is only removed from the exemplar. However, (2.21) demonstrates
that this is equivalent: the product of the two DFTs will have a dc component of zero
as long as either x or y has zero dc component.
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2.4.3.4 Matching Multiple Columns
Trainola supports exemplar matching on multiple columns of an input stream. For
a stream like the output of the spectral envelope preprocessor, columns represent
speciﬁc in-phase and quadrature harmonics, such as P1, Q1, and P3. Within NILM
Manager, the user includes these additional columns in exemplars by simply hav-
ing them visible when the exemplar is created. Including multiple harmonics when
classifying loads in an aggregate measurement can signiﬁcantly improve the accu-
racy of identiﬁcation, as diﬀerent types of loads may have similar signatures in some
harmonics but vary in others.
The matching algorithm of Section 2.4.3.2 is extended toN columns by considering
each one independently, and assigning a higher importance to the columns with a
larger magnitude in the exemplar. Speciﬁcally, let An be the magnitude of each of
the exemplar columns, and number the columns in descending order such that A1
is the largest and AN is the smallest. The correlation metric Mn(t) is calculated for
each column, and peak-ﬁnding is performed onM1(t) to locate the maxima. For every
candidate peak tP , the following must hold true for a successful match:
0.9An
A1
≤Mn(tP ) ≤ 2− 0.9An
A1
∀n ∈ N (2.23)
This formula represents a linear “widening” of the detection window in Figure 2-16 as
the relative column magnitude decreases. The largest column must have correlation
values that are within 1.0±0.1, while a column with half this magnitude must have a
correlation of 1.0±0.45. This allows for more variation in the columns that are smaller
and are more likely to have been aﬀected by noise, or vary between transients. When
all values Mn(tP ) satisfy this condition, nilm-trainola marks a successful exemplar




This chapter provides a reference guide to setting up, interfacing, and managing a
NilmDB system. The layered architecture of NilmDB, described in Section 2.3, pro-
vides a variety of means in which a user may interface with NilmDB, depending on
the target application. Each of these layers is deﬁned by a particular application
programming interface (API), which the external software must follow. For example,
the NILM Manager in Section 2.4 utilizes the lowest level HTTP API to fetch stream
data and metadata for use in data visualization, while interactive or scripted manage-
ment of the database will likely use the command line reference instead. Because each
layer serves diﬀerent purposes, they are all considered to be “supported” interfaces
for NilmDB.
Section 3.1 discusses the process of building and installing the NilmDB server,
the NilmRun server, and the NilmTools package of ﬁlters and tools. For NilmDB
and NilmRun, Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 additionally describe how to make the HTTP
layer accessible through an Apache or other Web Server Gateway Interface (WSGI)
compliant web server.
Sections 3.2.1 to 3.2.3 describe the HTTP API, Python API, and command-line
interfaces to the main NilmDB database server. Section 3.3.1 describes the HTTP
interface to the NilmRun process management server. Finally, Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2
describe the Python API and the command line interfaces for the NilmTools package
of ﬁlters and tools.
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3.1 Installation and Conﬁguration
This section describes in detail how to download, build, conﬁgure, and install the
NilmDB, NilmRun, and NilmTools packages. For an easier automated installation of
a basic NilmDB system, based on the “NilmDBuntu” images, see Appendix A.
3.1.1 NilmDB
The NilmDB software is straightforward to install on a typical GNU/Linux software
distribution such as Debian or Ubuntu. For a “bare-metal” install, begin by installing
a recent version of one of these operating systems; the server edition of Ubuntu 12.10
is suggested. Then, speciﬁc instructions for each aspect of setting up NilmDB follow.
3.1.1.1 Building and Installation
The main NilmDB server has a number of external software dependencies. Table 3-1
lists all these dependencies, as well as the recommended or required version for each
package. On a suﬃciently up-to-date system, such as Ubuntu 12.10 or newer1, the












1The current long-term support release of Ubuntu (12.04 LTS) ships a version of cython that is
too old. Such systems can still be supported by creating a .tar.gz package of NilmDB on a more
recent system using make dist in the source directory, then using that package on a target system
in lieu of a git clone.
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Package Name1 Version Description
python-nose2 ≥ 1.1.2 Test framework
python-coverage2 ≥ 3.4 Test coverage reports
python-numpy3 ≥ 1.6 Numerical computing package
python-setuptools ≥ 0.6 Package setup manager (distribute)
python-pip ≥ 1.1 Python package manager
python-decorator ≥ 3.4 Python decorator module
python-cherrypy3 ≥ 3.2 Web application server
python-simplejson ≥ 2.5 Python JSON module
python-dateutil ≥ 1.5 Python date manipulation module
python-tz ≥ 2012c Python timezone module
python-psutil ≥ 0.3.0 Python process management module
python-requests ≥ 1.1.0, < 2 HTTP request library
python-progressbar4 ≥ 2.2 Python progress bar module
python2.75 ≥ 2.7, < 3 Python 2.x runtime
python2.7-dev5 ≥ 2.7, < 3 Python headers, C compiler
cython6 ≥ 0.16 C extensions for Python
git6 ≥ 1.7 Git distributed version control
apache27 ≥ 2.2 Apache HTTP server
libapache2-mod-wsgi7 ≥ 3.3 Apache WSGI module
1These names match the corresponding Debian/Ubuntu packages.
2Only required when running tests.
3Optional, but required by tests and other tools.
4Used by the nilmdb-fsck tool only.
5Python 3.x support would require some minor code updates throughout.
6Not needed if building from a .tar.gz package.
7Other WSGI compliant servers can be used.
Table 3-1: Software requirements for building and running a NilmDB server.
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Once dependencies are installed, the source code for NilmDB can be retrieved via git.








The NilmDB software can then be installed system-wide with:
# Install
sudo make install
At this point, the programs nilmtool, nilmdb-server, and nilmdb-fsck will have been
installed to /usr/local/bin and should be executable at the command line:
# Verify that installed programs are executable
nilmtool --version
After installation, running the built-in test suite is recommended. This will ensure
that dependencies were installed correctly, and will verify the correctness of NilmDB
on the ﬁlesystem and system architecture:
# Run tests
sudo make test
A report on code coverage and test results will be printed to the terminal. Successful
tests will end with output similar to:






3.1.1.2 Testing With the Built-in HTTP Server
For testing, or installations where running a full-featured web server is not desirable,
NilmDB provides an embedded HTTP server using the CherryPy library. This mode
of operation may be useful for testing, since the server can be manually started from
within a terminal window using the nilmdb-server program. More details on invoking
the standalone server are provided in Section 3.2.3.13. For simple testing, ﬁrst choose
a local ﬁlesystem directory that will hold the NilmDB database contents. Here, the





By default, the standalone server will listen on HTTP port 12380. The nilmtool
client, detailed in Section 3.2.3.1, can then be executed in another terminal to verify
connectivity and interact with NilmDB:
# Test connections to NilmDB server
nilmtool --url http://localhost:12380/ info










The embedded server is relatively high-performance, and can be used directly for
normal NilmDB operations. However, running through a web server such as Apache
greatly increases ﬂexibility, and ensures that NilmDB is started automatically at
system startup. Setting this up is described in the following section.
3.1.1.3 Conﬁguring Apache WSGI Interface for NilmDB
NilmDB is a Web Server Gateway Interface (WSGI) compliant application, which
allows it to be served by any web server that supports WSGI. Here, instructions
are given for conﬁguring the NilmDB application to run under Apache, using the
mod_wsgi module on a Debian or Ubuntu system. Conﬁguration for other systems
will be similar.
First, ensure that the Apache installation works and is accessible at http://host/,
where host is the hostname or IP address of the system. The NilmDB server will be
set up at address http://host/nilmdb. It will run as as user nilmdb, group nilmdb,
and the database will be stored in the local ﬁlesystem directory /home/nilmdb/db.










The ﬁrst string in the wrapper script is the local ﬁlesystem directory, and the second




Then, Apache can be conﬁgured to point to the wrapper script. The default Apache
conﬁguration resides in /etc/apache2/sites-enabled/000-default, and the following











The Apache server must be restarted for the changes to take eﬀect:
# Restart Apache
sudo apache2ctl restart
More complex conﬁguration, including SSL encryption, authentication, proxying,
compression, or path-based access control with the <Location> option, is independent
of NilmDB, and can be added using standard Apache conﬁguration directives [42].
The NilmDB server should now be running under Apache. It can be tested by
visiting http://host/nilmdb/ in a web browser. Any errors will be reported in the
web browser, or in the Apache log ﬁle /var/log/apache2/error.log. On success, the
web browser will see a page containing:
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Package Name1 Version Description
nilmdb ≥ 1.9.7 NilmDB Framework
python-nose2 ≥ 1.1.2 Test framework
python-coverage2 ≥ 3.4 Test coverage reports
python-setuptools ≥ 0.6 Package setup manager (distribute)
python-pip ≥ 1.1 Python package manager
python-cherrypy3 ≥ 3.2 Web application server
python-simplejson ≥ 2.5 Python JSON module
python-psutil ≥ 0.3.0 Python process management module
python2.73 ≥ 2.7, < 3 Python 2.x runtime
git4 ≥ 1.7 Git distributed version control
apache25 ≥ 2.2 Apache HTTP server
libapache2-mod-wsgi5 ≥ 3.3 Apache WSGI module
1These names match the corresponding Debian/Ubuntu packages.
2Only required when running tests.
3Python 3.x support would require some minor code updates throughout.
4Not needed if building from a .tar.gz package.
5Other WSGI compliant servers can be used.
Table 3-2: Software requirements for building and running a NilmRun server.
This is NilmDB version 1.9.7, running on host hostname.
At this point, the NilmDB installation is fully functional, and the server address
http://host/nilmdb/ can be used as the URL for nilmtool and related commands,
or added to an existing instance of NILM Manager (Section 2.4) as a new server.
3.1.2 NilmRun
Installing and conﬁguring the NilmRun server is similar to the installation of NilmDB
described in Section 3.1.1. NilmRun depends on software components provided by
NilmDB, and so NilmDB must be installed ﬁrst. However, the servers themselves are
independent, and it is not necessary to run NilmDB in order to run the NilmRun
server.
3.1.2.1 Building and Installation
Table 3-2 lists the external software dependencies for NilmRun. Note that many
dependencies are shared between NilmDB, and following the installation process in
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Section 3.1.1.1 should install all of the required software for NilmRun. Once de-
pendencies are installed, the source code for NilmDB can be retrieved via git. The







The NilmRun software can then be installed system-wide with:
# Install
sudo make install
At this point, the programs nilmrun-server, nilmrun-ps, nilmrun-run, and nilmrun-
kill will have been installed to /usr/local/bin and should be executable at the
command line.
After installation, running the built-in test suite is recommended. This will ensure




A report on code coverage and test results will be printed to the terminal. Successful






3.1.2.2 Testing With the Built-in HTTP Server
NilmRun provides an embedded HTTP server using the CherryPy library. This mode
of operation may be useful for testing, since the server can be manually started from
within a terminal window using the nilmrun-server program. Usage is as follows:
# Run NilmRun server
nilmrun-server
By default, the standalone server will listen on HTTP port 12381. Note that this
server contains no built-in security, and the nature of NilmRun means that anybody
that can connect to the server can execute software on it. Running the server through
Apache, and utilizing its security features, is therefore strongly recommended.
3.1.2.3 Conﬁguring Apache WSGI Interface for NilmRun
NilmRun is a Web Server Gateway Interface (WSGI) compliant application, which
allows it to be served by any web server that supports WSGI. Here, instructions are
given for conﬁguring the NilmRun application to run under Apache using the mod_wsgi
module on a Debian or Ubuntu system. The NilmRun server, and any programs
executed through NilmRun, will be conﬁgured to run as the nilmdb user, which was
set up in Section 3.1.1.3. The address of the server will be http://host/nilmrun.




The parameter in the wrapper is the path portion of the ﬁnal URL. This wrapper




Then, Apache can be conﬁgured to point to the wrapper script. The default Apache
conﬁguration resides in /etc/apache2/sites-enabled/000-default, and the following











The Apache server must be restarted for the changes to take eﬀect:
# Restart Apache
sudo apache2ctl restart
Note that, since NilmRun allows the execution of arbitrary code, it is strongly rec-
ommended that precautions be taken to limit who can connect to the server. For
example, requiring SSL and adding HTTP Basic Authentication [43] will eﬀectively
limit access. If a VPN is used, IP-based restrictions can be applied in the <Location>
directive [42].
The NilmRun server should now be running under Apache. It can be tested by
visiting http://host/nilmrun/ in a web browser. Any errors will be reported in the
web browser, or in the Apache log ﬁle /var/log/apache2/error.log. On success, the
web browser will see a page containing:
This is NilmRun version 1.3.3, running on host hostname.
The URL can then be added to NILM Manager (Section 2.4) to enable process man-
agement and ﬁlter execution on this server.
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Package Name1 Version Description
nilmdb ≥ 1.9.7 NilmDB Framework
python-setuptools ≥ 0.6 Package setup manager (distribute)
python-pip ≥ 1.1 Python package manager
python-simplejson ≥ 2.5 Python JSON module
python2.72 ≥ 2.7, < 3 Python 2.x runtime
git3 ≥ 1.7 Git distributed version control
python-numpy ≥ 1.6 Numerical computing package
python-scipy ≥ 1.7 Scientiﬁc computing package
python-daemon ≥ 1.5 Python daemon process library
1These names match the corresponding Debian/Ubuntu packages.
2Python 3.x support would require some minor code updates throughout.
3Not needed if building from a .tar.gz package.
Table 3-3: Software requirements for building and running NilmTools.
3.1.3 NilmTools
The NilmTools package contains a variety of programs, and their installation is similar
to the installation of NilmDB described in Section 3.1.1. NilmTools depends on
software components provided by NilmDB, and so NilmDB must be installed on the
local system ﬁrst. However, the programs that comprise NilmTools can connect to
remote systems, and so it is not necessary to run NilmDB on the same system in
order to use the tools.
3.1.3.1 Building and Installation
Table 3-3 lists the external software dependencies for NilmTools. Many dependen-
cies are shared between NilmDB. After installing NilmDB, the additional packages
required by NilmTools can be installed as follows:
# Install additional NilmTools requirements
sudo apt-get install python-numpy python-scipy python-daemon
Once dependencies are installed, the source code for NilmTools can be retrieved via









The NilmTools software can then be built and installed system-wide with:
# Install
sudo make install
At this point, the following programs have been installed to /usr/local/bin and
should be executable at the command line: nilm-decimate, nilm-decimate-auto,
nilm-insert, nilm-copy, nilm-copy-wildcard, nilm-sinefit, nilm-prep,
nilm-cleanup, nilm-median, nilm-trainola, and nilm-pipewatch. Their usage is
detailed in Section 3.4.2.
3.1.4 Automated Acquisition and Processing
There are many ways that data in NilmDB can be acquired and processed, and there
are no ﬁxed conﬁgurations that are suitable for all situations. External software
is required to perform the data capture, and the network-aware nature of NilmDB
allows for complex setups where diﬀerent systems may be used for acquisition, data
store, and processing. In general, a higher-level software tool like the NILM Manager
(Section 2.4) is expected to orchestrate the individual programs and systems that
perform these actions.
Nevertheless, a simple basic setup is outlined here that mirrors a typical NILM
processing workﬂow [4, 6, 7, 13, 15, 16, 20, 24, 44]. This example assumes a LabJack or
NerdJack capture card, readable with the ethstream software [45,46], conﬁgured on a
three-phase system such that the ﬁrst three channels are capturing φA, φB, and φC
currents, and the next three channels are capturing φA, φB, and φC voltages. The
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processing will be controlled with the cron job scheduler, and the following steps will
be performed:
• Acquire raw data continuously to the /data/raw stream (using ethstream, nilm-
insert, and nilm-pipewatch).
• Find zero crossings for φA voltage and save to /data/sinefit (using nilm-
sinefit).
• Calculate spectral envelopes for φA, φB, and φC current and save to
/data/prep-a, /data/prep-b, and /data/prep-c (using nilm-prep with appro-
priate added phase shift).
• Decimate the raw and preprocessed data streams for plotting (using nilm-
decimate-auto).
• Clean up old data, saving up to two weeks of raw data and one year of prepro-
cessed data (using nilm-cleanup).
3.1.4.1 Building and Installation














3.1.4.2 Conﬁguration and Scripts
A series of scripts and conﬁguration ﬁles should be created. Capture is controlled by




























The following shell commands can then be executed to make the appropriate scripts










3.1.4.3 Testing and Final Steps
The raw capture process can be manually started by executing the command:
sudo -u nilmdb /home/nilmdb/capture.sh
To verify that it is running, use nilmtool to look at the data extents and verify that
they are changing. For example,
nilmtool list --ext /data/raw
The processing steps can be run manually with:
sudo -u nilmdb /home/nilmdb/process.sh
The output of the proessing can be used to verify that it ran correctly.
Finally, the cron jobs can be created to call these scripts automatically. Since the
scripts should run as the nilmdb user, the crontab should be set up under that user.
It can be edited interactively by running:
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sudo -u nilmdb crontab -e








The last line ensures that potential database errors due to improper shutdown are
corrected at boot. The database path should be adjusted accordingly. Note that
this relies on the database not being locked immediately by the web server; while this
works in most situations, more complex setups may wish to integrate the nilmdb-fsck
call with system startup in a way that guarantees its execution before any other
process that might use NilmDB.
3.2 NilmDB Interfaces
The HTTP API, Python API, and command-line interfaces to the main NilmDB
database server are described in the following sections.
3.2.1 HTTP API
Interaction with the NilmDB server takes place through a standard HTTP/1.1 com-
pliant interface [36]. Per the HTTP speciﬁcation, this interface is a request/response
architecture supporting persistent connections, pipelining, chunked transfers, and
identiﬁcation of character sets and content types. In order to support direct ac-
cess from Javascript running in a web browser, the API additionally supports the





Retrieve information and data non-destructively; actions such
as listing streams or reading data. Requests with these
methods should not trigger any changes to the database.
Query parameters are provided in the request URL.
POST Perform actions that may change the database; actions such as
creating streams or deleting data. Query parameters are
provided in the request body.
PUT Data upload for inserting data into a stream. Query
parameters are provided in the request URL, and bulk data is
provided as in the request body.
Table 3-4: HTTP API request methods, uses, and parameter locations.
HTTP deﬁnes methods that perform actions on particular resources. The re-
sources are identiﬁed by Uniform Resource Locator (URL) and the requests can con-
tain query parameters. The NilmDB API supports methods GET, HEAD, POST, and PUT.
The use cases for each method are summarized in Table 3-4, as well as the expected
location of query parameters.
The API for NilmDB consists of a series of resources that are accessed by Uniform
Resource Identiﬁer (URI). For example, the resource for retrieving a list of streams in
the database is /stream/list. The base URL of the NilmDB installation is prepended
to this URI to build a complete request URL http://<host>/nilmdb/stream/list.
Query parameters are supplied along with the request; examples of such parameters
include time ranges and stream paths.
For requests where query parameters are located in the URL, the standard URL-
escaped query string format should be used [48], encoded in the UTF-8 character
set before escaping. For POST requests, query parameters may be encoded into
the standard application/x-www-form-urlencoded format, or alternately presented
as a dictionary in Javascript Object Notation (JSON) format [35] with content type
application/json. The API call documentation that follows includes a list of sup-
ported parameters for each particular URI.
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Server responses can be returned in multiple formats. Most API calls return JSON
with content type application/json, with the speciﬁc data structure deﬁned by the
action being requested. Some API calls that return a large quantity of data, such as
/stream/intervals, respond with a chunked encoding that includes multiple JSON
objects separated by carriage-return / linefeed (CRLF) pairs. The non-standard
content type application/x-json-stream is used for such responses. The API docu-
mentation includes the response content type and data format for each call.
Several request and response parameters incorporate timestamps, which are in-
corporated into the intervals and stored data. By convention, these timestamps
usually represent absolute time measured in microseconds since the Unix time epoch
(1970/01/01 00:00 UTC), but the interface supports arbitrary 64-bit signed integer
values. One variation may be to use the timestamps to denote microseconds since
some alternate reference time. The timestamps are further described in Section 2.2.3.
Errors are indicated with standard HTTP response codes such as 405 Method Not
Allowed or 400 Bad Request. Error bodies are JSON dictionaries that contain addi-
tional information about the error. Within these bodies, the message key will typically
contain a human-readable error, and the traceback key may contain a Python trace-
back if the server did not gracefully handle the error.
In the example API transactions that follow, requests to the server are denoted
with a light blue line in the margin, and responses are denoted with a dark green line.
For JSON responses, whitespace may be added for readability. Only relevant headers
are included in both the request and response; in the actual transactions with the
server, standard HTTP headers such as Content-Length and Host are required.
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Returns a human-readable string with the NilmDB version number and local
hostname. This is intended to assist with conﬁguration and testing during
installation, and is the default page that will be returned if a user visits the



















Returns a JSON object containing a single string. The version number follows










Returns information about the server’s database storage subsystem, including




Returns a JSON dictionary. The keys of this dictionary and their values are
shown in Table 3-5. Note that the “ﬁlesystem” here refers to the particular
ﬁlesystem on the server on which the NilmDB database is stored, and does not
include any other ﬁlesystems which may be present on the server.
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Key Value
path Filesystem path where the NilmDB database is stored.
size Total size of the NilmDB database, in bytes.
other Size of non-NilmDB data on the same ﬁlesystem, in
bytes.
reserved Reserved space on the same ﬁlesystem, in bytes.
free Free space on the same ﬁlesystem, in bytes.
Table 3-5: Contents of the /dbinfo HTTP response.



















Lists the streams in the database and their layout types. With the extended=1
parameter, returned data will also include summary information about the data
in the stream, such as the maximum extent of interval timestamps and the total
amount of data present.
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Request Parameters
Parameters are shown in Table 3-6. Required parameters are marked with ∗.
Wildcards are not supported in path or layout.
∗ Name Description
path Stream path about which to return information,
such as “/sharon/raw”. If not speciﬁed, consider
all paths.
layout Layout types to return information about, such
as uint16_6. If not speciﬁed, consider all layouts.
extended Whether to return extended information. Use 0
or leave unspeciﬁed to return just path and
layout, or specify as 1 to return extended info.
Table 3-6: Parameters for the /stream/list HTTP request.
Response
Information is returned for paths that match path and layout exactly. The
format of the response is nested JSON list of lists. The outer list has one entry
for each returned path:
[ <pathentry>, <pathentry>, ... ]
Each <pathentry> is another list with elements shown in Table 3-7. If request
parameter extended was zero or unspeciﬁed, the list contains only the ﬁrst two
entries, otherwise, all six entries are included. Additional entries within the
<pathentry> list may be included in future NilmDB server versions and should
be ignored.
Performance Notes





operation and does not require querying the bulkdata backend. Since
streams will have relatively few intervals compared to the amount of data stored,
this should be fast.
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Entry Example Description
1 /sharon/raw Path name of this stream, following the
structure described in Section 2.2.1.
2 uint16_6 Data type of the stream, following the
format described in Section 2.2.3.
3 1359950402000000 The earliest start time of any interval in
the stream, in microseconds since epoch,
or “null” if no intervals.
4 1359950639911250 The latest end time of any interval in the
stream, in microseconds since epoch, or
“null” if no intervals.
5 1903290 Total rows of data in this stream.
6 237911250 Total amount of time covered by the
intervals of this stream, in microseconds.
Gaps between intervals would cause this
number to be less than the diﬀerence
between the “start time” and “end time”
in ﬁelds 3 and 4.





















Create a new empty stream in the database.
Request Parameters
Parameters are shown in Table 3-8. Required parameters are marked with ∗.
∗ Name Description
∗ path Stream path to create, following the structure
described in Section 2.2.1 and below.
∗ layout Data type of the stream, following the format
described in 2.2.3 and below.
Table 3-8: Parameters for the /stream/create HTTP request.
Stream paths consist of N elements separated by / characters. They can be
viewed as a tree-like structure similar to ﬁlesystem locations, with the ﬁrst
N − 1 elements of the path acting like directories and the ﬁnal element acting
as a ﬁlename. All paths must have at least two elements, and no stream can be
created such that it would be a child or parent of an existing stream. For exam-
ple, given an existing stream /my/fun/experiment, invalid stream paths include
/my/fun and /my/fun/experiment/work. Valid paths include /my/fun/stuff,
/my/tedious/experiment, and /my/work.
Layout types are of the form <type>_<count>. The <type> is one of those de-
scribed in Section 2.2.3, such as uint16, int64, or float32. <count> is a numeric
count of how many data elements there are, per row. Streams store rows of ho-
mogeneous data only, and the largest supported <count> is 1024. Generally,
counts should fall within a much lower range, typically between 1 and 32.
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Response
On success, 200 OK is returned, and the body is a JSON object containing “null”.
Errors
Invalid path or layout parameters, or paths that cannot be created due to





















Fully remove a stream and associated metadata from the database. All existing
intervals must been removed with /stream/remove ﬁrst (Section 3.2.1.12).
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Request Parameters
Parameters are shown in Table 3-9. Required parameters are marked with ∗.
∗ Name Description
∗ path Stream path to destroy.
Table 3-9: Parameters for the /stream/destroy HTTP request.
Response
On success, 200 OK is returned, and the body is a JSON object containing “null”.
Errors
If path does not exist, 404 Not Found is returned. If the stream still has intervals
as listed by /stream/list (Section 3.2.1.4), 400 Bad Request is returned.
Performance Notes















Rename or relocate a stream in the database from one path to another. Meta-
data and intervals, if any, are relocated to the new path name.
Request Parameters
Parameters are shown in Table 3-10. Required parameters are marked with ∗.
∗ Name Description
∗ oldpath Existing stream path.
∗ newpath New stream path.
Table 3-10: Parameters for the /stream/rename HTTP request.
The new stream path must follow the standard guidelines as described in the
documentation for /stream/create (Table 3-8). Note that it is acceptable for
newpath to be a parent or child of oldpath, as long as newpath does not con-
ﬂict with any other existing streams according to the standard guidelines. For
example, it is acceptable to rename /my/fun/experiment to /no/fun.
Response
On successful rename, 200 OK is returned, and the body is a JSON object con-
taining “null”.
Errors
If oldpath does not exist, 404 Not Found is returned. If newpath is invalid, a 400
Bad Request response is returned. In all error cases, the stream will still exist
at oldpath.
Notes
Metadata contents are not changed by this operation. Any software tools that
















List the intervals present in the given stream, optionally limiting and truncating
the returned intervals to a given time range.
If diffpath is speciﬁed, the server calculates and returns the set-diﬀerence be-
tween the intervals in path and diffpath; that is, only interval ranges that are
present in path and not present in diffpath are returned.
Mathematically, let the interval set present in path be denoted P , the interval
set in diffpath be denoted D, and the interval set equivalent to the requested
time range be denoted T . Then the returned set is P ∩Dc ∩ T .
For example, if path contains one interval [100→ 300〉, diffpath contains one
interval [0→ 200〉, and the start and end times are unspeciﬁed, the result is the
single interval [200→ 300〉.
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Request Parameters
Parameters are shown in Table 3-11. Required parameters are marked with ∗.
∗ Name Description
∗ path Stream path for which to return intervals.
diffpath Omit from the response any interval ranges that
are also present in diffpath.
start Start time, in microseconds since epoch. If
speciﬁed, limit response to ranges that begin at
or after start.
end End time, in microseconds since epoch. If
speciﬁed, limit response to ranges that end at or
before end.
Table 3-11: Parameters for the /stream/intervals HTTP request.
Response
Returned intervals are always non-overlapping and sorted in ascending order by
start time.
On success, 200 OK is returned, and the matching intervals are streamed in a
chunked application/x-json-stream response. Each interval is returned as an
independent JSON list [<start>, <end>] followed by CRLF.
Errors
If path or diffpath does not exist, 404 Not Found is returned.
Performance Notes





time. If there are a large number of intervals to return, the
server may choose to transparently subdivide the request to the backend server




























Set arbitrary key/value metadata associated with a particular stream path.
This action will overwrite all existing metadata for this path with the provided
values. Use /stream/update_metadata (Section 3.2.1.11) to modify or insert keys
without aﬀecting others.
Keys and values are both arbitrary Unicode text strings. Keys must be unique.
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Request Parameters
Parameters are shown in Table 3-12. Required parameters are marked with ∗.
∗ Name Description
∗ path Stream path for which to set metadata.
∗ data JSON dictionary containing key/value pairs.
Keys and values must both be strings.
Table 3-12: Parameters for the /stream/set_metadata HTTP request.
Note that the data parameter is always a JSON-encoded dictionary. If the
content-type of the request is application/json, this dictionary can be included
directly in the request body:
{ "path": "/test/raw", "data": { "k": "v" } }
If the content-type of the request is application/x-www-form-urlencoded, then
the data parameter requires an extra encoding as JSON before the URL encod-
ing step. For example, metadata consisting of key k and value v would be ﬁrst
encoded into JSON as
{"k":"v"}
and subsequently URL-encoded in the request body as:
path=%2Ftest%2Fraw&data=%7B%22k%22%3A%22v%22%7D
Response
On success, 200 OK is returned, and the body is a JSON object containing “null”.
Errors
If path does not exist, the response is 404 Not Found. If the data parameter
cannot be parsed, or if there is another formatting or data type problem with
the keys or values, 400 Bad Request is returned, and the message ﬁeld in the
response body may contain more information about the error.
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Performance Notes
Keys and values are stored directly within the SQL database (Section 2.3.3), and
operations such as /stream/get_metadata and /stream/update_metadata retrieve
all data for a given stream from the database. As such, storing very large














Retrieve the key/value metadata pairs associated with a particular stream. If
optional key parameters are speciﬁed, only metadata matching the given keys
is returned. Keys and values are both arbitrary Unicode text strings.
Request Parameters
Parameters are shown in Table 3-13. Required parameters are marked with ∗.
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∗ Name Description
∗ path Stream path for which to get metadata.
key Key names to retrieve. May be repeated, in
which case multiple matching keys may be
returned. If unspeciﬁed, all keys are returned.
Table 3-13: Parameters for the /stream/get_metadata HTTP request.
Response
On success, 200 OK is returned, and the body is a JSON dictionary with the
key/value pairs. If keys were speciﬁcally requested by the key parameter but
are not present in the database, they are returned in the JSON dictionary with
a value of null.
Errors














Update the key/value metadata associated with a particular stream path. The
given values overwrite existing values in the database, if any. Any keys that are
present in the database, but not present in the parameters to this call, are left
unchanged.
Deleting metadata entries is not explicitly supported, but values can be set
to empty strings. To completely remove a key from the database instead, use
/stream/get_metadata to retrieve the metadata, then set that metadata again
with /stream/set_metadata, with the desired key excluded.
Request Parameters
Parameters are shown in Table 3-14. Required parameters are marked with ∗.
∗ Name Description
∗ path Stream path for which to update metadata.
∗ data JSON dictionary containing key/value pairs.
Keys and values must both be strings.
Table 3-14: Parameters for the /stream/update_metadata HTTP request.
As with /stream/set_metadata, the data parameter is always a JSON dictionary,
regardless of request content type. See Section 3.2.1.9 for details.
Response
On success, 200 OK is returned, and the body is a JSON object containing “null”.
Errors
If path does not exist, the response is 404 Not Found. If the data parameter
cannot be parsed, or if there is another formatting or data type problem with
the keys or values, 400 Bad Request is returned, and the message ﬁeld in the
















Remove data from the speciﬁed time interval in the stream. This function
will delete any stored data with timestamp t satisfying start ≤ t < end, and
also remove the same range from the stream’s interval list. If the requested
range does not exactly match an existing interval, the stream’s intervals will be
truncated or split as necessary.
Request Parameters
Parameters are shown in Table 3-15. Required parameters are marked with ∗.
∗ Name Description
∗ path Stream path for which to remove data.
start Start time, in microseconds since epoch. Default
is −∞ if not speciﬁed.
end End time, in microseconds since epoch. Default
is +∞ if not speciﬁed.
Table 3-15: Parameters for the /stream/remove HTTP request.
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Note that omitting start and end will result in all data being removed from
this stream. Since this is a destructive operation, it is recommended that start
and end are always speciﬁed explicitly.
Response
On success, 200 OK is returned, along with the count of how many data rows were
removed. The removal operation is potentially slow as data is deleted from disk
storage. In order to keep the HTTP connection alive, the server sends a chunked
application/x-json-stream response, where each transmitted line periodically
reports how many data rows have been removed since the previous line. At the
end of the transfer, the total number of rows of data removed from the database
is equal to the sum of all of these numbers.
Errors
If path does not exist, 404 Not Found is returned. If start or end are invalid,
400 Bad Request is returned.
Performance Notes
Removing a large amount of data can take a while, due to the unavoidable
time it takes to actually delete the data ﬁles from low level storage from disk.
Accordingly, ﬁle removal is done in chunks, and there is an internal maximum
number of rows that can be removed per chunk. Each line of the streaming
response corresponds to one of those chunk, and other pending API calls may
be handled in between them. Therefore, the total amount of time it takes to
remove data can be somewhat unpredictable. The progress could be estimated
by ﬁrst counting the number of rows using /stream/extract (Section 3.2.1.14)
and then comparing the running sum of removed rows to that total.
It is important to avoid removing a large number of scattered, small intervals
of data. At the storage backend, data is split across multiple small ﬁles. As
contiguous intervals of data are removed, regions of those ﬁles are marked as
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being unused. However, disk space might not be reclaimed until the unused
portions have grown large enough, or entire ﬁles have been marked unused.
This means that certain uncommon patterns of data removal may have little or
no eﬀect on the available disk space, and performance may degrade signiﬁcantly
as intervals become fragmented. For example, deleting every other row in a
stream would yield the worst case performance.
If such operations are desired, it would be more eﬃcient to create a new
stream and selectively copy the desired data into it with /stream/extract and
/stream/insert. Similarly, a stream that has previously suﬀered degraded per-
formance due to this type of workload could be “defragmented” by creating a
new stream, copying all data to it, destroying the old stream, and renaming the























Insert new data into a stream. A new interval is created from start to end, and
the provided rows of timestamped data are inserted into this interval. Each
timestamp t must satisfy start ≤ t < end, and the new interval must not
overlap any existing intervals in the stream.
Request Parameters
Parameters are shown in Table 3-16. Required parameters are marked with ∗.
∗ Name Description
∗ path Existing stream path into which to insert data
∗ start Start time of the newly created interval, in
microseconds since epoch
∗ end End time of the newly created interval, in
microseconds since epoch
binary If speciﬁed as 1, uploaded data is in binary
format, otherwise ASCII-formatted text. Both
formats are described in the section “Request
Body” below.
Table 3-16: Parameters for the /stream/insert HTTP request.
A new interval [start→ end〉 is created within the stream at path and populated
with the data provided in the request body.
Request Body
Within an interval, data is stored in rows. The rows generally correspond to
a single data point or event, and contain a timestamp and some number of
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homogeneous columns of data, as determined by the layout speciﬁed when the
stream was created. Layout and data types are described in Section 2.2.3.
Timestamps are arbitrary signed 64 bit integer values, ranging from −263 →
263− 1. For compatibility with software such as Javascript that may store inte-
ger values as IEEE 754 double-precision ﬂoating point numbers, limiting times-
tamps to the range −253 → 253 is suggested. Within an interval, timestamps
are monotonic and fall within the half-open interval bounds [start→ end〉.
NilmDB itself does not interpret timestamps, but many of the supporting tools
and ﬁlters (Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2) treat them as the number of microseconds
elapsed since January 1, 1970 at 00:00:00 UTC.
The speciﬁc format of the request body varies based on whether binary was
speciﬁed. The two variants are described below.
Request Body (Text Format)
If the binary parameter is zero or unspeciﬁed, rows are provided as human-
readable ASCII text, and the content-type of the document body should be
text/plain. Integer numbers are formatted according to the requirements of
C11 standard function call strtol [49], with a ﬁxed base of 10. Floating-
point numbers are formatted according to strtod [49], which supports expo-
nential notation and special values such as infinity and NaN. Thus, 12345, 5e6,
-10.331e+05, and -inf are all valid.
The text format consists of a sequence of rows of data. Given the stream layout
<type>_<count>, a single row of text input is formatted as:
• A timestamp, either as an signed 64-bit integer or ﬂoating point value.
Floating point values are rounded to the nearest 64-bit integer.
• Exactly <count> numbers of type <type>, separated from the timestamp
and each other by any number of spaces.
• A single newline character (\n).
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Type Bytes Format
int8 1 Two’s complement signed integer
uint8 1 Unsigned integer
int16 2 Two’s complement signed integer
uint16 2 Unsigned integer
int32 4 Two’s complement signed integer
uint32 4 Unsigned integer
int64 8 Two’s complement signed integer
uint64 8 Unsigned integer
float32 4 IEEE 754 single-precision ﬂoating point [34]
float64 8 IEEE 754 double-precision ﬂoating point [34]
Table 3-17: Binary data formats for each layout type. Multi-byte values are stored
and transferred in little-endian order.
Additionally, the input text may contain comments, which are ignored. Com-
ments start with a # character and extend to the next newline character. Com-
ments may appear before any numbers on a line, in which case the entire line
is ignored, or may appear at the end of the line, after the timestamp and all
<count> values.
An example of text formatted data is shown in the ﬁrst example below.
Request Body (Binary Format)
If the binary parameter is 1, rows are provided in a compact, ﬁxed-length binary
representation, and the content-type of the document must be application/
octet-stream. Given the stream layout <type>_<count>, each row is transmitted
as a single record containing one timestamp of type int64 and <count> values of
type <type>. All multi-byte numbers are transmitted in little-endian order. The
speciﬁc format for each of the supported layout types is shown in Table 3-17.
For example, a single row of type float32_3 would be formatted in binary as
a sequence of 20 hexadecimal bytes: 8 bytes for the timestamp and 4 bytes for
each of the three float32 values.
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Each row record is concatenated and sent directly in the request body. When
inserting n rows of data into a stream, the length of the request body must be
exactly n ∗ (8+ (c ∗ b)) bytes, where c is the layout <count> and b is the number
of bytes corresponding to the layout <type>.
An example of binary formatted data is shown in the second example below.
Response
On success, 200 OK is returned, and the body is a JSON object containing “null”.
Performance Notes
Inserting text data is slower than binary data, due to the extra processing needed
to convert from the text representation to integers or ﬂoating-point numbers.
Binary data is also more compact.
The overall performance of NilmDB when inserting, extracting, or manipulating
data in a stream is highly related to the number of intervals present. For a




space, and interval lookup,




time. Many NilmDB tools, such
as the ﬁlters in Section 2.2.5, operate on individual intervals, and so keeping
interval counts low will increase performance.
At the other extreme, intervals that are too large will incur costs when locating
a particular timestamped data row for retrieval. However, such intervals are
automatically split by the server, and so the user should focus on providing the
widest intervals possible.
The NilmDB server applies a small optimization when two intervals are in-
serted back-to-back. Given an existing stream interval [s1 → e1〉 and a new
stream interval [s2 → e2〉, the server will consolidate them into the single inter-
val [s1 → e2〉 if two conditions are met:
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• e1 = s2.
• No other data was added to the stream between the adding of [s1 → e1〉
and [s1 → e2〉.
Note that the second condition means that this optimization will not be applied
in the case where two processes are simultaneously writing data into the same
stream, even if they are writing data in disjoint time regions. Within any given
stream, it is always better to write data in a linear fashion.
If performance degradation is observed as a stream grows larger, the “perfor-
mance health” can be judged by looking at the ratio of number of rows of data
(reported by /stream/extract, Section 3.2.1.14) versus the number of intervals
(reported by /stream/intervals, Section 3.2.1.8). An ideal ratio from a storage
point of view is on the order of 106 or 107 rows per interval. If the number is
signiﬁcantly lower, performance could be increased by:
• “Filling in” any small gaps between non-contiguous intervals by using
/stream/insert with no data.
• Copying each interval of data in-order to a new stream, which allows the
consolidation optimization to take place.
Errors
Invalid paths return 404 Not Found. A 400 Bad Request response, with more
detail in the error body, will be returned if any of the following error conditions
occur:
• Invalid path, start, or end parameters.
• The interval described by start and end overlaps an existing interval in
the stream.
• binary is speciﬁed, but the request content-type is not application/octet-
stream.
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• Uploaded data is not formatted correctly for the stream layout type, or
data values are out of range.
• Uploaded data timestamps t are not monotonically increasing, or do not
satisfy start ≤ t < end. Note that duplicated timestamps will also trigger
this error, and all inserted data rows must have a unique timestamp within
a given stream.
Additionally, 500 Internal Server Error may be raised on I/O errors such as
running out of disk space on the server.
Examples
In this ﬁrst example, 8 rows of data are inserted to a stream of type uint16_6,
















The second example is the same data in binary format. Binary data is repre-
sented here as a list of 2-digit hexadecimal values separated by spaces, and the



















The ﬁnal example shows the typical format of details in the error response. Note
that newlines and indentation have been added to the message string here, after

























Extract data from a stream, or count the number of rows that would have been
extracted. All data within the time range [start→ end〉 is included. This range
does not need to match the intervals that were created when data was inserted
into the stream; the request will be fulﬁlled using any available data.
Request Parameters
Parameters are shown in Table 3-18. Required parameters are marked with ∗.
∗ Name Description
∗ path Stream path from which to extract data
start Start time, in microseconds since epoch. Default
is −∞ if not speciﬁed.
end End time, in microseconds since epoch. Default
is +∞ if not speciﬁed.
binary If speciﬁed as 1, extracted data is in binary
format, otherwise ASCII-formatted text.
count If speciﬁed as 1, return a count of data rows that
match the request, instead of actual data.
markup If speciﬁed as 1, extracted data will be marked
with comments that delimit the extents of the
intervals in the original data stream.
Table 3-18: Parameters for the /stream/extract HTTP request.
Note that omitting start and end will result in all data being returned from
this stream. The binary, count, and markup options are mutually exclusive due
to their incompatible response formats.
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Response
On success, 200 OK is returned, followed by data. The data is sent with the
chunked transfer-encoding, and there is no set limit to how much data can be
returned for a speciﬁc request.
If count was speciﬁed, the number of rows of data with timestamp t satisfying
start ≤ t < end are returned as a single ASCII integer.
Otherwise, rows of data are returned. The NilmDB backend ﬁrst locates the
stream interval in which time start would be located, and further locates the
ﬁrst row of data in this interval with timestamp t ≥ start. This row, and
all subsequent data in the interval, are returned as long as t < end. If the
stream interval ends, the next interval is considered, continuing until the time-
stamp exceeds end or there are no more intervals that could contain data in the
requested time range.
The default is for data to be output as line-based ASCII-formatted text, anal-
ogous to the data format described for /stream/insert (Section 3.2.1.13), with
content-type text/plain. Note that the text data is interpreted on insertion
and reformatted on extraction, so the exact text contents may diﬀer from the
originally inserted data in terms of whitespace, comments, and number formats.
Additionally, ﬂoating point precision limits may lead to rounding or truncation.
If markup is speciﬁed, the text output is additionally marked with information
that denotes where the stream’s internal intervals begin and end. These marks
consist of comments of the form:
# <mark> <timestamp>
where <mark> is either the string interval-start or interval-end, and <time-
stamp> is a 64-bit integer. These marks convey the intervals that were present
in the underlying stream, and can be used to help convey gaps in the under-
lying data. It is the same information that could be retrieved with a separate
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/stream/intervals request (Section 3.2.1.8). Note that due to internal interval
splitting and joining optimizations, these intervals may not match the exact
intervals that were originally inserted into the database, but cover the same
ranges of time. In particular, an interval-end mark may be followed by an
immediate interval-start mark with the same timestamp, indicating no gap
in the data.
If binary is speciﬁed, the response is instead formatted as raw binary data
with content-type application/octet-stream. The format is as described for
/stream/insert (Section 3.2.1.13 and Table 3-17). If data was inserted as binary,
the extracted binary data will match the original data exactly.
To summarize, there are four distinct response types, based on the input pa-
rameters:
• Count only, as text (count)
• Text data
• Text data with markup (markup)
• Binary data (binary)
An example of each is provided in the example section below.
Errors
If path does not exist, 404 Not Found is returned. If start or end are invalid,
or the combination of parameters is invalid, 400 Bad Request is returned. Note
that a lack of data in the requested range will not return an error, but will
return a successful empty response.
Performance Notes
Requesting count is a relatively fast operation as it only requires reading enough
data to locate the rows at start and end. Client applications may wish to request
a count before requesting the actual data in order to verify the number of rows
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available, although this number may change between the two requests if data
is actively being inserted or removed by another process.
Extracting text data is slower than binary data, due to the extra processing
needed to convert from the on-disk representation to the ASCII-formatted text
output. Binary data is also more compact.
For large requests, the server may internally break the request into multiple
sub-requests. This is largely transparent but may result in short delays in the
streaming output.
Example
These examples are all requesting the same region of data, which was inserted
into the server as several intervals with a gap. This ﬁrst example is extracting













































Finally, the same data as the previous example, extracted in binary format.
Binary data is represented here as a list of 2-digit hexadecimal values separated
















3.2.2 Python Client API
A complete Python client library is provided for accessing the functionality of the
NilmDB server. This is the interface that is generally used by Python ﬁlters and
supporting tools, like those in the NilmTools package (Section 3.4.1). The library is
built and installed alongside NilmDB. It is not necessary to run the NilmDB server
on a given system in order to use the client library on that system, but NilmDB must
have been installed according to the procedure in Section 3.1.1.1.
Use of the client library is centered around the Client class provided in the mod-
ule nilmdb.client.client. An object of type Client is instantiated with the URL
of a NilmDB server, and provides a series of member functions that perform oper-
ations against the database by making HTTP calls. This module is described in
Section 3.2.2.1.
Many of the functions in Client mirror the operations of the HTTP API, previ-
ously described in Section 3.2.1. In the following documentation, client library func-
tions include references to the relevant HTTP API documentation where appropriate.
Some Client functions, on the other hand, provide higher-level abstractions. A no-
table example is the StreamInserter context manager, returned by the stream_insert
method, which provides a means for inserting data into the database while eﬃciently
managing the intervals that get created. The methods of this class are described
beginning on page 125.
The NumpyClient class in the module nilmdb.client.numpyclient extends Client
by providing methods that allow for data to be manipulated as NumPy arrays. This
is provided as a convenience for the user, as mathematical processing in Python often
requires the use of NumPy. It also utilizes the binary data transfer functionality
of the NilmDB server, and has signiﬁcantly higher performance than the text-based
Client for many workloads. This class is described in Section 3.2.2.2.
Within the client library functions, exceptions are used to indicate errors. The
client library includes speciﬁc exceptions in the nilmdb.client.errors module that
are typically used to indicate errors that arise during communication with the NilmDB
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server. Other standard Python and NumPy exceptions may also be raised when
appropriate. The error module is described in Section 3.2.2.3.
In addition to the client library, NilmDB provides several independent utility
modules which may be useful to programs utilizing the client library. Two in particu-
lar, nilmdb.utils.time and nilmdb.utils.interval, are described in Section 3.2.2.4
and Section 3.2.2.5. Others can be found in the “Shared Utilities” source code in
Appendix B.5.
Examples of how to use the NilmDB client library can be seen in the source code
for NilmTools programs such as nilm-cleanup (Listing E-3), nilm-trainola (List-
ing E-11), and nilm-insert (Listing E-9).
3.2.2.1 Module nilmdb.client.client
This module contains the main Client class for communicating with a NilmDB server.
class nilmdb.client.client.Client(url)
Main client interface to NilmDB. url is the address of the NilmDB server, such
as "http://localhost/nilmdb/". The actual connection to the server may be
deferred until the ﬁrst method call that requires it.




When used in this manner, the client, and any connection to the server, will be
automatically closed when the with block exits, as if client.close() had been
called.
Many methods in this class take start and end parameters. These are integers
that typically represent microseconds since the Unix time epoch (1970/01/01




Close the connection; safe to call multiple times.
dbinfo() → dict
Return server database info as a dictionary. The dictionary includes in-
formation about the database location and free disk space; details on keys
and values can be found in Table 3-5 on page 90.
geturl() → string
Return the base URL used by this client object.
stream_count(path,start=None,end=None) → int
Count and return the number of rows of data in the stream at path that
fall in the interval [start → end〉, without actually retrieving or transferring
that data.
stream_create(path,layout)
Create a new stream at path with the given layout. For the format of path
and layout, see the documentation of /stream/create in Section 3.2.1.5.
stream_destroy(path)
Fully delete a stream at the given path from the database. The stream
must be empty; data can ﬁrst be removed with with stream_remove.
stream_extract(path, start=None, end=None, count=False, markup=False,
binary=False) → generator
Extract rows of data from path in the interval [start → end〉. This func-
tion returns a generator, and iterating over the generator will yield the
extracted data. For example:
for line in client.stream_extract("/test/foo"):
    print line
By default, the data is returned as ASCII formatted text and the generator
will yield one line of text at a time. If binary is True, the generator will
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yield arbitrarily sized chunks of raw binary data. The text and binary
formats are described in detail in the documentation of /stream/insert in
Section 3.2.1.13.
If count is True, the generator will yield a single line of text containing
the number of rows of data present in the given interval, without actually
fetching that data.
If markup is True, the ASCII formatted text will include comments mark-
ing where the stream’s internal intervals begin and end. See the documen-
tation of /stream/extract in Section 3.2.1.14 for details on the markup
format.
stream_get_metadata(path, keys=None) → dict
Retrieve the key/value metadata pairs associated with the stream at path,
returning it as a dictionary. If keys is provided as a list, only metadata
matching the given keys is returned.
stream_insert_block(path, data, start, end, binary=False)
Insert data into a stream in a single operation. An interval [start → end〉
is created at path and data is stored in that interval. The data is provided
as text, or raw binary if binary is True.
In general, use stream_insert_context instead; this is a lower-level func-
tion that mirrors the functionality of /stream/insert in Section 3.2.1.13.
stream_insert_context(path, start=None, end=None) → StreamInserter
Insert data into a stream. Returns a StreamInserter context manager
that allows data to be eﬃciently inserted into a stream in a piecewise
manner. This is the primary function for inserting text-formatted data
into NilmDB. This function may make multiple requests to the server, if
the data is large enough or enough time has passed between insertions.
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Data is provided to the context manager as ASCII text separated by new-
lines, and is aggregated and sent to the server in larger or smaller chunks
as necessary. The format of the data must match the database layout for
the given path. If start and end are not provided, they are deduced from
the contents of the data by the context manager. See the StreamInserter
documentation on page 125 for details on the context manager methods.




The text data format, as well as important performance notes regarding
data intervals, is described in the documentation of /stream/insert in
Section 3.2.1.13. Using this context manager instead of individual calls to
stream_insert_block helps reduce the number of intervals created when
the data is not all available at once, as the context manager can remain
“open” while data is produced.
stream_insert(path, data, start=None, end=None)
Insert rows of ASCII text data into a stream. Use stream_insert_context
instead; this is a compatibility function that is essentially:
with client.stream_insert_context(path, start, end) as ctx:
    ctx.insert(data)
stream_intervals(path, start=None, end=None, diﬀpath=None) → generator
List the intervals present in the stream at path, limited to the time range
[start → end〉. Returns a generator that yields a series of Python lists
[interval_start, interval_end]. To get a complete nested list of all in-
tervals, use e.g.:
all_intervals = list(client.stream_intervals(path))
If diﬀpath is speciﬁed, the server calculates and returns the set-diﬀerence
between the intervals in path and diﬀpath; that is, only interval ranges
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that are present in path and not present in diﬀpath are returned. See the
documentation of /stream/intervals in Section 3.2.1.8 for details.
stream_list(path=None, layout=None, extended=False) → generator
List the streams in the database and their layout types. If path or layout
are speciﬁed, only returns information about streams with the speciﬁed
path or layout types.
Returns a generator that yields a series of Python lists. By default, these
lists contain just [path, layout] for the matched streams. If extended
is True, the lists contain additional extended information about the data
in the stream, such as the maximum extent of interval timestamps and
the total amount of data present. For full details on the entries in the
returned list, see the documentation of /stream/list in Section 3.2.1.4
and Table 3-7.
stream_remove(path, start=None, end=None) → int
Remove data rows from the stream path in the time interval [start → end〉.
The stream’s internal intervals will be truncated or split as necessary.
Returns the total number of data rows that were removed.
If a lot of data is present, removal may take a while. Note also that removal
should be done in large or contiguous chunks to maintain overall database
performance, as described in the Performance section of the /stream/re-
move documentation in Section 3.2.1.12.
stream_rename(oldpath, newpath)
Rename or relocate a stream in the database from oldpath to newpath.
Metadata and intervals, if any, are relocate to the new path name.
Note that while metadata is moved, the contents of said metadata are
unchanged. Any software tools that store and use paths names stored in
metadata keys or values will need to update them accordingly.
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stream_set_metadata(path, data)
Set stream metadata for path. All existing metadata is replaced with the
keys and values in the dictionary data. Keys and values must be Unicode
text strings.
To insert new keys without aﬀecting existing metadata, use stream_up-
date_metadata instead.
stream_update_metadata(path, data)
Update stream metadata for path. The keys and values in dictionary data






Return the version of the NilmDB server as a string, such as "1.9.7".
class nilmdb.client.client.StreamInserter(client, path, start, end)
An instance of this class returned is returned by Client().stream_insert_con-
text() and used to manage the insertion of rows of data into NilmDB. Methods
are provided that allow insertion of data, as well as control over the start and
end times of the newly created intervals.
Conceptually, this class manages ﬁlling of contiguous time intervals on the
server, with no gaps, that extend from timestamp start to timestamp end.
Data being inserted has timestamps t that satisfy start ≤ t <end. If start or
end was not provided, it is deduced from the data timestamps based on the
guidelines that follow.
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The basic data ﬂow is as follows:
1. The ﬁrst inserted line begins a new interval that starts at start. If start
was not provided, it is set to the timestamp of the ﬁrst inserted data row.
2. Subsequent lines go into the same contiguous interval. As lines are inserted,
this class may internally make multiple insertion requests to the NilmDB
server, but will structure the timestamps to leave no gaps.
3. The current contiguous interval can be ended by manually calling fi-
nalize(), which the context manager will also do automatically when it
completes. This will send any remaining data to the server, using the end
timestamp to end the ﬁnal interval. If end was not provided, it is set to
the last timestamp seen in the data, plus a small delta.3
After a finalize(), the manager returns to waiting for a new ﬁrst line to be
inserted at step 1, which would start a new interval.
Prior to step 1, update_start() can be used to change the start time of the
interval that will be created. Similarly, update_end() can be used before step 3
to change the end time for the interval.






The methods are described below.
finalize()
Stop ﬁlling the current contiguous interval. All outstanding data will be
sent to the server. If more data is inserted after a call to this function,
3A delta of 1 timestamp unit is added, equal to one microsecond given the usual interpretation.
This is required because intervals are half-open, which means that they must end after the last
timestamp that they contain.
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it will become part of a new interval, as if a new context manager object
were created.
insert(data)
Insert a chunk of ASCII formatted data in string form. The passed data
does not necessarily need to be contain complete lines, but the concatena-
tion of all of the chunks passed to this function should consist of complete
lines of text, terminated by newlines.
The text format of data rows is described in the /stream/insert documen-
tation on page 108.
send()
Send any data that may have been locally buﬀered up and not yet sent
to the server. This does not aﬀect any other treatment of timestamps,
endpoints, or data. In general, this function does not need to be used, but
may be helpful to ensure data appears at the server in a timely manner
when it is being generated or inserted slowly.
update_end(end)
Update the end time for the current contiguous interval. Call this before
finalize().
update_start(start)
Update the start time for the next contiguous interval. Call this before
starting to insert data for a new interval, for example, after finalize().
3.2.2.2 Module nilmdb.client.numpyclient
This module contains the NumpyClient class, which is a subclass of the main Client





Subclass of the main Client that adds methods for inserting and extracting data
as NumPy arrays. This class also provides all of the functions of Client, and can
replace it in all cases; it is provided as a separate class to avoid a dependency
on NumPy for situations where NumPy functionality it is not needed.




When used in this manner, the client, and any connection to the server, will be
automatically closed when the with block exits, as if client.close() had been
called.
The new methods introduced by this subclass are described below.
stream_extract_numpy(path, start=None, end=None, layout=None,
maxrows=100000, structured=False) → generator
Extract rows of data from path in the interval [start → end〉. This function
returns a generator that yields NumPy arrays containing the extracted
data. Each NumPy array contains up to maxrows rows, or fewer if less
data is available.
This function needs to know the stream layout in order to create the
NumPy array. If layout is None, it is read using stream_info(). Man-
ually specifying a layout string in the form <type>_<count> avoids this
extra request.
The format of the NumPy array depends on the structured argument.
If structured is False, data is returned as a homogeneous 2-dimensional
array containing <count>+1 columns. The ﬁrst is the timestamp, and the
remaining columns are the <count> data values. Every element in this
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array is of the same NumPy type, either int64 or float64, depending on
which type best represents the values in the original stream layout.
If structured is True, data is returned as a NumPy “structured array” [50],
which maintains separate and layout-accurate types for the timestamp and
data values. This array is 1-dimensional, and each element contains data
for one row. Speciﬁcally, given the array x, the timestamp of row n is
x[n]["timestamp"], and the data for the same row is an array of <count>
elements x[n]["data"].
Generally, structured should be left as False, as this makes processing eas-
ier. In some cases, this may lose precision because the data (of type <type>)
and timestamp (of type int64) have to be coerced to the same type. Prob-
lems arise in two speciﬁc cases:
• Layout <type> is uint64, and timestamp or data values are outside
the range −253 → 253.
• Layout <type> is float32 or float64, and timestamp values are outside
the range −253 → 253.
In those situations, the resulting type of the unstructured array, float64,
is unable to represent the original values exactly. Using a structured array,
by setting structured to True, avoids this issue.
stream_insert_numpy_context(path, start=None, end=None, layout=None)
→ StreamInserterNumpy
Insert data from NumPy arrays into a stream. Returns a StreamInsert-
erNumpy context manager that allows data to be eﬃciently inserted into a
stream in a piecewise manner. This is the primary function for inserting
NumPy array data into NilmDB, and is the NumPy counterpart to the
text-based stream_insert_context() function.
Data is provided to the context manager as NumPy arrays. The arrays are
either 2-dimensional with a single data type, or 1-dimensional structured
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arrays, as described in the documentation of stream_extract_numpy(). The
format of the data must match the database layout for the given path.
The context manager needs to know the stream layout in order to interpret
the NumPy arrays. If layout is None, it is read using stream_info().
Manually specifying a layout string in the form <type>_<count> avoids
this extra request.
See the StreamInserterNumpy documentation below for details on the con-




stream_insert_numpy(path, data, start=None, end=None, layout=None)
Insert data from a NumPy array into the stream at path. Use the function
stream_insert_numpy_context() instead; this is a compatibility function




class nilmdb.client.numpyclient.StreamInserterNumpy(client, path, start, end,
dtype)
Base class: nilmdb.client.client.StreamInserter
An instance of this class returned is returned by NumpyClient().stream_in-
sert_numpy_context() and used to manage the insertion of rows of data into
NilmDB. This function performs exactly like its base class, except that the in-
sert() function is replaced with one that takes NumPy arrays rather than text.
The data ﬂow and other behaviors are unchanged, and other methods such as
finalize() are still available.
See the StreamInserter documentation on page 125 for more details.
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insert(array)
Insert rows of data from array into the database. array can contain
any number of rows of data. The format of array must match the one
of the two formats returned by stream_extract_numpy(), documented on
page 128. That is, both 1-dimensional (structured) and 2-dimensional
(unstructured) arrays are supported. Structured arrays must speciﬁcally
include the named ﬁelds “timestamp” and “data” that match the database
types. Unstructured arrays simply contain <count>+1 columns, where the
ﬁrst column is the timestamp and the remaining <count> columns are the
data values for the given row.
3.2.2.3 Module nilmdb.client.errors
This module contains the NilmDB-speciﬁc exceptions that are raised when errors
occur.
exception nilmdb.client.errors.Error(status, message, url, traceback)
Base exception: Exception
This is the base of the NilmDB exceptions. This exception is raised when errors
are encountered during communication with the NilmDB server. The typical






The following member variables are available:
status
A string with the HTTP status of the server response. For example, “400
Bad Request”, “404 Not Found”, or “404”.
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message
The speciﬁc message returned by the server. Generally, when communi-
cating with a properly functioning NilmDB server, this will contain more
detail about the cause of the error.
url
The complete URL that the client library was trying to access.
traceback
A formatted Python traceback indicating the error on the server, if one was
sent. By default, the NilmDB server does not send tracebacks for expected
user errors such as bad parameters, but will for unexpected errors that may
indicate a bug on the server. This is intended for debugging.
exception nilmdb.client.errors.ClientError(status, message, url, traceback)
Base exception: nilmdb.client.errors.Error
Subclass of Error that is raised when status is between 400 and 499, indicating
that the error likely occurred due to bad parameters, or bad data from the
client.
exception nilmdb.client.errors.ServerError(status, message, url, traceback)
Base exception: nilmdb.client.errors.Error
Subclass of Error that is raised when status is between 500 and 599, indicating
that the error was likely a server problem.
3.2.2.4 Module nilmdb.utils.time
This module contains utility functions for manipulating NilmDB timestamps, which
are represented as integer microseconds since epoch (1970/01/01 00:00 UTC).
nilmdb.utils.time.now() → int
Return the current timestamp as integer microseconds since epoch.
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String Meaning
now Current date and time
min −∞ (earliest representable time)
max +∞ (latest representable time)
1234567890 Unix timestamp1 (seconds since epoch)
1234567890111222 NilmDB timestamp1 (microseconds since epoch)
@1234567890 NilmDB timestamp2 (microseconds since epoch)
@1234567890111222 NilmDB timestamp2 (microseconds since epoch)
Thu, 25 Sep 2003 10:49:41 -0500





1These cases are distinguished based on magnitude.
2The leading @ forces it to be interpreted as a raw NilmDB timestamp.
Table 3-19: Example formats handled by the NilmDB date and time parser.
nilmdb.utils.time.parse_time(toparse) → int
Parse the free-form text string toparse as a date and time, and return a time-
stamp as integer microseconds since epoch. The parser handles a wide variety
of human-readable date and time formats, as well as NilmDB-speciﬁc shortcuts.
Table 3-19 shows some examples. Many variations on the human-readable for-
mats are also accepted.
If the interpretation depends on the timezone, and no timezone was included in
the string, the local system’s TZ environment variable is used.
If toparse cannot be parsed, ValueError is raised.
nilmdb.utils.time.timestamp_to_human(timestamp) → str
Convert a NilmDB timestamp to a human-readable string, using the system’s
local timezone (for example, from the TZ environment variable). The output
format is “Thu, 25 Sep 2003 10:49:41.000000 -0500”. If the timestamp represents
−∞ or +∞, the output is “(minimum)” or “(maximum)”. Intended for display
purposes.
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nilmdb.utils.time.rate_to_period(hz, cycles=1) → int
Convert a rate (in Hz) to a period (in NilmDB timestamp units, i.e., integer
microseconds). Computes cycles/hz with unit conversion and rounding.
nilmdb.utils.time.unix_to_timestamp(unix) → int
Alias: nilmdb.utils.time.seconds_to_timestamp()
Converts the Unix timestamp unix (ﬂoating point seconds since epoch) to a
NilmDB timestamp (integer microseconds since epoch).
nilmdb.utils.time.timestamp_to_unix(timestamp) → ﬂoat
Alias: nilmdb.utils.time.timestamp_to_seconds()
Converts the NilmDB timestamp timestamp (integer microseconds since epoch)
to a Unix timestamp (ﬂoating point seconds since epoch).
3.2.2.5 Module nilmdb.utils.interval
This module contains classes and utility functions for manipulating NilmDB intervals.
Intervals are half-open; they include the starting time but not the end time.
exception nilmdb.utils.interval.IntervalError()
Base exception: Exception
Exception raised due to interval errors (end preceds start, etc).
class nilmdb.utils.interval.Interval(start, end)
Class representing the time interval [start → end〉.
human_string() → str
Return a human-readable representation of this interval, intended for dis-
play purposes.
intersects(other) → bool
Return True if this interval intersects other .
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subset(start,end) → Interval
Return a new Interval that is a subset of this one. Raises IntervalError
if the speciﬁed start and end do not represent a subset of this interval.
nilmdb.utils.interval.optimize(it) → generator
Given an iterable or list it of Interval objects, optimize them by joining together
intervals that are adjacent in time, and return a generator that yields the new
intervals. For example, intervals
[1→ 2〉 , [2→ 3〉 , [4→ 5〉 , [5→ 6〉
would be optimized to:
[1→ 3〉 , [4→ 6〉
nilmdb.utils.interval.set_difference(a, b) → generator
Compute the set-diﬀerence a \ b between the intervals in a and the intervals in
b; that is, the ranges that are present in a but not present in b.
a and b must both be iterables containing Interval objects. Returns a generator
that yields each output interval in turn. Output intervals are built as subsets
of the intervals in a.
nilmdb.utils.interval.intersection(a, b) → generator
Compute the intersection a ∩ b between the intervals in a and the intervals in
b; that is, the ranges that are present in both a and b.
a and b must both be iterables containing Interval objects. Returns a generator
that yields each output interval in turn. Output intervals are built as subsets
of the intervals in a.
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3.2.3 Command Line Reference
The installation of NilmDB includes command-line programs that provide a user
interface to database and data management tasks. The main component is nilmtool,
a monolithic multi-purpose program that provides many subcommands. The overall
operation of nilmtool, as well as the operation of each speciﬁc subcommand, are
detailed independently in the following sections.
The utility program nilmdb-server, which executes a standalone copy of the
NilmDB server, is described in Section 3.2.3.13. Finally, the nilmdb-fsck program,
designed to verify database consistency and ﬁx problems that can arise from corrup-
tion or improper shutdowns, is described in Section 3.2.3.14.
Command-line arguments can often be supplied in both short and long forms, and
many arguments are optional. The following documentation uses these conventions:
• An argument that takes an additional parameter is denoted -f FILE.
• The syntax -f FILE, --file FILE indicates that either the short form (-f) or
long form (--file) can be used interchangeably.
• Square brackets ([]) denote optional arguments.
• Pipes (A | B) indicate that either A or B can be speciﬁed, but not both.
• Curly braces ({}) indicate a list of mutually-exclusive argument choices.
Many of the programs support arguments that represent a NilmDB timestamp.
This timestamp is speciﬁed as a free-form string, as supported by the parse_time
client library function, described in Section 3.2.2.4. Examples of accepted formats
are shown in Table 3-19 on page 133.
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Multipurpose tool that provides command-line access to most of the NilmDB
functionality. The command-line syntax provides the ability to execute sub-
commands: ﬁrst, global arguments that aﬀect the behavior of all subcommands
can be speciﬁed, followed by one subcommand name, followed by arguments for




Print a help message with usage information and details on all supported
command-line arguments. This can also be speciﬁed after the subcom-
mand, in which case the usage and arguments of the subcommand are
shown instead.
-v, --version
Print the nilmtool version.
Arguments
-u URL, --url URL (default: http://localhost/nilmdb/)
NilmDB server URL. Must be speciﬁed before the subcommand.
subcommand ...
The subcommand to run, followed by its arguments. This is required.
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Environment Variables
Some behaviors of nilmtool subcommands can be conﬁgured via environment
variables.
NILMDB_URL (default: http://localhost/nilmdb/)
The default URL of the NilmDB server. This is used if --url is not speci-
ﬁed, and can be set as an environment variable to avoid the need to specify
it on each invocation of nilmtool.
TZ (default: system default timezone)
The timezone to use when parsing or displaying times. This is usually of
the form America/New_York, using the standard TZ names from the IANA
Time Zone Database [51].




Print more speciﬁc help for a subcommand. nilmtool help subcommand is the
same as nilmtool subcommand --help.





















Create a new empty stream at the speciﬁed path and with the speciﬁed layout.
Required Arguments
PATH
Path of the new stream. Stream paths are similar to ﬁlesystem paths and
must contain at least two components. For example, /foo/bar.
LAYOUT
Layout for the new stream. Layouts are of the form <type>_<count>. The
<type> is one of those described in Section 2.2.3, such as uint16, int64, or
float32. <count> is a numeric count of how many data elements there are,
per row. Streams store rows of homogeneous data only, and the largest
supported <count> is 1024. Generally, counts should fall within a much
lower range, typically between 1 and 32. For example, float32_8.
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Rename or relocate a stream in the database from one path to another. Meta-
data and intervals, if any, are relocated to the new path name.
Required Arguments
OLDPATH
Old existing stream path, e.g. /foo/old
NEWPATH
New stream path, e.g. /foo/bar/new
Notes
Metadata contents are not changed by this operation. Any software tools that
store and use path names stored in metadata keys or values will need to update
them accordingly.





List streams available in the database, optionally ﬁltering by path, and option-




If paths are speciﬁed, only streams that match the given paths are shown.
Wildcards are accepted; for example, /sharon/* will list all streams with a
path beginning with /sharon/. Note that, to prevent wildcards from being






Show extended stream information, like interval extents, total rows of data
present, and total amount of time covered by the stream’s intervals.
-T, --timestamp-raw
When displaying timestamps in the output, show raw timestamp values
from the NilmDB database rather than converting to human-readable
times. Raw values are typically measured in microseconds since the Unix
time epoch (1970/01/01 00:00 UTC).
-l, --layout
Display the stream layout next to the path name.
-n, --no-decim
Omit streams with paths containing the string “~decim-”, to avoid clut-




In addition to the normal output, show the time intervals present in each
stream. See also nilmtool intervals in Section 3.2.3.7, which can display
more details about the intervals.
-s TIME, --start TIME (default: min)
Starting timestamp for intervals (free-form, inclusive).
-e TIME, --end TIME (default: max)
Ending timestamp for intervals (free-form, noninclusive).





List intervals in a stream, similar to nilmtool list --detail path, but with
options for calculating set-diﬀerences between intervals of two streams, and for
optimizing the output by joining adjacent intervals.
Arguments
PATH
List intervals for this path.
-d DIFFPATH, --diff DIFFPATH (default: none)
If speciﬁed, perform a set-diﬀerence by subtract the intervals in this path;
that is, only show interval ranges that are present in the original path but
not present in diffpath.
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-s TIME, --start TIME (default: min)
Starting timestamp for intervals (free-form, inclusive).
-e TIME, --end TIME (default: max)
Ending timestamp for intervals (free-form, noninclusive).
Output Options
-T, --timestamp-raw
When displaying timestamps in the output, show raw timestamp values
from the NilmDB database rather than converting to human-readable
times. Raw values are typically measured in microseconds since the Unix
time epoch (1970/01/01 00:00 UTC).
-o, --optimize
Optimize the interval output by merging adjacent intervals. For example,
the two intervals [1→ 2〉 and [2→ 5〉 would be displayed as one interval
[1→ 5〉.





Get, set, update, or delete the key/value metadata associated with a stream.
Arguments
path
Path of the stream for which to manage metadata. Required, and must be
speciﬁed before the action arguments.
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Action Arguments
These actions are mutually exclusive.
-g [KEY ...], --get [KEY ...] (default: all)
Get and print metadata for the speciﬁed key(s). If none are speciﬁed, print
metadata for all keys. Keys are printed as key=value, one per line.
-s [KEY=VALUE ...], --set [KEY=VALUE ...]
Set metadata. Keys and values are speciﬁed as a key=value string. This
replaces all existing metadata on the stream with the provided keys; any
keys present in the database but not speciﬁed on the command line are
removed.
-u [KEY=VALUE ...], --update [KEY=VALUE ...]
Update metadata. Keys and values are speciﬁed as a key=value string.
This is similar to --set, but only adds or changes metadata keys; keys
that are present in the database but not speciﬁed on the command line are
left unchanged.
-d [KEY ...], --delete [KEY ...] (default: all)
Delete metadata for the speciﬁed key(s). If none are speciﬁed, delete all
















Insert data into a stream. This is a relatively low-level interface analogous to
the /stream/insert HTTP interface described in Section 3.2.1.13. This is the
program that should be used when a ﬁxed quantity of text-based data is being
inserted into a single interval, with a known start and end time. If the input
data does not already have timestamps, they can be optionally added based on
the start time and a known data rate.
In many cases, using the separate nilm-insert program is preferable, particu-
larly when dealing with large amounts of pre-recorded data, or when streaming
data from a live source. nilm-insert is described in Section 3.4.2.6.
Arguments
PATH
Path of the stream into which to insert data. The format of the input data
must match the layout of the stream.
FILE (default: standard input)
Input data ﬁlename, which must be formatted as uncompressed plain text.
Default is to read the input from stdin.
-q, --quiet
Suppress printing unnecessary messages.
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Timestamping
To add timestamps to data that does not already have it, specify both of these
arguments. The added timestamps are based on the interval start time and the
given data rate.
-t, --timestamp
Add timestamps to each line
-r RATE, --rate RATE
Data rate, in Hz
Start Time
The start time may be manually speciﬁed, or it can be determined from the
input ﬁlename, based on the following options.
-s TIME, --start TIME
Starting timestamp for the new interval (free-form, inclusive)
-f, --filename
Use ﬁlename to determine start time
End Time
The ending time should be manually speciﬁed. If timestamps are being added,
this can be omitted, in which case the end of the interval is set to the last
timestamp plus one microsecond.
-e TIME, --end TIME
Ending timestamp for the new interval (free-form, noninclusive)
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Extract rows of data from a speciﬁed time interval in a stream, or output a
count of how many rows are present in the interval.
Arguments
PATH
Path of the stream from which to extract data.
-s TIME, --start TIME
Starting timestamp to extract (free-form, inclusive)
-e TIME, --end TIME
Ending timestamp to extract (free-form, noninclusive)
Output Formatting
-B, --binary
Output raw binary data instead of the usual text format. For details
on the text and binary formatting, see the documentation of HTTP call
/stream/insert in Section 3.2.1.13.
-b, --bare
Omit timestamps from each line of the output.
-a, --annotate
Include comments at the beginning of the output with information about
the stream. Comments are lines beginning with #.
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-m, --markup
Include comments in the output with information that denotes where the
stream’s internal intervals begin and end. See the documentation of the
markup parameter to HTTP call /stream/extract in Section 3.2.1.14 for
details on the format of the comments.
-T, --timestamp-raw
Use raw integer timestamps in the --annotate output instead of human-
readable strings.
-c, --count
Instead of outputting the data, output a count of how many rows are
present in the given time interval. This is fast as it does not transfer the
data from the server.




Remove all data from a speciﬁed time range within the stream at /PATH/.
Multiple streams may be speciﬁed, and wildcards are supported; the same time
range will be removed from all matching streams.
Arguments
PATH
Path(s) of streams. Wildcards are supported. At least one path must
provided.
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-s TIME, --start TIME
Starting timestamp of data to remove (free-form, inclusive, required).
-e TIME, --end TIME
Ending timestamp of data to remove (free-form, noninclusive, required).
Output Format
-q, --quiet
By default, matching path names are printed when removing from multiple
paths. With this option, path names are not printed.
-c, --count














Destroy the stream at the speciﬁed path(s); the opposite of nilmtool create.
Metadata related to the stream is permanently deleted. All data must be re-




Path(s) of streams. Wildcards are supported. At least one path must
provided.
-R, --remove
If speciﬁed, all data is removed before destroying the stream. Equivalent
to ﬁrst running nilmtool remove -s min -e max path.
-q, --quiet
Don’t display names when destroying multiple paths





Run the standalone NilmDB server. Note that the NilmDB server is typically
run as a WSGI process as described in Section 3.1.1.3. This program runs
NilmDB using a built-in web server instead.
Arguments
-v, --version
Print the installed NilmDB version.
-a ADDRESS, --address ADDRESS (default: 0.0.0.0)
Only listen on the given IP address. The default is to listen on all addresses.
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-p PORT, --port PORT (default: 12380)
Listen on the given TCP port.
-d DATABASE, --database DATABASE (default: ./db)





Provide tracebacks in the error response for client errors (HTTP status
codes 400 - 499). Normally, tracebacks are only provided for server errors
(HTTP status codes 500 - 599).
-y, --yappi
Run under the yappi proﬁler and invoke an interactive shell afterwards.
Not intended for normal operation.




Check database consistency, and optionally repair errors automatically, when
possible. Running this may be necessary after an improper shutdown or other
corruption has occurred. This program will refuse to run if the database is
currently locked by any other process, like the Apache webserver; such programs




Print a help message with usage information and details.
-v, --version
Print the installed NilmDB version. Generally, you should ensure that the
version of nilmdb-fsck is newer than the NilmDB version that created, or
last used, the given database.
Arguments
DATABASE
Local ﬁlesystem directory of the NilmDB database to check.
-f, --fix
Attempt to ﬁx errors when possible. Note that this may involve removing
intervals or data.
-n, --no-data
Skip the slow full-data check. The earlier, faster checks are likely to ﬁnd
most database corruption, so the data checks may be unnecessary.
3.3 NilmRun Interfaces
NilmRun is a server that facilities the execution of arbitrary programs and code on a
remote server, via HTTP. An overview can be found in Section 2.4.2.
3.3.1 HTTP API
The NilmRun HTTP API follows the same structure as the NilmDB HTTP API,
which is described in Section 3.2.1. Details on request methods, query parameter
formats, response types, and error bodies can be found there.
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The API consists of a series of resources that are accessed by Uniform Resource
Identiﬁer (URI). For example, the resource for retrieving a list of managed processes
is /process/list. The base URL of the NilmRun installation is preﬁxed to this URI
to build a complete request URL, such as http://<host>/nilmrun/process/list.
In the example API transactions that follow, requests to the server are denoted
with a light blue line in the margin, and responses are denoted with a dark green line.
Whitespace may be added to JSON responses for readability. Only relevant headers
are included in both the request and response.




Returns a human-readable string with the NilmRun version number and local
hostname. This is intended to assist with conﬁguration and testing during
installation, and is the default page that will be returned if a user visits the



















Returns a JSON object containing a single string. The version number follows













Execute an arbitrary program on the server with the given arguments. NilmRun
will spawn a new process and execute the command as given, returning an
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identiﬁer that can be used to refer to the process and its children later. Output
and error codes from the command are collected, and can be retrieved using the
/process/status request (Section 3.3.1.6). The process and its children must
be later removed from the manager, using /process/remove (Section 3.3.1.7).
Request Parameters
Parameters are shown in Table 3-20. Required parameters are marked with ∗.
The request body should be of type application/json.
∗ Name Description
∗ argv List of strings with the command and arguments.
The list must have at least one entry, the
command. Subsequent entries are passed as
arguments to that command.
Table 3-20: Parameters for the /run/command HTTP request.
The ﬁrst element of the arguments, argv[0], is the command. If the command
is not on the remote system’s PATH, a full path should be speciﬁed.
The command is executed directly, not through the shell. If shell features are
needed, such as pipelines, redirection, wildcards, or variable expansion, the shell
can be explicitly invoked as sh -c, with the full shell command line as the third
entry in the argv list. For example:
{ "argv": [ "sh", "-c", "ls $HOME/ | sort" ] }
When using the shell, spaces and special characters must be escaped and quoted
accordingly.
Response
As soon as the process is started, 200 OK is returned, and the body is a JSON
object containing a unique process identiﬁer (pid) for the executed process. The
pid is a string of characters, typically in UUID Version 1 format [52]. It is an
opaque token that is used to refer to the executed process and its children later.
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Errors
If the arguments are formatted incorrectly, or an early error occurs while exe-
cuting the command, 400 Bad Request is returned, and the message ﬁeld in the
response body will contain more information about the error. Note that errors
in executing the command may not be detected immediately, particularly when
running a command through the shell. In that case, the response will initially

























Execute arbitrary Python code on the server with the given arguments. The
code, which is provided as a string, is executed as if the string were written into
a temporary ﬁle, and that ﬁle were executed by the same Python interpreter as
the NilmRun server.
As with /run/command (Section 3.3.1.3), output and error codes from the Python
script are collected and can be retrieved using the /process/status request
(Section 3.3.1.6). The process and its children must be later removed from the
manager using /process/remove (Section 3.3.1.7).
Request Parameters
Parameters are shown in Table 3-21. Required parameters are marked with ∗.
The request body should be of type application/json.
∗ Name Description
∗ code String containing formatted Python code to be
executed.
args List of strings to be passed to the Python code
as command-line arguments.
Table 3-21: Parameters for the /run/code HTTP request.
The code in code must be correctly formatted Python code, including embedded
newlines and indentation. The arguments in args are passed as if they were
command-line arguments to a standalone Python script, and will be available
to the running code as sys.argv[1:].
Response
As soon as the process is started, 200 OK is returned, and the body is a JSON
object containing a unique process identiﬁer (pid) for the executed process. The
pid is a string of characters, typically in UUID Version 1 format [52]. It is an
opaque token that is used to refer to the executed process and its children later.
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Errors
If the arguments are formatted incorrectly, or an early error occurs while prepar-
ing or executing the code, 400 Bad Request is returned, and the message ﬁeld
in the response body will contain more information about the error. Note that
some errors, such as parse errors in the Python code may not be detected im-
mediately. In that case, the response will initially indicate success and errors




















Lists the process identiﬁers (pids) currently being managed by the NilmRun
server. This includes processes that are still running as well as processes that





A single JSON list containing pid strings of all processes known to the system.
If no processes are currently managed, an empty list is returned. Processes are

















Retrieve information about a process managed by the NilmRun server. This
includes status information about whether the process is alive, as well as the
captured log output from the process.
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Request Parameters
Parameters are shown in Table 3-22. Required parameters are marked with ∗.
∗ Name Description
∗ pid Process ID string of the process for which to
retrieve status.
clear If speciﬁed and nonzero, additionally clear the
stored log after returning it.
Table 3-22: Parameters for the /process/status HTTP request.
Response
Returns a JSON dictionary containing information for the requested process.
The keys of this dictionary and their values are shown in Table 3-23.
Key Value
pid The process identiﬁer. Matches the pid in the request.
alive true if the process is still running, or false otherwise.
exitcode An integer specifying the exit code of the process, or nil if
the process is still running. Zero indicates successful exit.
start_time The time at which this process was started, measured in
seconds since Unix epoch (1970/01/01 00:00 UTC).
log Captured contents of the stdout and stderr output from
the process and any children it created, merged and
returned as a single string. The output of the command is
assumed to have been encoded as UTF-8.
Table 3-23: Contents of the /process/status HTTP response.
In the exit code, zero indicates successful exit of the process, and nonzero in-
dicates failure. Generally, positive values indicate that the process exited with
an error, while negative values indicate that the process was killed by a signal.
Errors
If pid is missing or malformed, 400 Bad Request is returned. If pid does not


























Remove a process that had been started by the NilmRun server. The process
is removed from the list of managed processes, and any saved data about the
process such as exit status and log output are removed.
This is similar to the Unix concept of “reaping” a process, and must be per-
formed on all processes managed by NilmRun, even if they have already exited.
If the process is still running when this request is made, it (and its children) are
terminated by sending a SIGTERM, followed shortly by a SIGKILL.
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Request Parameters
Parameters are shown in Table 3-24. Required parameters are marked with ∗.
∗ Name Description
∗ pid Process ID string of the process to remove.
Table 3-24: Parameters for the /process/remove HTTP request.
Response
On success, the response is 200 OK and the response body is the last available
process status before it was removed, in the same format as the /process/status
request (Section 3.3.1.6).
Note that, if the process is still running, this request may take several seconds
to complete while the process is terminated.
Errors
If pid is missing or malformed, 400 Bad Request is returned. If pid does not
exist, 404 Not Found is returned. In the rare condition that the process was
still running but did not respond to SIGKILL, 503 Service Unavailable may be
returned, and the process will remain in the list of managed processes. This is


















Retrieve system-wide information about CPU usage, memory usage, process
counts, and I/O transfer rates, and additionally returns the same information
on a per-process basis. This information can be used to help measure and




Returns a JSON dictionary which contains nested dictionaries with system in-
formation. The format of the top-level dictionary is described in Table 3-25,
and the formats of the nested dictionaries follow in Tables 3-26 and 3-27.
Key Value
system JSON dictionary with system-wide information. The
contents of this dictionary are further described in
Table 3-26.
pids JSON dictionary with per-process information about
every pid managed by NilmRun. Each key is a pid, and
the values are another dictionary with information
about that pid, further described in Table 3-27.
total JSON dictionary with aggregate information about all
managed processes. This represents the sum of all of
the usage information in the pids entry, and is the same
format described in Table 3-27.
Table 3-25: Contents of the /process/info HTTP response.
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Key Value
cpu_percent Current CPU usage percentage. May be greater than
100% for multi-core systems.
cpu_max Maximum CPU usage percentage if all cores were fully
loaded.
procs Total number of running processes, including those not
managed by NilmRun.
mem_used Total amount of physical memory used, in bytes.
mem_total Total amount of physical memory available, in bytes.
Table 3-26: Contents of the system-wide /process/info dictionary.
Key Value
cpu_percent Current CPU usage percentage. May be greater than
100% if multiple cores are being used.
cpu_user Amount of CPU time, in seconds, spent executing
instructions of the managed process.
cpu_sys Amount of CPU time, in seconds, spent in the system
while executing tasks on behalf of the managed process.
mem_phys Amount of physical memory used by the process, in
bytes.
mem_virt Virtual memory size of the process, in bytes.
io_read I/O bytes read (from disk or network) by the process.
io_write I/O bytes written (to disk or network) by the process.
procs Number of running system-level processes
corresponding to this NilmRun pid.
Table 3-27: Contents of the process-level /process/info dictionary.
Note that one NilmRun pid can correspond to multiple system-level processes,
if the executed command or code created them. As such, the percentages and
counts in Table 3-27 are aggregated across all system-level processes.
Measurement or rounding errors may cause some inaccuracies in the results. For
example, cpu_percent may exceed cpu_max. All measurements should be consid-
ered to be estimates and interpreted accordingly. If a process has terminated,
some data such as io_read may be unavailable and returned as zero.
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Performance Notes















































3.3.2 Command Line Reference
NilmRun includes a command line program that allows the server to be run in a
standalone mode, using a built-in web server. Additionally, a set of tools is oﬀered
for running, listing, and removing processes.
The conventions used for the command-line documentation are the same as those
described in Section 3.2.3.




Run the standalone NilmRun server. Note that the NilmRun server is typically
run as a WSGI process, as described in Section 3.1.2.3. Running it in standalone
mode may be insecure, as no access control or authentication is supported.
Arguments
-v, --version
Print the installed NilmRun version.
-a ADDRESS, --address ADDRESS (default: 0.0.0.0)
Only listen on the given IP address. The default is to listen on all addresses.
-p PORT, --port PORT (default: 12381)






Provide tracebacks in the error response for client errors (HTTP status
codes 400 - 499). Normally, tracebacks are only provided for server errors
(HTTP status codes 500 - 599).




List processes on a remote NilmRun server. Shows overall system information
as well as detailed information about each process.
Arguments
-u URL, --url URL (default: http://localhost/nilmrun/)
NilmRun server URL. For servers that require authentication, it can be
included in the URL in the form http://user:password@host/.
-n, --noverify
Disable SSL certiﬁcate veriﬁcation.
Environment Variables
NILMRUN_URL (default: http://localhost/nilmdb/)
The default URL of the NilmRun server.
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Output
The output of nilmrun-ps includes overall system information about the number
of running processes, CPU usage, and memory usage on the server. Process




Process status. This is “alive” if the process is still running, “done” if it
has exited successfully, and “error” if it has exited with an error.
SINCE
Date and time that the process was started.
PROC
Number of operating system processes associated with this NilmRun pro-
cess.
CPU
CPU usage of this process as a percentage of a single CPU core.
LOG
Length, in bytes, of the stored output for the process. This output can be













Run a command on a NilmRun server. By default, this program will poll the
command’s output log and display it while waiting for the process to exit.
Arguments
-u URL, --url URL (default: http://localhost/nilmrun/)
NilmRun server URL. For servers that require authentication, it can be
included in the URL in the form http://user:password@host/.
-n, --noverify
Disable SSL certiﬁcate veriﬁcation.
Remote Program
-d, --detach
Run process and return immediately, without printing the command out-
put. The process must be later removed with nilmrun-kill.
CMD [ARG [...]]
Remote command to execute, with arguments.
Environment Variables
NILMRUN_URL (default: http://localhost/nilmdb/)
The default URL of the NilmRun server.
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Kill or remove a process from the NilmRun server. This terminates all system-
level processes that are running and removes the entry from the NilmRun pro-
cess listing. Stored log output of the command, if any, is displayed after the
process is removed.
Arguments
-u URL, --url URL (default: http://localhost/nilmrun/)
Nilmrun server URL. For servers that require authentication, it can be
included in the URL in the form http://user:password@host/.
-n, --noverify
Disable SSL certiﬁcate veriﬁcation.
Remote Program
-q, --quiet
Omit display of the command’s ﬁnal output log.
PID [...]





The default URL of the Nilmrun server.
3.4 NilmTools Interfaces
NilmTools4 is a loosely-knit collection of additional Python programs and libraries
for manipulating data in the NilmDB database.
3.4.1 Python Library API
Many of the NilmTools programs share functionality that is also available as Python
modules. Two modules are detailed here. The ﬁrst, nilmtools.filter, provides
routines geared towards building command-line tools that accept arguments, and
ﬁlter selected data from one source stream to one destination stream. Using it can
help reduce the quantity of code needed to accomplish data processing tasks.
The second, nilmtools.math, provides some miscellaneous mathematical functions
that are used by NilmTools ﬁlters, made available for external use.
3.4.1.1 Module nilmtools.filter
class nilmtools.filter.Filter(parser description = None)
Main ﬁlter interface. This class assists with the parsing of command-line ar-
guments followed by the running of a ﬁlter routine. Filters take data from a
source stream, process it through a function, and write to a destination stream.
When implemented with this module, the ﬁlter only processes data intervals
that fall within the user-speciﬁed range, are present in the source stream, and
are not present in the destination stream.
The source and destination streams can be located on diﬀerent NilmDB servers.
4Not to be confused with the single nilmtool program, provided by the main NilmDB package.
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If parser description is not None, it is automatically passed to setup_parser,
and parse_args is run. This shortcut is generally not recommended, as it re-
moves the ability to add additional arguments to the command-line interface.
Member functions and properties are described below. The properties are avail-
able after calling parse_args().
property src
nilmtools.filter.StreamInfo object for the source stream.
property dest
nilmtools.filter.StreamInfo object for the destination stream.
property client_src
nilmdb.client.numpyclient.NumpyClient corresponding to the NilmDB
server for the source stream.
property client_dest
nilmdb.client.numpyclient.NumpyClient corresponding to the NilmDB
server for the destination stream.
property start
Starting timestamp for the ﬁlter
property end
Ending timestamp for the ﬁlter
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Argument Description
-u or --url NilmDB server URL.
-U or --dest-url NilmDB destination server URL.
-D or --dry-run Just print intervals that would be processed,
then exit after parsing arguments.
--force-metadata Force metadata to be overwritten when
check_dest_metadata() is used.
-s or --start Starting timestamp for intervals
-e or --end Starting timestamp for intervals
srcpath Path of source stream
destpath Path of destination stream
Table 3-28: Default command line parameters for the Filter library. See the docu-
mentation of nilm-copy (Section 3.4.2.2) for an example of a complete program with
these arguments.
setup_parser(description = “Filter Data”, skip paths = False)
→ argparse.ArgumentParser
Set up a argparse.ArgumentParser to parse the default set of command-line
arguments. These are described in Table 3-28. Most of the arguments have
default values; for more information, see the documentation of a tool such
as nilm-copy (Section 3.4.2.2).
description is used as the description in the parser’s help output. If
skip paths is True, the positional arguments srcpath and destpath are
omitted. However, both arguments must be manually added to the parser
for the remaining Filter functions to work correctly. This option is pro-
vided for ﬁlters that wish to reorder or add additional arguments.
This function returns the parser object, which can be further modiﬁed.






parse_args(argv = None) → argparse.Namespace
Parse the command-line arguments. If argv is None, the standard argu-
ments in sys.argv[1:] are used. Returns the argument object returned
by the argparse.parse_args function.
If the --dry-run argument was speciﬁed, this prints the intervals that
would have been processed and exits.
set_args(url, dest url, srcpath, destpath, start, end)
Instead of using setup_parser() and parse_args(), the parameters needed
by the remaining functions in this class can be directly set using this
method, for more complicated use cases.
check_dest_metadata(data)
When ﬁltering streams, one may wish to add metadata to the destination
stream to indicate the source and ﬁlter parameters. This can be useful to
later determine how the destination stream was created, or to ensure that a
single stream does not mix data from multiple sources or with incompatible
parameters.
This function ensures that all of the key/value pairs in data are set in the
metadata of the destination stream. If they do not exist or have empty
values, they are created. If there is a conﬂict, that is, if a key in data has a
diﬀerent value than the same key in the metadata, an exception is raised.
The command-line option --force-metadata, created by setup_args(), can
be used to skip the conﬂict check, in which case the destination stream
metadata is unconditionally set to data.
intervals() → generator
Returns a generator that yields an Interval object (Section 3.2.2.5) for
every time interval that this ﬁlter should process; that is, all intervals that
are present in the source but not yet present in the destination.
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process_numpy(function, args = None, rows = 100000, intervals = None)
Perform the main ﬁltering operation. Filtering involves extracting chunks
of data from the source stream as NumPy arrays and passing them to func-
tion, which processes the data and inserts the result into the destination
stream.
function is a user-provided callback function with the same signature as
nilmtools.filter.example_callback_function(). It accepts a NumPy ar-
ray of data from the source, and can insert data into the destination stream.
See the documentation of that function on page 177 for details on how it
should be implemented.
args is additionally passed through to the function. A tuple or list should
be provided if multiple additional arguments are required.
The parameter rows provides a soft limit on the number of rows of data
passed to each invocation of function. Note that function returns a value
indicating how many rows it processed. If not all rows were processed,
subsequent calls will have new data appended to the remaining old data,
and so the total number of rows passed per call may exceed the rows
parameter.
If intervals is provided, it is used as the list of intervals for which to
process data. If None, the method intervals() is used, which will return
all intervals of data present in the source stream and not present in the
destination stream.
class nilmtools.filter.StreamInfo(url, info)
Class representing information about a stream. url is the host URL of the
NilmDB server, used only for display purposes. info is a list object, as re-
turned by the client library method stream_list, documented on page 124. It
is internally parsed into a series of member variables as follows:
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property path
Path of the stream.
property layout
Layout string, e.g. uint16_6.
property layout_type
Layout type, e.g. uint16.
property layout_count
Layout count, e.g. 6.
property total_count
Total columns of data, including timestamp; always layout_count+ 1.
property timestamp_min
Earliest start time of any interval in the stream.
property timestamp_max
Latest end time of any interval in the stream.
property rows
Total rows of data in this stream.
property seconds
Total amount of time covered by the intervals of this stream, in seconds.
exception nilmtools.filter.ArgumentError()
Base exception: Exception
Exception raised due to certain errors in processing command-line arguments,
such as identical source and destination streams.
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exception nilmtools.filter.MissingDestination(args, src, dest)
Base exception: Exception
Exception raised when processing arguments, if the destination path speci-
ﬁed to the ﬁlter is not found. args is the argparse.Namespace object con-
taining the parsed command-line arguments. src and dest are nilmtools.fil-
ter.StreamInfo objects containing the known information about the source and
destination streams. The intention is that the user program can use src.lay-
out_type and src.layout_count, for example, to recommend how the missing
destination stream should be created.
nilmtools.filter.example_callback_function(data, interval, args, insert func,
ﬁnal) → int
This function is not intended to be used directly, but serves as documentation for
how the function parameter to nilmtools.filter.Filter().process_numpy()
should be deﬁned and behave.
When called, the data argument is a 2-dimensional NumPy array containing
data from the source stream, in the homogeneous format used by the client
library method stream_extract_numpy, documented on page 128. The number
of rows in the array is variable; it will be at least one, with no ﬁxed upper limit,
but is typically around the rows value passed to process_numpy().
interval is an Interval object, representing the complete interval to which this
data belongs. There may also be other data in the same interval, both before
and after the given data array. All of the timestamps in data are guaranteed to
fall within the range [interval.start → interval.end〉.
args is exactly the args argument passed to process_numpy(), and can be used
to provide additional data to the callback function.
insert func is a function that should be called to insert data into the destination
stream. It takes a single argument, a 2-dimensional NumPy array in the same
format as the original data argument. All of the timestamps in this array must
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fall within the current interval, and should also fall within the minimum and
maximum timestamps seen in the original data, to avoid overlap with subsequent
chunks.
ﬁnal indicates whether or not this is the ﬁnal chunk of data that will be passed
for the current interval. If True, no more calls will be made for this interval. If
False, this function will be called again, with any rows that were not processed
(based on its return value, as described below).
The return value of this function is an integer representing the number of rows
that were processed from the data array. Unprocessed rows will be saved and
provided again in a subsequent call, with new data appended. This is intended
to assist ﬁlter operations that need to work on blocks of data; partial blocks
can be left unprocessed so that they are provided later when more data follows.
Generally, the intervals being inserted into the destination stream will match
the interval arguments to this function. As a special case, if unprocessed data
remains in the source stream after ﬁnal is True, the interval being inserted will
end at the timestamp of the ﬁrst unprocessed data point. This is to ensure that
the unprocessed data can be reconsidered when the ﬁlter is run again.
An example callback function that copies data directly from the input stream















nilmtools.filter.get_stream_info(client, path) → nilmtools.filter.StreamInfo
Return a StreamInfo object for the stream at the given path. client is a
nilmdb.client.client.Client object associated with the NilmDB server.
3.4.1.2 Module nilmtools.math
nilmtools.math.sfit4(data, fs) → (A, f0, phi, C )
Compute the least-squares best ﬁt of a 4-parameter sine wave to the given data
vector, using the technique recommended by IEEE Std 1241-2010 Annex B.2
[53] and described in Section 4.3.1. Speciﬁcally, given the input data vector data
and the sampling rate fs in Hz, compute and return a tuple with the optimal
parameters (A, f0, φ, C) to the equation








such that the value
∑
(x[n]− data[n])2 is minimized.
nilmtools.math.peak_detect(data, delta = 0.1) → list
Simple minima and maxima detection algorithm. Given the input data vector
data and a threshold δ, the algorithm alternates between ﬁnding local minima
and local maxima as it sweeps through data.
When searching for maxima, the algorithm tracks the largest value seen so far,
data[n] = P . When a subsequent value drops below P − δ, the tuple (n, P,
True) is appended to an output list, indicating a maximum. Minima are located
analogously, and the tuple (n, P, False) is appended to indicate each minimum.









3.4.2 Command Line Reference
NilmTools provides a variety of programs and ﬁlters with command-line interfaces, all
beginning with the preﬁx nilm-. Each of these programs is described in the following
sections.
Many of the NilmTools programs are ﬁlters that process input from one or more
source streams into a destination stream. Only regions of time that are present in the
source, and not yet present in the destination, are processed. These programs can
therefore be re-run with the same command-line arguments multiple times, and they
will only process the newly available data each time.
The conventions used for the command-line documentation are the same as those
described in Section 3.2.3. Many of the programs support arguments that represent
a NilmDB timestamp. This timestamp is speciﬁed as a free-form string as supported
by the parse_time client library function described in Section 3.2.2.4, with examples
shown in Table 3-19 on page 133.




Clean up old data from streams, using a conﬁguration ﬁle to specify which data







Stream paths are speciﬁed inside square brackets ([]) and are followed by con-




How much data to keep. Supported suﬃxes are h for hours, d for days, w
for weeks, m for months, and y for years.
rate (default: automatic)
Expected data rate. Only used by the --estimate option. If not speciﬁed,
the rate is guessed based on the existing data in the stream.
decimated (default: true)
If true, delete decimated data too. For stream path /A/B, this includes
any stream matching the wildcard /A/B~decim*. If speciﬁed as false, no
special treatment is applied to such streams.
Arguments
-u URL, --url URL (default: http://localhost/nilmdb/)
NilmDB server URL.
-y, --yes
Actually remove the data. By default, nilm-cleanup only prints what it
would have removed, but leaves the data intact.
-e, --estimate
Instead of removing data, print an estimated report of the maximum
amount of disk space that will be used by the cleaned-up streams. This
uses the on-disk size of the stream layout, the estimated data rate, and
the space required by decimation levels. Streams not matched in the con-
ﬁguration ﬁle are not included in the total.
CONFIGFILE
Path to the conﬁguration ﬁle.
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Notes
The value keep is a maximum amount of data, not a cutoﬀ time. When cleaning
data, the oldest data in the stream will be removed, until the total remaining
amount of data is less than or equal to keep. This means that data older than
keep will remain if insuﬃcient newer data is present; for example, if new data
ceases to be inserted, old data will cease to be deleted.





Copy data and metadata from one stream to another. The source and destina-
tion streams can reside on diﬀerent servers. Both streams must have the same
layout.
Arguments
-u URL, --url URL (default: http://localhost/nilmdb/)
NilmDB server URL for the source stream.
-U DESTURL, --dest-url DESTURL (default: same as URL)
NilmDB server URL for the destination stream. If unspeciﬁed, the same
URL is used for both source and destination.
-D, --dry-run
Just print intervals that would be processed, and exit.
-F, --force-metadata
Metadata is copied from the source to the destination. By default, an error
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is returned if the destination stream metadata conﬂicts with the source
stream metadata. Specify this ﬂag to always overwrite the destination
values with those from the source stream.
-n, --nometa
Don’t copy or check metadata at all.
-s TIME, --start TIME (default: min)
Starting timestamp of data to copy (free-form, inclusive).
-e TIME, --end TIME (default: max)
Ending timestamp of data to copy (free-form, noninclusive).
SRCPATH
Path of the source stream (on the source server).
DESTPATH
Path of the destination stream (on the destination server).





Copy data and metadata, from multiple streams, between two servers. Similar
to nilm-copy, except:
• Wildcards and multiple paths are supported in the stream names.
• Streams must always be copied between two servers.
• Stream paths must match on the source and destination server.
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• If a stream does not exist on the destination server, it is created with the
correct layout automatically.
This is intended for moving data from one NilmDB server to another.
Arguments
Most arguments are identical to those of nilm-copy; see Section 3.4.2.2 for
details.
PATHS

















Decimate the stream at SRCPATH and write the output to DESTPATH. The deci-
mation operation is described in Section 2.4.1; in short, every FACTOR rows in
the source are consolidated into one row in the destination, by calculating the
mean, minimum, and maximum values for each column.
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This program detects if the stream at SRCPATH is already decimated, by the
presence of a decimate_sourcemetadata key. If present, subsequent decimations
take the existing mean, minimum, and maximum values into account, and the
output has the same number of columns as the input. Otherwise, for the ﬁrst
level of decimation, the output has three times as many columns as the input.
See also nilm-decimate-auto (Section 3.4.2.5) for a simpler method of decimat-
ing a stream by multiple levels.
Arguments
-u URL, --url URL (default: http://localhost/nilmdb/)
NilmDB server URL for the source stream.
-U DESTURL, --dest-url DESTURL (default: same as URL)
NilmDB server URL for the destination stream. If unspeciﬁed, the same
URL is used for both source and destination.
-D, --dry-run
Just print intervals that would be processed, and exit.
-F, --force-metadata
Overwrite destination metadata even if it conﬂicts with the values in the
“metadata” section below.
-s TIME, --start TIME (default: min)
Starting timestamp of data to decimate (free-form, inclusive).
-e TIME, --end TIME (default: max)
Ending timestamp of data to decimate (free-form, noninclusive).
-f FACTOR, --factor FACTOR (default: 4)
Set the decimation factor. For a source stream with n rows, the output
stream will have n/FACTOR rows.
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SRCPATH
Path of the source stream (on the source server).
DESTPATH
Path of the destination stream (on the destination server).
Metadata
The destination stream has the following metadata keys added:
decimate_source
The source stream from which this data was decimated.
decimate_factor
The decimation factor used.




Automatically create multiple decimation levels using from a single source
stream, continuing until the last decimated level contains fewer than 500 rows
total. Decimations are performed using nilm-decimate (Section 3.4.2.4).
Wildcards and multiple paths are accepted. Destination streams are automati-
cally named based on the source stream name and the total decimation factor;
for example, /test/raw~decim-4, /test/raw~decim-16, etc. Streams containing
the string “~decim-” are ignored when matching wildcards.




-u URL, --url URL (default: http://localhost/nilmdb/)
NilmDB server URL for the source and destination streams.
-F, --force-metadata
Overwrite destination metadata even if it conﬂicts with the values in the
“metadata” section above.
-f FACTOR, --factor FACTOR (default: 4)
Set the decimation factor. Each decimation level will have 1/FACTOR as
many rows as the previous level.
PATH [...]
One or more paths to decimate. Wildcards are accepted.





Insert a large amount of text-formatted data from an external source like eth-
stream. This is a higher-level tool than nilmtool insert in that it attempts
to intelligently manage timestamps. The general concept is that it tracks two
timestamps:
1. The data timestamp is the precise timestamp corresponding to a particular
row of data, and is the timestamp that gets inserted into the database. It
increases by data_delta for every row of input.
data_delta can come from one of two sources. If --delta is speciﬁed, it is
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pulled from the ﬁrst column of data. If --rate is speciﬁed, data_delta is
set to a ﬁxed value of 1/RATE.
2. The clock timestamp is the less precise timestamp that gives the absolute
time. It can come from two sources. If --live is speciﬁed, it is pulled
directly from the system clock. If --file is speciﬁed, it is extracted from
the input ﬁle every time a new ﬁle is opened for read, and from comments
that appear in the ﬁles.
Small discrepancies between data and clock are ignored. If the data timestamp
ever diﬀers from the clock timestamp by more than max_gap seconds:
• If data is running behind, there is a gap in the data, so the timestamp is
stepped forward to match clock.
• If data is running ahead, there is overlap in the data, and an error is
returned. If --skip is speciﬁed, then instead of returning an error, data is
dropped and the remainder of the current ﬁle is skipped.
Arguments
-u URL, --url URL (default: http://localhost/nilmdb/)
NilmDB server URL.
-D, --dry-run
Parse ﬁles and print information, but don’t insert any data. Useful for
veriﬁcation before making changes to the database.
-s, --skip
Skip the remainder of input ﬁles if the data timestamp runs too far ahead
of the clock timestamp. Useful when inserting a large directory of existing
ﬁles with inaccurate timestamps.
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-m SEC, --max-gap SEC (default: 10.0)
Maximum discrepancy between the clock and data timestamps.
Data timestamp
-r RATE, --rate RATE (default: 8000.0)
data_delta is constant 1/RATE (in Hz).
-d, --delta
data_delta is provided as the ﬁrst number on each input line.
Clock timestamp
-l, --live
Use the live system time for the clock timestamp. This is most useful
when piping in data live from a capture device.
-f, --file
Use ﬁlename and ﬁle comments for the clock timestamp. This is most
useful when reading previously saved data.
-o SEC, --offset-filename SEC (default: −3600.0)
Oﬀset to add to timestamps in ﬁlenames, when using --file. The default
accounts for the existing practice of naming capture ﬁles based on the end
of the hour in which they were recorded. The ﬁlename timestamp plus
this oﬀset should equal the time that the ﬁrst row of data in the ﬁle was
captured.
-O SEC, --offset-comment SEC (default: 0.0)
Oﬀset to add to timestamps in comments, when using --file. The com-
ment timestamp plus this oﬀset should equal the time that the next row




Path of the stream into which to insert data. The layout of the path must
match the input data.
INFILE [...] (default: standard input)
Input data ﬁlename(s). Filenames ending with .gz are transparently de-
compressed as they are read. The default is to read the input from stdin.





Compute the median value over sliding windows of the source stream. Store
either the median, or the diﬀerence between the original data and the median,
in the destination stream.
Arguments
-u URL, --url URL (default: http://localhost/nilmdb/)
NilmDB server URL for the source stream.
-U DESTURL, --dest-url DESTURL (default: same as URL)
NilmDB server URL for the destination stream. If unspeciﬁed, the same
URL is used for both source and destination.
-D, --dry-run
Just print intervals that would be processed, and exit.
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-F, --force-metadata
Overwrite destination metadata even if it conﬂicts with the values in the
“metadata” section below.
-s TIME, --start TIME (default: min)
Starting timestamp of data to ﬁlter (free-form, inclusive).
-e TIME, --end TIME (default: max)
Ending timestamp of data to ﬁlter (free-form, noninclusive).
-z ROWS, --size ROWS (default: 25)
Size of the sliding window and the median ﬁlter, in rows.
-d, --difference
Store diﬀerence rather than ﬁltered values.
SRCPATH
Path of the source stream (on the source server).
DESTPATH
Path of the destination stream (on the destination server).
Metadata
The destination stream has the following metadata keys added:
median_filter_source
The source stream from which this data was created.
median_filter_size
The size of the window used in the ﬁlter.
median_filter_difference
True if the --difference option was used, False otherwise.
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Pipe data between a “generator” and “consumer” process. This is similar to
running “generator | consumer” from a command line, but is more robust in
case of error conditions. This is intended to be executed frequently from a job
scheduler such as cron, and will exit if another copy is already running. If the
generator or consumer returns an error, or if the generator stops sending data
for a while, it will exit.
Typical usage is with ethstream as a generator and nilm-insert as the con-
sumer.
Arguments
-l FILENAME, --lock FILENAME (default: /tmp/nilm-pipewatch.lock)
Lock ﬁle for detecting running instances. Only one instance of nilm-
pipewatch using the same lock ﬁle will run at any given time; other in-
stances will exit at startup.
-d, --daemon
Run in the background. If speciﬁed, the pipeline is executed in the back-
ground as soon as the lock is acquired, and no further output is printed.
-t SECONDS, --timeout SECONDS (default: 30.0)
Restart the pipeline if the generator fails to send any output for this long.
Useful for detecting a “stuck” acquisition process.
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GENERATOR
Command and arguments to generate data, provided as a single string that
will be executed through a shell.
CONSUMER
Command and arguments to consume data, provided as a single string
that will be executed through a shell.
Example













Perform the spectral envelope harmonic coeﬃcient calculation described in Sec-
tion 4.3.3. Two source streams are provided, one with the raw current data
and one with marked zero crossings, typically created by nilm-sinefit (Sec-
tion 3.4.2.10). The ﬁlter processes regions of time that are present in both
source streams, and not present in the destination stream.
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General Arguments
-u URL, --url URL (default: http://localhost/nilmdb/)
NilmDB server URL for the source stream.
-U DESTURL, --dest-url DESTURL (default: same as URL)
NilmDB server URL for the destination stream. If unspeciﬁed, the same
URL is used for both source and destination.
-D, --dry-run
Just print intervals that would be processed, and exit.
-F, --force-metadata
Overwrite destination metadata even if it conﬂicts with the values in the
“metadata” section below.
-s TIME, --start TIME (default: min)
Starting timestamp of data to ﬁlter (free-form, inclusive).
-e TIME, --end TIME (default: max)
Ending timestamp of data to ﬁlter (free-form, noninclusive).
Preprocessor Arguments
-c COLUMN, --column COLUMN
Column number in SRCPATH to use for the raw data. The ﬁrst data column
is 1.
-n NHARM, --nharm NHARM (default: 4)
Number of odd harmonics Nharm to compute and store. For example,
Nharm = 2 will store P1, Q1, P3, and Q3.
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-N NSHIFT, --nshift NSHIFT (default: 1)
Number of shifted FFTs Nshift to compute, per period of the raw data. If
the input frequency is 60 Hz, the data rate of the preprocessor output is
Nshift · 60 Hz.
Note that the calculation used by the similar Kalman-ﬁlter preprocessor,
described in [54], is equivalent to Nshift = 2.
-r DEG, --rotate DEG (default: 0.0◦)
Apply the additional rotation φextra to the FFT output, in degrees. Typi-
cally used to account for known phase oﬀset between voltage and current.
This is equivalent to adding a lag of φextra degrees to the zero crossing
data.
This is also useful for three-phase systems. For example, the zero crossings
can be calculated once with nilm-sinefit on φA voltage. Then, nilm-prep
can be run on φA, φB, and φC currents using rotations of 0, 120, and 240
degrees. The order in which to apply these shifts will depend on the phase
ordering in the measured system.
-R RAD, --rotate-rad RAD (default: 0 rad)
Like --rotate, except speciﬁed in radians instead of degrees.
SRCPATH
Path of the raw source stream, for example, /foo/raw.
SINEPATH
Path of the sineﬁt source stream, for example, /foo/sinefit.
DESTPATH
Path of the prep output, for example, /foo/prep. The destination stream
must have 2 ·Nharm columns.
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Metadata
The destination stream has the following metadata keys added:
prep_raw_source
The source stream of the raw data from which these envelopes were calcu-
lated.
prep_sinefit_source
The source stream of the marked zero crossings used for this data.
prep_column
The column number of the raw data in the raw data source.
prep_rotation
The applied rotation φextra for this data, in radians.
prep_nshift
The number of shifted FFTs Nshift for this data.






Perform the 4-parameter sineﬁt ﬁt calculation described in Section 4.3.2. Given
a rough estimate of the frequency, this ﬁlter looks at successive windows of ap-
proximately 3 - 4 periods of the input waveform. For each window, it computes
the least-squares best ﬁt sinusoid of the form:









At each of the positive zero crossings (φ = 0) of the ﬁt, the timestamped values
f0, A, and C corresponding to the subsequent period are stored.
The output stream will have one row of output per period of the input stream.
The window sliding algorithm is designed to ensure that zero crossings do not
occur near the window boundaries in order to reduce error.
The ﬁtted sinusoid is checked against frequency and amplitude limits. If the ﬁt
falls outside the given bounds, no data points are inserted into the destination
stream for that particular window.
General Arguments
-u URL, --url URL (default: http://localhost/nilmdb/)
NilmDB server URL for the source stream.
-U DESTURL, --dest-url DESTURL (default: same as URL)
NilmDB server URL for the destination stream. If unspeciﬁed, the same
URL is used for both source and destination.
-D, --dry-run
Just print intervals that would be processed, and exit.
-F, --force-metadata
Overwrite destination metadata even if it conﬂicts with the values in the
“metadata” section below.
-s TIME, --start TIME (default: min)
Starting timestamp of data to ﬁlter (free-form, inclusive).
-e TIME, --end TIME (default: max)
Ending timestamp of data to ﬁlter (free-form, noninclusive).
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Sinefit Arguments
-c COLUMN, --column COLUMN
Column number in SRCPATH to use for the source data. The ﬁrst data
column is 1.
-f FREQ, --frequency FREQ (default: 60.0)
Rough estimate of the input frequency fest, used only to determine the
size of the window to analyze and to set defaults for the minimum and
maximum frequency. Given an average sampling rate fs of the input data,
the sine wave ﬁt is performed against windows of N = 3.5 · fs/FREQ points.
-m MIN_FREQ, --min-freq MIN_FREQ (default: fest/2)
Minimum valid frequency f0 of the ﬁtted sinusoid.
-m MAX_FREQ, --max-freq MAX_FREQ (default: fest · 2)
Maximum valid frequency f0 of the ﬁtted sinusoid.
-a MIN_AMP, --min-amp MIN_AMP (default: 20.0)
Minimum valid amplitude A of the ﬁtted sinusoid.
SRCPATH
Path of the raw source stream, for example, /foo/raw.
DESTPATH
Path of the ﬁtted output parameters, for example, /foo/sinefit.
Metadata
The destination stream has the following metadata keys added:
sinefit_source
The source stream of the raw data used to ﬁt these parameters.
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sinefit_column
The column number used from the source stream.




Perform exemplar-based transient event matching on a stream. Exemplars spec-
ify short signal segments, and the input stream is searched for regions that match
the shape and amplitude of the exemplars. Matching locations are identiﬁed in
an output stream.
Multiple columns in the input stream and exemplars can be simultaneously
checked for matches, with weightings based on relative magnitude.
Arguments
Due to the complex nature of input and exemplar speciﬁcations, this tool re-
quires a single argument containing a JSON-formatted dictionary of parameters.
It is not intended for direct manual execution from the command line, but is
typically run through the NILM Manager (Section 2.4).
The top-level parameter dictionary contains keys and values, some of which




NilmDB server URL for the main input and output stream.
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stream (string)
Stream path of the input stream, e.g. /sharon/prep-a.
dest_stream (string)
Output stream. If matching N exemplars, the output stream must con-
tain N columns. When one or more exemplar is matched, a timestamped
row is inserted into the output stream. Exemplars that were matched at
this timestamp are indicated with a 1 in their respective column, while
exemplars that did not match are indicated with 0. The mapping between
exemplars and columns is deﬁned in the exemplars list.
start (integer)
Starting timestamp of the interval to search in the input stream, in NilmDB
units (microseconds since epoch).
end (integer)
Ending timestamp of the interval to search in the input stream, in NilmDB
units (microseconds since epoch).
columns (list)
A list of dictionaries describing the columns of the input stream. The
format of each dictionary is described in the “column dictionary” section
below. Each named column in the exemplars must have a corresponding
named column in the input stream. Not all input stream columns need to
be identiﬁed, if they are not referenced by exemplars.
exemplars (list)
A list of dictionaries describing the exemplars. The format of each dictio-
nary is described in the “exemplar dictionary” section below. At least one




An arbitrary string describing the data in this column, e.g. P1.
index (integer)




The name of the exemplar, e.g. “Pump 1 On”.
dest_column (integer)
The column number of the output stream, into which matches of this ex-
emplar will be marked. The ﬁrst non-timestamp column is denoted 0.
Multiple exemplars can use the same output column number; for exam-
ple, this could be used for cases when two diﬀerent exemplars should be
identiﬁed as the same event.
url (string)
NilmDB server URL for the stream containing the exemplar.
stream (string)
Stream path containing the exemplar.
start (integer)
Starting timestamp of the interval to search in the input stream, in NilmDB
units (microseconds since epoch).
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end (integer)
Ending timestamp of the interval to search in the input stream, in NilmDB
units (microseconds since epoch).
columns (list)
A list of dictionaries describing the columns of the exemplar stream. The
format of each dictionary is described in the “column dictionary” section
above. Columns included in this list are used when matching the exemplar;



































The nilm-trainola process prints progress while it is identifying transients.
Here, the parameters are stored in a ﬁle params.js, and passed by using the






























The Sineﬁt Spectral Envelope
Preprocessor
4.1 Introduction
For many electrical systems driven by ac sources, the “spectral envelope” repre-
sentation of observed current and voltage signals has proven to be a widely use-
ful and powerful metric for classiﬁcation, diagnostics, and power quality measure-
ment [1, 3, 12, 13, 54–56]. Spectral envelopes describe the harmonic content of the
measured signals at integer multiples of the ac line frequency driving the monitored
loads. Such loads exhibit behaviors that are synchronous with the line frequency. By
extracting spectral envelopes, the preprocessor facilitates physically based analysis of
power and current consumption.
The spectral envelope preprocessor has two primary tasks: phase and frequency
estimation, and harmonic coeﬃcient calculation. Existing versions of the spectral
envelope preprocessor vary in their implementations. For phase and frequency esti-
mation, common techniques include phase-locked loops [12,57], weighted least-squares
estimators [58], and Kalman ﬁlters [54, 59]. To reduce computation load, existing
implementations have utilized techniques such as analog multipliers and precomputed
basis vectors [12, 54].
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This chapter presents the Sineﬁt spectral envelope preprocessor, based on non-
linear least-squares sinusoid ﬁtting combined with the DFT. These techniques fo-
cus on accuracy and implementation ﬂexibility, reﬂecting the growing availability of
high performance computing resources. The preprocessor is implemented within the
NilmDB framework presented in Chapter 2, allowing reuse and replacement of com-
putation components for related or optimized calculations. Sineﬁt solves problems
with existing preprocessors by providing more robust phase and frequency detection,
accurate timestamping of spectral envelopes, and improved and quantiﬁable accu-
racy.
4.2 Spectral Envelopes
Spectral envelopes ak(t) and bk(t) are short-term averages of harmonic content, cal-
culated over sliding windows of an input signal. Figure 4-1 demonstrates spectral
envelopes as computed for an ac load. The ﬁrst plot is the raw sampled input from a
data acquisition board. The second shows the in-phase and quadrature components
of the ﬁrst harmonic (60 Hz) envelopes.
4.2.1 Deﬁnition
A periodic signal f(t) with period T = 1/f0 can be expressed in terms of its spectral







(ak sin(k2pif0t) + bk cos(k2pif0t)) (4.1)




























































(b) Computed spectral envelopes
Figure 4-1: Example of computed spectral envelopes for an ac load.
For the NILM, we assume that the voltage and current signals v(t) and i(t) are locally
periodic over one ac line cycle. For a discrete input i[n] sampled at rate fs, one period












i[n] · cos(k(2pin/N)) (4.5)
Here, k denotes the multiple of the line frequency to which a particular coeﬃcient
corresponds; for example, k = 1 corresponds to the 60 Hz component and k = 3 to
the 180 Hz component.
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Harmonic coeﬃcients can also be calculated in complex form using the DFT, which
is deﬁned [60] as:
Xk = F(x[n]) =
N−1∑
n=0
x[n] · e−jk2piη/N (4.6)
Using Euler’s formula, we can extract ak and bk in terms of the DFT as:
e−jw = cos(ωt)− j sinω(t) (4.7)







where, as before, N = fs/f0.
The values of these coeﬃcients are calculated for successive or sliding windows of
the input signal, and the resulting time-varying harmonics ak[m] and bk[m] are the
spectral envelopes.
Spectral envelopes can be extracted from any periodic or quasiperiodic input sig-
nal, and are typically computed for the current, using the voltage as the phase and
frequency reference. When computed separately for voltage v[n] and current i[n], we
denote the coeﬃcients as avk, bvk, aik, and bik. Then, ﬁrst harmonic real and reactive
power are:
P1 = av1 · ai1 Q1 = bv1 · bi1 (4.10)
For relatively “stiﬀ” and harmonic-free utility voltage, av1 and bv1 can be assumed to
be constant, in which case:
P1 ∝ ai1 Q1 ∝ −bi1 (4.11)
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4.2.2 Phase Rotation
The coeﬃcients ak and bk in (4.8) and (4.9) are calculated with sliding or successive
windows over the input data. These windows must be phase-aligned with a reference,
typically the utility voltage, such that n = 0 corresponds to, for example, the the
zero crossing. Then, ak and bk will refer to the “in-phase” and “quadrature” spectral
components, respectively.
In the more general case, the spectral coeﬃcients can be computed over any win-
dow [n, n+N ], where the reference phase corresponding to sample n is φ[n] = φ0 6= 0.
Then, a correcting rotation of −kφ0 can be applied to the complex DFT coeﬃcient
Xk:
X ′k = Xk · eφ0·jk (4.12)
There are four common cases that require this phase rotation:
1. When calculating harmonic coeﬃcients with a sliding window that is shifted
by a non-integer number of periods, the start of each successive window will
have a diﬀerent phase φ0, which must be accounted for by a rotation of Xk on
a per-window basis.
2. For three-phase ac systems, it is common to use a single voltage VϕA as a phase
reference. When computing spectral envelopes corresponding to IϕA, IϕB, and
IϕC using this reference, phase rotations of 0◦, 120◦, and 240◦ should be applied,
respectively.
3. Current transformers or transducers may introduce a ﬁxed phase oﬀset in their
measurement, typically 0-1◦. Correcting this oﬀset with phase rotation of the
preprocessor output can signiﬁcantly reduce error at higher harmonics.
4. Multi-channel data acquisition cards that sample sequentially rather than simul-
taneously will introduce a similar phase oﬀset between samples. For example,
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evenly-spaced, 6 channel, 8 KHz sampling of a 60 Hz signal inserts a phase
rotation of 0.45◦ between each channel.
In subsequent discussion, the ﬁrst case is referred to as φshift, and the others are
collectively referred to as φextra.
4.3 Spectral Envelope Preprocessor Implementa-
tion
Existing preprocessors such as the Kalman-ﬁlter spectral envelope preprocessor, de-
scribed in [55], [54], and Section 4.4, have been heavily used in non-intrusive load
monitoring and diagnostics [6–11,14–20,22,24,44,56,61]. However, a number of prac-
tical shortcomings of this preprocessor have been identiﬁed [62]. To address these,
a new approach to spectral envelope preprocessing has been developed within the
NilmDB framework, a uniﬁed system for managing and processing NILM data [62].
The new preprocessor has a modular, transparent design that allows for easy
replacement and reuse of components, such as the phase alignment or harmonic co-
eﬃcient calculation. It also fully supports the capabilities of NilmDB by utilizing
its stream and metadata metaphors, and by incorporating accurate timestamping for
all data. The preprocessor uses a phase and frequency estimation algorithm that is
robust when presented with highly variable or truncated voltage waveforms. Finally,
it focuses on correctness and implementation simplicity by taking advantage of the
signiﬁcant advancements in computing power since the existing preprocessors were
developed.
Here, the spectral envelope preprocessor is split into two independent compo-
nents. The ﬁrst, an algorithm and code module called “nilm-sinefit”, performs
least-squares ﬁts of sinusoids to successive windows of the input waveform in order to
mark zero crossings, frequency, and amplitude. The second, “nilm-prep”, performs
spectral envelope extraction using (4.8), (4.9) and (4.12) over sliding windows of the













Figure 4-2: Block diagram of signal ﬂow in the Sineﬁt spectral envelope preprocessor.
is shown in Figure 4-2, and the implementations of these components are detailed
below.
4.3.1 4-Parameter Sinusoid Fitting
In order to accurately estimate the unknown frequency and phase angle from a voltage
waveform, the preprocessor ﬁnds the best ﬁt of a sinusoid to the data, using the
method identiﬁed in IEEE Std 1241-2010 Annex B.2 [53]. Figure 4-3 demonstrates
this optimal ﬁt for two representative waveforms.1
Mathematically, given an arbitrary waveform vector v of length N sampled at
frequency fs, we wish to calculate the four parameters A′, B′, C, and f0 that best
satisfy:













such that the least-squares residual
∑
(v[n] − v′[n])2 is minimized. Note that this
system is non-linear.
1The modular design of the preprocessor allows other approaches to be easily used instead. For
example, computationally restricted systems may ﬁnd techniques such as the ones described in [63]













































(b) Sine ﬁt on a voltage that is zero for the ﬁrst 1/4 of the window.
Figure 4-3: Results of 4-parameter sinusoid ﬁtting on non-ideal waveforms. In both
cases, frequency and phase are still identiﬁed with reasonable accuracy.
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The algorithm that estimates these parameters is as follows. First, an initial esti-
mate of f0 is found by using an interpolated DFT [64,65]. This is done by computing
F(v), the DFT of v, and locating adjacent DFT indices L and L+1 corresponding to
the maximum magnitude and its largest neighbor. The primary frequency component
of the input lies between these two indices, and the estimate of its location Lest is
calculated using the solution given by [66]. First, deﬁne U1, V1, U2, and V2 as the real
and imaginary components of the adjacent DFT entries:
U1 = real(F(v)[L]) (4.14)
V1 = imag(F(v)[L]) (4.15)
U2 = real(F(v)[L+ 1]) (4.16)
V2 = imag(F(v)[L+ 1]) (4.17)
Then, the solution of the optimal intermediate index Lest is given by [66] as:
Kopt =
(V2 − V1) sin(2piN L) + (U2 + U1) cos(2piN L)
U2 − U1 (4.18)
Z1 = V1
(






















The initial frequency estimate corresponding to Lest is:
f0,est = Lest · fs/N (4.22)
Now, perform the iterative ﬁt of (4.13). Deﬁne the starting conditions as:
A0 = B0 = C0 = 0 (4.23)
ω0 = 2pi · f0,est (4.24)
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For each iteration i = {0, 1, 2, . . . ,m}, perform a least-squares ﬁt on a linearization
of the system. Given an assumed small deviation from ωi of ∆ωi, the Taylor series
expansion of (4.13) around the current estimated parameters gives the linear equation:
v′i = Di ·
[
Ai Bi Ci ∆ωi
]T
(4.25)
where matrix Di is given by:
ti = (i− 1)/fs (4.26)
Di =

cos(ωit1) sin(ωit1) 1 Bit1 cos(ωit1)− Ait1 sin(ωit1)





cos(ωitN) sin(ωitN) 1 BitN cos(ωitN)− AitN sin(ωitN)
 (4.27)















ωi+1 = ωi +∆ωi+1 (4.29)
Note that the least-squares ﬁt in (4.28) can be computed with a more numerically-
stable method such as Q-R decomposition [53]. The solution converges rapidly, and
the preprocessor stops after a ﬁxed number m = 7 iterations. The ﬁtted parameters
for (4.13) are:
A′ = Am B′ = Bm (4.30)





Finally, we convert this ﬁt into the equivalent polar form:


















φ0 = atan2(Am, Bm) (4.35)
C = Cm (4.36)
This form is preferable, because the parameters [A, f0, φ0, C] are more directly appli-
cable to computing spectral envelopes.
4.3.2 Implementation of nilm-sinefit
The nilm-sinefit tool, implemented in Python, uses successive 4-parameter sine
wave ﬁts to ﬁnd and mark every positive zero crossing (φ = 0) of an input voltage
waveform. Each mark includes the amplitude A, frequency f0, and oﬀset C of the
following period. Given the expected line frequency fexp and sampling rate fs, the





samples of voltage. This corresponds to approximately 3.5 periods, although the
actual number will vary with f0. If the ﬁtted f0 falls outside predetermined bounds,
or the amplitude A is too low, the window is skipped to avoid spurious marks.
Figure 4-4 demonstrates the ﬁt and marking over a window of length N . To avoid
potentially double-marking a zero crossing that occurs near window boundaries, the
point Ns is calculated as the last point within [0, N ] with phase angle pi2 . Only zero
























Figure 4-4: Windowing algorithm of nilm-sinefit. Sine ﬁt is performed over the
window [0, N ], and positive zero crossings are marked as shown by the circles. The
next window starts at Ns, the last point with phase angle pi2 .
ensures that any particular zero crossing will only fall squarely within one window,
even as sine ﬁt parameters change.
The nilm-sinefit processing tool takes as input a single NilmDB stream, and
marks zero crossings using data from a user-speciﬁed column in the input stream.
Output marks are written to a new stream consisting of a timestamp t and three
ﬂoating-point values A, f0, and C. These values correspond to the parameters from
(4.32), as calculated for the crossing detected at time t.
The source code for nilm-sinefit can be found in Listing F-1, and a command-line
reference can be found in Section 3.4.2.10.
4.3.3 Implementation of nilm-prep
The nilm-prep tool, implemented in Python, reads two data streams: an input wave-
form i[n], and the zero crossing and f0 estimates for each period as marked by nilm-
sinefit. Other parameters that control its behavior are shown in Table 4-1. For
each identiﬁed zero crossing at time t with frequency f0, the spectral envelopes are
calculated with the following algorithm:
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Parameter Default Description
Nharm 4 Number of odd harmonics
to store.
Nshift 1 Number of shifted windows
for which to compute coeﬃ-
cients, per zero crossing.
φextra 0 Extra phase rotation to ap-
ply, to correct for known
phase oﬀsets.
Table 4-1: Conﬁgurable parameters for nilm-prep.
1. Initialize N = fs/f0 and φshift = 0.
2. Extract N samples starting at time t+ (φshift/(2pif0)).
3. Use the Fast Fourier Transform to calculate Xk of i[n], as deﬁned in (4.6).
4. Apply rotation from (4.12) using φ0 = φextra − φshift to obtain X ′k.
5. Calculate and store the ﬁrst Nharm odd harmonic coeﬃcients from X ′k using
(4.8) and (4.9).
6. Increment φshift by 2pi/Nshift.
7. Repeat from step 2 until φshift ≥ 2pi.
This results in Nshift sets of coeﬃcients per period of the input waveform, by applying
successive overlapping DFTs. This sliding-window approach may be useful in some
cases, as it can help retain additional information about energy content at harmonics
that are not otherwise stored by this implementation, such as the even harmonics. For
waveforms known to consist primarily of the low-numbered odd harmonics, Nshift = 1
is suﬃcient and results in the most space savings.
Output from nilm-prep is stored in a new NilmDB stream where each row contains
a timestamp and 2 ∗Nharm ﬂoating-point values numbers, in order {a1, b1, a3, b3, . . .}.
The source code for nilm-prep can be found in Listing F-2, and a command-line



















Figure 4-5: Block diagram of the Kalman-ﬁlter spectral envelope preprocessor,
from [54].
4.4 Comparison with Existing Preprocessors
4.4.1 Kalman-ﬁlter Preprocessor
The Kalman-ﬁlter spectral envelope preprocessor, described in [55] and [54], has been
heavily used in non-intrusive load monitoring and diagnostics [6–11,14–20,22,24,44,
56, 61]. A block diagram of this preprocessor is shown in Figure 4-5. It is written in
C, and is passed two vectors of single-phase input data, v[n] and i[n]. Positive zero
crossings of v[n] are detected using a noise-tolerant thresholding, and these zero cross-
ings are fed into a discrete Kalman ﬁlter which extracts the fundamental frequency
f0.
The input data i[n] is resampled so that there are exactly 128 points per input
period. After this, a straightforward computation of (4.4) is performed by multiplying
a one-period window of the resampled data with precomputed “basis vectors” con-
sisting of the in-phase and quadrature harmonics sin(kt) and cos(kt) for k = 1, 3, 5, 7.
This basis vector multiplication is an optimization over using the FFT to compute
(4.6) directly, when only a few of the outputs are required. Rotations are then applied
to the harmonic coeﬃcients to account for the phase of the start of the window, and
for inter-sample phase oﬀset between the i[n] and v[n]. The window is then moved
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(b) Step response
Figure 4-6: Lock-in performance and step response of the Kalman ﬁlter as a function
of Kalman covariance matrix Q, from [54].
for a typical ac system).
While this preprocessor has been successfully used for many load monitors, a
number of drawbacks have become apparent. The primary issue has been that the zero
crossing detection and Kalman ﬁlter can be sensitive to noise and transient disruptions
in the voltage signal, and is not particularly suitable for variable frequency drives
with widely varying frequencies. Figures 4-6a and 4-6b demonstrate the Kalman
ﬁlter’s ability to lock to a signal and respond to a step change in frequency, which
is controlled by parameter Q. Low Q is necessary to avoid ripple in the frequency
estimate, but can cause the ﬁlter to take hundreds to thousands of line cycles in order
to track a change in frequency. Even with high Q, tens or hundreds of cycles are
not uncommon. This leads to a large asymmetry between the ﬁlter’s response and
the respective preprocessor output before and after the frequency change, which can
negatively aﬀect some diagnostics.
A related issue is that the Kalman ﬁlter relies on an existing state estimate, and
can lose stability in situations where that state estimate is too large. One common
real-world installation issue is that the voltage input will occasionally become tem-
porarily disconnected, due to operator mistake, equipment failure, or power outage.
In such cases, we observed that the Kalman ﬁlter would sometimes never recover lock,
depending on its random state evolution due to measured noise during the signal loss.













Figure 4-7: FPGA-based spectral envelope preprocessor, block diagram, from [12].
fully close and restart the preprocessor several times a day to mitigate this issue, at
the expense of creating discontinuities in the recorded data.
Finally, the monolithic C implementation of the Kalman-ﬁlter spectral envelope
preprocessor makes it diﬃcult to directly correlate input with output. The output
stream provides only the harmonic coeﬃcients, with neither the extracted line fre-
quencies nor any timestamps that can be used to line up harmonics with a particular
range of input samples. This is a minor inconvenience when dealing with a stiﬀ utility
frequency that can be assumed constant over a long period of time, but can lead to
signiﬁcant diﬃculty in tracking event timing when dealing with variable or unstable
drives.
4.4.2 FPGA-based Preprocessor
A ﬁeld-programmable gate array (FPGA)-based data acquisition, preprocessor, stor-
age, and wireless transmission system was developed in [12]. The goal of this imple-
mentation was to demonstrate an integrated, low-power, hardware-based approach
to spectral envelope measurement. A system block diagram and an image of the
prototype are shown in Figure 4-7. A detailed look at the implementation of the
preprocessor within the FPGA is shown in Figure 4-8.
Like the Kalman-ﬁlter preprocessor, the FPGA-based preprocessor utilizes pre-
computed basis sinusoid vectors with which to multiply the raw i[n] waveform in
order to extract harmonic coeﬃcients. The primary diﬀerence is in the phase align-

























































































(b) Three of the eight basis sinusoids
Figure 4-8: FPGA-based spectral envelope preprocessor design, from [12].
this information post-sampling and then resampled to create 128 data points per pe-
riod, the FPGA system utilizes a variable sampling rate ADC under real-time control.
The sampling rate fs is adjusted by an on-board PLL and steering logic to ensure a
sampling rate of fs = 128 · f0.
The linear resampling was the “most signiﬁcant source of error” in the Kalman-
ﬁlter preprocessor [54]. By using a variable sampling rate instead, the FPGA pre-
processor avoids this error while also avoiding the excessive resource utilization that
would be required by a more accurate resampling ﬁlter. However, it has a signiﬁcant
practical drawback in that it must be performed on-line; that is, it cannot easily be
used to post-process existing sampled data.
The hardware-centric nature of the FPGA system also precludes easy modiﬁcation
to add potentially needed features, such as the ability to process three-phase data,
apply arbitrary rotations, store raw samples alongside the spectral envelopes, or add
timestamps to the output stream. For low power and other constrained environments,
though, it serves as a useful example of how appropriate hardware can be used to
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eﬃciently “skip” directly to spectral envelopes when storing or transmitting data.
4.5 Compression Beneﬁts
Physical modeling of ac loads shows that there are often useful bounds on the number
and types of harmonics that are present in the load current. By omitting these higher
harmonics from stored data streams, the spectral envelope preprocessor performs a
domain-speciﬁc form of compression that greatly reduces data storage and transfer
requirements. A typical NILM data acquisition is 16-bit samples at a rate of 8 KHz.
For a three-phase system, 6 channels are recorded. Assuming one 64-bit timestamp
is also stored with each sample, the storage requirements for raw data are:
8 KHz · (64 + 16 · 6) bits = 1,280,000 bits/s (4.38)
= 160 kB / s
= 576 MB / hour
= 13.8 GB / day.
Preprocessor output is harmonics ak and bk for k = 1, 3, 5, 7 as 32-bit ﬂoating point
values with a 64-bit timestamp, for each of the three phases. One set of coeﬃcients is
calculated per 60 Hz period, so the total storage requirements for preprocessed data
are:
60 Hz · (64 + 32 · 8) bits · 3 = 57,600 bits/s (4.39)
= 7.2 kB / s
= 25.9 MB / hour
= 0.62 GB / day.
Thus, the preprocessor reduces the data to only 4.5% of its original size, while pre-
serving all information about three-phase power usage up to the 7th harmonic. Even













Figure 4-9: Quantization error, as would be introduced by a linear ADC. The con-
tinuous function sin(x) is compared to the same function represented discretely with
only 4 and 2 bits of resolution.
raw data space.
Other reductions of the data could instead be applied, for example, simply record-
ing aggregate real power averaged over every period or second. However, such data
would not reﬂect the detailed short term variations that would occur in real power,
nor would it reﬂect any of the behavior of the higher harmonics. Time-varying spec-
tral envelope coeﬃcients strike a balance between the usefulness of the retained data
and the storage and transmission requirements of that data.
4.6 Resolution and Accuracy
The original digital samples of the current and voltage waveforms have limited pre-
cision due to quantization. As shown in Figure 4-9, the continuous input signal is
divided into B discrete regions, and each region is mapped to a unique digital code
during the sampling process. This quantization can be stated explicitly as
i[n] =
⌊


























Figure 4-10: Sampled waveform data over one line period. These N samples at B
bits of resolution comprise the input to the spectral envelope preprocessor.
where i(t) is normalized to the range [0, 1]. The preprocessor input consists of N
values of i[n] over one period of the line voltage. Figure 4-10 shows this input as
sampled from a pure sinusoid at the fundamental frequency.
For power estimation and load identiﬁcation purposes, it is desirable to ﬁnd the
average power of the input signal, but the quantization error aﬀects this measurement.
Using raw data to directly estimate power is less accurate than using preprocessed
spectral envelopes to do the same. To compare the accuracy, we begin by considering
estimation of power when the current waveform is a simple sinusoid of the form
i(t) = A sin(ωt) (4.41)
Here, total power is proportional to the amplitude A of the sinusoid. More complex
input waveforms are addressed in Section 4.6.5.
4.6.1 Resolution of Power From Raw Data
A straightforward approach to estimating A from raw sampled data is to locate the
peak of the waveform. However, as shown in Figure 4-11, ﬁnding the amplitude in this
















actual peak = 0.996
quantized peak ≈ 0.992
Figure 4-11: Example of the error caused by estimating signal amplitude using the
peak quantized sample value alone. Here, A = 0.996, N = 128, B = 8.
to the same quantization as any other point. Of the 2B possible quantized sample
values, the positive peak will reside in the upper half, resulting in a total of 2(B−1)
discernable amplitudes. This corresponds to an overall resolution of
log2 2
(B−1) = B − 1 (4.42)
bits of precision, slightly less than the original sampling precision of B bits.
4.6.2 Resolution of Power From Preprocessor Output
The preprocessor improves eﬀective power reesolution by averaging over time. Speciﬁ-
cally, nilm-prep uses not only the quantized value at the peak, but all N sampled
data points over one or more periods. For example, the preprocessor discards all but
the low, odd-numbered harmonics; the sinusoid in (4.41) contains no harmonics other
than for k = 1. Thus, the nilm-prep output encapsulates all information about the
original signal. Since the analogous DFT is invertible, this means that every unique
sampled input has a unique corresponding preprocessor output.
We can use this to determine how many discernible outputs the preprocessor will
























Figure 4-12: Sweeping through all input amplitudes of a single fundamental frequency
from 0 to 1, in order to enumerate the number of possible quantized inputs. By
symmetry, only the ﬁrst N/4 samples need to be considered.
generates i[n] is limited in resolution, and so there are necessarily a ﬁnite number U
of unique sampled i[n] waveforms. Because of the 1:1 relationship of the DFT, there
are the same number U of unique preprocessor outputs, and we can therefore discern
U diﬀerent values of A.
To calculate U , consider sweeping A from 0→ 1, as demonstrated in Figure 4-12.
By symmetry, let us consider only the ﬁrst N/4 samples. At A = 0, all samples are
zero. As A increases, there will be some transition where a single quantized sample
i[n] will increase by one. More speciﬁcally, as A increases from 0 to 1, samples will
monotonically increase according to the following pattern:
• The ﬁrst sample at n = 0 never increases.
• The peak sample at n = N/4 increases 2(B−1) − 1 times.
• For each sample between these extremes, the number of “increases”, or eﬀective
quantization steps, is given by:
Un =
⌊































Input Bits (B) Samples (N)
Figure 4-13: Number of unique preprocessor outputs, as a function of the number of
samples N and the number of input bits B, for an input signal consisting of a single
sinusoid of varying amplitude.
where bxc denotes floor(x).
Each increase creates a new input to the preprocessor, which results in a new output.
Thus, the total number of unique outputs from the preprocessor is one corresponding
to the initial case (i[n] = 0), plus one for each time a sample in i[n] increases.





















Figure 4-13 shows this number of unique outputs U as a function of the input samples
N and input quantizer bits B. The number of output bits are approximately linear
with the number of input bits, and increase logarithmically with N . As a represen-
tative data point, sampling at values N = 128 and B = 10 gives an overall output
resolution of about B = 13 bits.









































B = 4, N = 512
Figure 4-14: Unique preprocessor outputs as a function of input amplitude of a sinu-
soid. For each amplitude level Ax, the graph plots the total number of unique outputs
seen while the input sinusoid amplitude is swept from 0 to Ax.
tributed among the input amplitudes. For example, for amplitudes less than the ﬁrst
quantized bit level of 1/(2B−1), all quantized input samples are zero, and so there is
only one unique preprocessor output. Figure 4-14 shows the number of unique out-
puts as a function of the input amplitude, as enumerated computationally via binary
search (described later in Algorithm 4-3). As the input amplitude is swept along the
x-axis from left to right, the cumulative number of unique outputs are counted and
plotted along the y-axis. Inﬂection points in the curve correspond to the quantization
levels. This is because small changes in amplitude aﬀect more samples when the peak
of the sinusoid is near a quantization level, causing relatively more unique outputs in
these areas.
From Figure 4-14, a measure of eﬀective resolution as a function of input ampli-
tude can be developed. If a change of amplitude from A to (A + ∆A) causes the
preprocessor to output a new unique value, then discerning these values corresponds
to discriminating between input amplitudes with a resolution of β = log2 (1/∆A)
bits around operating point A. Figure 4-15 shows this resolution as a function of
input amplitude. Here, the input bits B = 4 and samples N = 512, and the output


























B = 4, N = 512
Figure 4-15: Eﬀective resolution, in bits, as a function of input amplitude of a sinusoid.
An eﬀective resolution of β bits means that a change of 1/(2β) in input amplitude
can be resolved.
4.6.3 Accuracy of Preprocessor Output
For load identiﬁcation, the ability to simply discern inputs may be suﬃcient. As
shown, the preprocessor can provide a high resolution estimate of input waveform
amplitude. In some cases, such as in power level measurement and energy scorekeep-
ing, high accuracy is also desired.
When the characteristics of the input waveform are known, the accuracy can often
be directly determined. To continue the previous example, consider a single sinusoidal
waveform at the fundamental line frequency and amplitude A, corresponding to power
P . This waveform is sampled, quantized, and passed through the spectral envelope
preprocessor. Figure 4-16 shows a plot of the error between the preprocessor output
P1 and the actual power P , as a function of P . Like the resolution, the error varies
with signal amplitude. Note that the maximum absolute error corresponds to approx-
imately one part in 2B, where B is the quantization bits. Thus, the plot shows that
the error of the preprocessor output is always less than or equal to the quantization


















Preprocessor Output P1 (normalized)
Error
Figure 4-16: Accuracy of preprocessor output when provided with quantized input
data from a single sinusoid. The absolute error, as a percentage of the full power range,
is plotted as a function of the P1 output. Here, B = 4, N = 512, and the maximum
error of any single sample due to quantization alone would be 1/(2B) = 6.25%.
4.6.4 Accuracy in the Presence of Noise
The previous analysis has been calculated and simulated based on ideal waveforms.
In practice, there are many potential sources of noise or interference in non-intrusive
load monitoring. This noise can be broadly split into two categories, correlated and
uncorrelated signals.
Correlated interference refers to any introduced signal or distortion that is related
to the loads being monitored or is otherwise nonrandom. Examples include magnetic
coupling between adjacent current transducers, pickup of stray 60 Hz electric ﬁelds
from other shielded wiring or lighting ﬁxtures, and aliasing eﬀects in the data acqui-
sition process. This sort of coupling can potentially be complex and relate closely to
speciﬁc installation details, which means that its eﬀect on preprocessor accuracy is
highly variable. In general, the net eﬀect of correlated noise has been extremely low
in observed systems [13].
Uncorrelated noise is statistically independent from the input waveforms. One
such type of noise is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), which is normally-
distributed around zero and might be expected to appear as a result of thermal noise
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in the sensors or data acquisition. This form of noise often sets the limit of sampling
resolution in the monitoring system.
The preprocessor is particularly well-suited to handle such disturbances. To ana-
lyze the eﬀect of AWGN on preprocessor accuracy, we again consider the example of
a single sinusoid, with added noise N (t):
i(t) = A sin(ωt) +N (t) (4.46)
By sweeping A from 0 → 1, we can generate data in the same manner as Fig-
ure 4-16, simulating the sampling process and calculating the preprocessor power
estimate P1(A) corresponding to each actual power input A. Deﬁne the overall root-




(P1(A)− A)2 dA (4.47)
This RMS error will vary with the amount of noise N (t) that is being added to the
sinusoid. We describe this amount using the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the ratio of
power in the full-amplitude sinusoid to the power of the added white Gaussian noise.
Note that the amount of noise is held constant as A is swept.
Figure 4-17 shows the calculated overall RMS error versus the SNR of injected
noise. Two approaches to estimating power are shown: the preprocessor P1 estimate,
and the simple peak-estimation technique described in Section 4.6.1. As expected,
the preprocessor estimate oﬀers an improvement over the raw peak estimate in all
cases, reducing overall error by more than half.
In some cases, the addition of noise will actually reduce error. Here, noise levels
around 30 dB provide a slight accuracy improvement. This is due the dithering
eﬀect of the white Gaussian noise on the sampling quantization which, combined
with the averaging eﬀect of the spectral envelope calculation, serves to decouple the
quantization error from the input waveform [67–69]. The preprocessor can therefore
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Raw peak estimate
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Figure 4-17: Total RMS error of power estimates for a single sinusoid over all am-
plitudes A = 0 → 1, with simulated additive Gaussian white noise injected at the
speciﬁed signal-to-noise ratio. At some levels, white noise can improve preprocessor
accuracy by introducing dither into the quantization process. The sampling parame-
ters are B = 4, N = 512.
4.6.5 Resolution and Accuracy with Complex Waveforms
Real-world systems often draw energy content at more harmonics than just the fun-
damental line frequency. The analysis of preprocessor resolution and accuracy can
be extended past single sinusoids to take these harmonics into account. For such
waveforms, closed-form solutions to ﬁnd the number of discernable power levels like
(4.45) may not necessarily exist.
Instead, we develop a model f(A) that describes the current waveform shape
as a function of power level A = 0 → 1. This approach is suitable for loads that
exhibit correlations between fundamental and higher harmonic components, such as
a3 and a5. For example, one such model is described in [70] for variable-speed drive
(VSD) systems, where harmonic contents are related to the total apparent power A











if Plow 6= Phigh then . More than one output in this interval?
Amid ← (Ahigh +Alow)/2
Enumerate(f,Alow, Amid) . Search 1st half
Enumerate(f,Amid, Ahigh) . Search 2nd half
else if Plow not in outputs then
outputs ← outputs + Plow . One new unique output; store it
Enumerate(f, 0, 1)
return Sort(outputs)
Algorithm 4-3: Binary search to enumerate unique preprocessor outputs as power A
varies, given waveform model f(A).
In many systems, including VSDs, these relationships are nearly linear. Here, we
consider a similar class of waveforms where the ratios between harmonics are ﬁxed in
proportions A3 and A5:
f(A, t) = A · (sin(ωt) + A3 sin(3ωt) + A5 sin(5ωt)) (4.49)
We wish to determine the eﬀective resolution of the preprocessor for systems
following this model as we vary A. As with the single sinusoid in Section 4.6.2, we do
this by counting the number of unique preprocessor outputs as we sweep A = 0→ 1.
For every value of A, we use the model f(A) to ﬁnd the waveform for this power level,
numerically simulate the sampling and quantization, and compute the preprocessor
output. To eﬃciently enumerate all potential outputs, we apply the binary search
algorithm described in Algorithm 4-3, and count the resulting number of unique
outputs U to determine the eﬀective number of bits as log2(U).
Note that the binary search in Algorithm 4-3 assumes a monotonically increasing
preprocessor output as A increases. For more complex models f(A) where this does
not hold true, the algorithm can be augmented or replaced with a slower linear search


































Figure 4-18: Eﬀective bits of preprocessor resolution as relative amounts of harmonic
content A3 and A5 are varied in (4.49). The harmonics are held at a ﬁxed ratio while
the overall waveform scaling is swept from A = 0 → 1. Sampling parameters are
B = 8, N = 128, and the base case A3 = A5 = 0 corresponds to 9.8 bits.
The enumeration process was performed for varying combinations of harmonic
content ratios A3 and A5 in (4.49). Since varying harmonic content can change the
peak amplitude of the current waveform, the sampling process was scaled such that
the bits-per-amp ratio is ﬁxed for all trials, to maintain consistency. Figure 4-18 shows
a plot of the calculated eﬀective bits of resolution. The base resolution is 9.8 bits for
A3 = A5 = 0.
These results demonstrate that adding harmonic content often increases the eﬀec-
tive resolution of the preprocessor. Some particular combinations of A3 and A5 also
reduce it, to a smaller extent. Figure 4-19 shows the waveforms corresponding to the
minimum (9.6 bits) and maximum (10.6 bits) resolutions over this parameter range.
Informally, the cases where resolution is reduced are those where the total signal am-
plitude is lowered, or where the waveform has “ﬂat” regions that do not vary much as
the parameter A is scaled. Cases where the ﬁnal waveform exhibits more complexity



















A3 = −0.6, A5 = 0.2 (9.6 bits)
A3 = 0, A5 = 0 (9.8 bits)
A3 = −1, A5 = −1 (10.6 bits)
Figure 4-19: Full-amplitude waveforms corresponding to the minimum and maximum
resolution from Figure 4-18. In general, increasing complexity increases the eﬀective
resolution, although some combinations of harmonics reduce it slightly due to “ﬂat”
regions that do not vary much with power scaling.
4.7 Conclusions
The spectral envelope preprocessor accurately extracts relevant harmonic informa-
tion while providing data storage reduction. The applicability of the preprocessor
to complex systems such as multi-phase systems and variable speed drives has been
improved by the development of a more ﬂexible and modular “sineﬁt” preproces-
sor design with improved phase and frequency estimation. The new preprocessor
is designed to integrate with the NilmDB framework and builds upon its ability to







In energy scorekeeping and diagnostic applications, current sensors are often deployed
to collect and analyze current waveforms from a collection of loads [71]. Analysis pro-
vides load disaggregation and detection, power consumption proﬁling, and diagnostics
based on electrical signatures [7, 9, 56, 71, 72]. Many current sensors are available ac-
cording to dynamic range and sensitivity. Hall sensors, ﬂuxgate-based sensors, and
Rogowski coils have all been used for non-contact current measurement [73–79]. As
monitoring systems grow to include more loads and to provide more detailed informa-
tion about the loads, the scalability and utility of the system depends on the quality
of data acquired by the current sensor [13]. When monitoring large loads or collec-
tions of loads, some relevant features may be found in harmonic or aperiodic content
that is small compared to the current drawn at the fundamental line frequency. For
other features, the full amplitude signal may be required.
A physically-windowed sensor architecture is introduced that allows for a more
ﬂexible tradeoﬀ between sensitivity and dynamic range. Large-scale variations are
cancelled such that the measured signal remains within a small operating window,

















Figure 5-1: System block diagram. The system consists of three primary compo-
nents: the compensation current driver, the residual current measurement, and the
microcontroller logic. The compensation current icomp is subtracted from the primary
input current iactual by physical cancellation of magnetic ﬂux.
sor. This architecture is similar to that of pipelined analog-to-digital converters [80],
but utilizes a physical cancellation approach that can be applied to magnetic ﬂux-
based current sensors, strain gauges, pressure transducers, and many other physical
systems. The cancellation is software-controlled by an embedded microcontroller,
permitting a variety of windowing techniques and ﬂexible processing and analysis.
This chapter presents an initial application of this concept to power electronics
by developing a physically-windowed current sensor that demonstrates high accuracy
over a wide input range.
5.2 System Design
Our architecture uses an additional physical input to apply a cancellation signal to a
sensor. This enables an accurate but narrow-range sensor to measure eﬀectively be-
yond its speciﬁed operating range. The initial implementation applies this approach
to a current sensor and follows the overall design shown in Figure 5-1. A compensa-
tion current icomp is driven anti-parallel to large input currents such that the eﬀective
total current imeas seen by the sensing element remains within its designated operating
range. The microcontroller coordinates and controls the system, performing calibra-






































Figure 5-2: Signal reconstruction. The compensation current and measured residual
current are combined to determine the total current through the full sensor.
5.2.1 Signal Reconstruction
Figure 5-2 depicts the signal reconstruction used to determine the total current using
the windowed measurement. The total input current iactual is calculated from the
instantaneous compensation current and sensor measurement as:
iactual = kc · icomp + km · imeas (5.1)
where kc and km are calibration values determined by physical factors, such as the
number of turns on the sensing core and the amount of magnetic coupling.
The compensation current icomp is generated by an operational transconductance
ampliﬁer (OTA), detailed in Section 5.4.2. This current icomp is set by the microcon-
troller using a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) command voltage, vDAC. The total
compensation current is given by:
icomp = kDAC · vDAC (5.2)
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where kDAC is determined by the OTA design.
Residual current is measured using a closed-loop Hall sensor, detailed in Sec-
tion 5.4.1. This current imeas is read from an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) as
the voltage vADC, and is given by:
imeas = kADC · vADC (5.3)
where kADC is determined by the sensor front-end design. Combining these equations,
the complete reconstruction is:
iactual = kc · kDAC · vDAC + km · kADC · vADC
The constants can be simpliﬁed as:
iactual = ks(vDAC + kr · vADC) (5.4)
where kr represents the ratio between the DAC command voltage and the corre-
sponding change in ADC input voltage, and ks represents a scaling to convert to
actual current. This simpliﬁed form is used both for discussion and by the internal
calibration and windowing procedures described in Section 5.4.3.
5.2.2 Resolution and Range
The performance of the overall physically-windowed sensor system is determined by
the parameters of its components. The ranges and resolutions of the compensation
current and the residual measurement overlap, as depicted in Figure 5-3. In this
example, the ADC is accurate to 11 bits over a range of 5 A, while the DAC command
is accurate to 10 bits over a range of 160 A. The amount of overlap directly relates
to the parameters kr and ks in (5.4).
A key requirement for physically windowed sensing is that the compensation out-





































Figure 5-3: Overlap of the DAC output, relating to compensation current, and the
ADC input, relating to the residual measurement. The ranges and overlapped posi-
tions are related to the parameters in (5.4). The combined result shows high accuracy
over the full range.
this requirement is depicted as a dashed line on the DAC output. Here, for the
lowest-order bits of the combined result to be accurate, each of the 210 possible DAC
commands must result in a voltage stability of one part in 216. Certainly, a 16-bit DAC
would suﬃce. However, only stability is needed, not accuracy. If a lower-resolution
DAC is, or can be made to be, similarly stable in output, it is suﬃcient for the sensor
architecture. Using such a DAC may provide cost or performance beneﬁts.1
Given that the stability requirement is met, then the actual output voltage vDAC







where lookup[x] is a 210-entry table that stores these 6 extra stable bits. This table
can be populated by the microcontroller in a calibration step that uses the ADC input
to determine the low-order bits of each DAC output.
1The prototype implementation in Section 5.4 simulates this stability by using a 16-bit DAC with
ﬁxed random low-order bits on a 10-bit command. The low-order bits are set by the microcontroller




The front-end current measurement is “windowed” by the compensation current in the
sense that the compensation sets a particular operating point, and the Hall sensor
measures a small window of current around this point. The microcontroller has
signiﬁcant ﬂexibility in the windowing approach, and the behavior can be adjusted
based on expected workloads and system parameters.
A basic approach to windowing is to continuously recenter the window so that
the ADC measurement is zeroed; that is, the residual current is driven to zero after
each sample. However, this requires that the OTA change its current output nearly
continuously as the input signal changes, increasing the bandwidth requirements and
potentially making the data less accurate if changes in compensation current are slow
to settle.
The approach demonstrated by the reconstruction in Figure 5-2 is to change the
DAC command when the residual current in the sensor approaches the limits of the
front-end. The compensation current will remain constant for small input signal
changes, and only change for larger input signals that exceed the window. For many
input signals, this may allow the compensation to change relatively slowly, reducing
bandwidth requirements for the compensation driver.
More advanced approaches are possible, particularly for loads with known char-
acteristics. A predictive estimator in the microcontroller can perform an anticipatory
change in the compensation current so that the residual sensor current would be ex-
pected to fall within the sensor limits at the next sample interval. Such techniques
can potentially increase the slew rate capability of the system.
5.2.4 Bandwidth
The bandwidth of the physically windowed sensor system depends on the input sig-
nals and their relation to the sensor window. There are two fundamental regions of
operation: the ﬁrst, within the windowed range of the residual current measurement,
and the second, over the full range of the compensation current. For input currents
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that fall entirely within the window, the bandwidth performance of the system is
equal to that of the residual current sensor front-end, as the compensation current is
held constant. For full-scale input signals, the bandwidth is instead limited by how
fast the compensation current can track the input change.
Maximum slew rate may be further aﬀected by the windowing algorithm in use.
Once the residual current exceeds the range of the sensor window, the compensation
command must be adjusted. In the absence of prediction, the microcontroller will
not know by how much the residual current exceeded the window, and will be limited
to stepping the compensation by one “window” worth of current at a time. This,
combined with the sampling rate of the residual sensor and the bandwidth of the
compensation driver, will set the maximum di
dt
that can be accurately tracked. For
slew rates outside this limit, the subsequent front-end sample will still exceed the
window, and the microcontroller can report the potential inaccuracy as part of the
output data stream.
The bandwidth and slew rate limits are a function of the resolution, range, and
bandwidth of the system components. Flexible tradeoﬀs can be made by, for example,
adjusting the system to increase kr in (5.4). This would have the eﬀect of increasing
the relative size of the sensor window, increasing the region in which the recorded
signal retains full bandwidth, and increasing the maximum slew rate. Conversely,
increasing kr increases the overall resolution of the reconstructed signal.
5.3 Beneﬁts and Motivation
In many physical systems, large-scale changes occur at relatively slow speed while
small-scale details can change rapidly. For example, an electric motor draws a 60 Hz
fundamental current from the utility, but it may be desirable to observe a principal
slot harmonic (PSH) at several hundreds or thousands of Hertz to track the motor
speed [81]. These small, high-frequency details are superimposed on top of the 60 Hz
current and need to be examined without saturating the sensor front-end. Conven-
tional current sensors like the closed-loop Hall-eﬀect sensor utilize a single compen-
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sation circuit to measure current. The physically-windowed sensing system, instead,
divides the measurement into two subsystems, the compensation current driver and
the residual current measurement. By dividing the problem and taking advantage of
the fundamental diﬀerences between the requirements of the large-scale and small-
scale measurements, the windowed system can utilize power and bandwidth trade-oﬀs
in the design of design each subsystem. This section describes these trade-oﬀs and
their design considerations.
5.3.1 Resolution
To obtain an accurate measurement, the system needs a reference that is stable
to the required resolution speciﬁcation. A conventional current sensor can utilize
a single high-resolution ADC to perform the measurement, or it can use a single
high-resolution DAC as a reference against which to compare a measurement. In
both cases, it is required that the ADC or DAC be both stable and accurate to the
full resolution.
With the physically-windowed approach, it is suﬃcient that the DAC be stable,
but not necessarily accurate. A DAC with fewer controllable bits, but stable to the
full resolution, can still be used. Initial experiments, testing the output voltage of
a 16-bit AD7846 DAC with a HP34401A multimeter, demonstrated an accuracy of
approximately 26 μV on a ±5 V range, or approximately 18.5 bits, in a controlled
environment. This example shows that, under some conditions, the output of the
DAC is more stable than the controllable input.
The physically-windowed sensor design can then use a moderately accurate DAC
and a moderately accurate ADC to create a compound data acquisition system that
can accurately resolve more than the number of bits provided by either the DAC or
ADC alone. For example, assuming proper calibration is performed, the system may




















compVair gapB − hallV
Figure 5-4: Typical design for a closed-loop hall sensor, with one compensation circuit.
5.3.2 Bandwidth
A key element in the design process for analog circuits is the trade-oﬀ between power
consumption and bandwidth. If the signal of interest is comprised of both low-
frequency and high-frequency content, the current sensor may be able to take advan-
tage of this separation by utilizing two separate compensation circuits, each optimized
for one frequency region.
The basic topology of a typical current sensor based on zero-ﬂux sensing consists
of three parts: a magnetic ﬂux sensor, a compensation circuit, and a compensation
winding. The system block diagram is shown in Figure 5-4. The input current creates
a magnetic ﬂux which is focused in the air gap of the gapped magnetic core. The
magnetic ﬂux sensor senses any magnetic ﬂux in the air gap, and provides an output
signal for the compensation circuit. This circuit drives a cancellation current to cancel
the magnetic ﬂux. Eﬀectively, the system forces the magnetic ﬂux in the air gap to
zero, keeping the magnetic core around the zero-ﬂux operating point and away from
the saturation region.
In order to measure a fast dynamic signal accurately, the measuring system is
required to have a wide bandwidth and a large open-loop gain. In another words, the
gain-bandwidth product of the open-loop transfer function must be very large. As
shown in Figure 5-4, the system can be designed to meet the large gain-bandwidth
product by choosing an appropriate compensation circuit Gcomp(s). A typical com-
pensator is an integrator with a lead compensation. The integrator provides a large
open-loop gain at low frequency, whereas the lead compensation provides stability
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for the system. A typical transfer function of the lead-compensated integrator circuit







is a low frequency pole of a practical integrator circuit, and 1
τ2
is the com-
pensated zero. In this case, we assume that all high frequency poles of the op-amp
and parasitics are negligible at the cross-over frequency. The compensation circuit
would be designed to meet the required bandwidth of the input signal.
The compensation circuit must cancel the ﬂux by driving an equivalent current
through the magnetic core, typically using an output stage consisting of an operational
ampliﬁer and push-pull buﬀer circuit. If the compensation current coil consists of N3
turns, the primary winding consists of N1 turns, and the maximum input current is
iactual_max, then the compensation circuit must be able to drive N1N3 iactual_max through
the coil.
As N3 is increased, the drive current is lowered, but this also aﬀects the induc-
tance that the compensation circuit has to drive. Speciﬁcally, the inductance of the
compensation coil is proportional to N3
2. Large inductance will limit the maximum
slew rate that the buﬀer circuit can provide for compensation. The slew rate di
dt
of









where vL represents the voltage across the inductor, which is limited by the supply
voltage of the system. Given the same supply voltage, a smaller inductance will allow
the system to follow the input current more accurately.
The physically-window sensing system, on the other hand, divides the compen-
sation circuit into two parts: a large, slow compensation circuit for the bulk of the
ﬂux cancellation, and a small, fast compensation circuit for measuring the residual.
Block diagrams of the proposed system are shown in Figure 5-5.
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Figure 5-5: Physically windowed current sensor, with two compensation circuits.
same design as the single compensation circuit case. Since the maximum current
output is reduced, the number of winding turnsN3 can be reduced, eﬀectively lowering
the inductance of the coil. The lower inductance allows this compensation circuit to
follow the higher di
dt
rate according to (5.7), given the same supply voltage.
The auxiliary compensation circuit must provide a cancellation current for a larger
portion of the magnetic ﬂux in the core. Speciﬁcally, the auxiliary compensation cir-
cuit is responsible for providing a cancellation current of N1
N2
iactual_max where N2 is the
number of turns in the auxiliary winding. This is analogous to the requirement of
the ﬁrst compensation circuit, and the circuit can be made similarly, with minor ad-
justments. In our prototype, the auxiliary compensation circuit is implemented with
a current source, which provides a high output impedance as seen by the other loop
across the current transformer. As a result, when the auxiliary compensation circuit
is providing a constant current output, interaction between the two compensation
circuits is minimized.
By separating the compensation current into two subsystems, the design process
can be divided into two problems which may be tailored to take advantage of the
input signal characteristics. In this case, two compensation circuits add complexity
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to the system, but provide more ﬂexible power and bandwidth trade-oﬀs.
5.3.3 Feedback
Feedback is one of the key concepts that enables the proposed sensing system to work
properly. This proposed system consists of two analog feedback loops and one digital
feedback loop. The small compensation current uses analog feedback to keep the
magnetic core in the zero-ﬂux region. The second feedback loop ensures an accurate
conversion between the command voltage and the compensation current. Both of
these feedback loops act as minor loops within the digital feedback loop. The digital
feedback enables ﬂexible control of the entire process, and can be easily adapted for
diﬀerent input signal characteristics.
5.4 Prototype Implementation
The prototype system was implemented according to the design introduced in Sec-
tion 5.2. The system block diagram is shown in Figure 5-6. The physical coupling
of the subsystems occurs on a single toroidal core. The primary current to be mea-
sured passes through N1 turns on the core. The cancellation current passes through
N2 turns, wound in the opposite direction. The residual current is measured by a
closed-loop Hall sensor that utilizes N3 additional turns. The N2 and N3 loops are
co-wound to minimize leakage inductance. Typical values for our testing are N1 = 50
and N2 = N3 = 200.
5.4.1 Residual Current Measurement
The residual current measurement is based on the closed-loop Hall-eﬀect sensor shown
in Figure 5-4. The sensor drives an output current such that the ﬂux perceived by the
Hall element is near zero. At this operating point, the temperature drift and oﬀset
of the Hall sensor are minimized. The output current is read by an 11-bit ADC to

























Figure 5-6: Detailed block diagram of the prototype microcontroller-based system.
In our system, the Hall sensor is designed to measure over a small current range
of approximately ±2.5 A. If the input signal starts to exceed this range, the compen-
sation current driver is separately commanded to cancel a portion of the ﬂux in order
to keep the residual sensor operating normally.
Figure 5-7 shows measured calibration curves between the compensation current
output and residual sensor input, for various operating points set by the primary
current. The slope of each line corresponds to the constant kr in (5.4). The dashed
lines indicate the approximate measuring range of the ADC for the residual current.
The digital controller attempts to maintain the window so that the residual current
always falls within this range.
During a high current transient, the input current may temporarily exceed the
ability of the system to compensate. To prevent the residual sensor from overloading
in this condition, a clamp circuit is added at the output of the Hall sensor. This extra
clamp current serves to cancel the primary current and limit maximum residual. The
clamp current is not reﬂected in the ADC reading, causing the measured values to
saturate, as shown shown in Figure 5-7. After the overload condition, the clamp
deactivates and the Hall sensor returns to normal operation. The system utilizes
a magnetic core with a low remnant ﬂux to further minimize the oﬀset error after























Compensation command (DAC counts)
Figure 5-7: Calibration curves showing 11-bit residual current measurement versus
10-bit compensation current command, at various ﬁxed primary currents. The curves
are generally linear with slope kr and ﬂatten out as the clamps begin to activate
outside of the dashed horizontal lines.
5.4.2 Compensation Current
The compensation current driver uses a highly stable digital-to-analog converter to
establish a voltage command reference. A closed-loop circuit, shown in Figure 5-6, is
designed to scale and convert the voltage command into the desired output current.
This output current is co-wound on the core with the output from the closed-loop Hall
sensor circuit. To minimize interaction between the two feedback loops, the output
stage of the compensation circuit is high-impedance and appears as an open circuit
to the residual sensor circuit.
The OTA design is shown in Figure 5-8. In this implementation, the OTA includes
a voltage buﬀer front-end to receive the voltage command from the compensation
current feedback op-amp. The buﬀered command is used to establish a reference
output current in the second stage. This reference current is replicated through a
current mirror structure. The current mirror uses a cascode topology to improve the
output impedance. The emitter degeneration resistors are added to scale the current
and to prevent a thermal runaway condition. The OTA structure includes multiple









Figure 5-8: Output stage of the compensation current subsystem, showing the OTA
implementation. A complete schematic, including component values, can be found in
Appendix G.3.
per branch. Within each cascode branch, the transistor next to the rail sets up the
mirrored current, and the cascode transistor acts as a current buﬀer. The power
dissipation in each cascode branch will be concentrated at the cascode transistor.
Therefore, the thermal eﬀects on the mirrored current are reduced. Finally, the
β-helper transistors are included to provide additional base current for the output
stage.
The OTA output passes through N2 turns on the core and is measured with a
sense resistor. The analog feedback loop in the compensation current subsystem
serves to minimize error within the output stage. The output current measurement
can optionally be provided back to the microcontroller through a low-bandwidth
24-bit ADC for calibration purposes.
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5.4.3 Microcontroller
Control logic for the prototype is implemented using a Microchip dsPIC33FJ256GP-
710 microcontroller. It controls the sampling of the residual current measurement,
implements the windowing algorithm used to set the compensation current, and com-
municates all data to a computer for analysis. The microcontroller also performs
calibration at startup and on request.
5.4.3.1 Sampling
The ADC is sampled at 8 kHz, a rate chosen to match that used in existing non-
intrusive load monitoring systems [13]. At each sample, the microcontroller calculates
the total reconstructed current from the compensation command and the residual
measurement, and transmits this data to the computer. If necessary, the compensa-
tion command is then changed to adjust measurement window.
The sampling interval has a direct inﬂuence on the slew rate capability of the
system. If the residual current exceeds the window range, the measurement is clamped
and the recombined output will be inaccurate. For a given operating point and
windowing strategy, a maximum current excursion iw can be observed within the
current window before saturation. Given the sampling interval ∆t and primary input
slew rate di
dt




Thus, decreasing∆t, by increasing the sampling rate, has a corresponding linear eﬀect
on the maximum slew rate di
dt
.
In practice, the limit on∆t is set by the response time of the hardware components
and the processing speed of the microcontroller. Regardless of the sampling rate, the

















Target Window ADC > Target ADC < Target
Figure 5-9: Windowing approach in the prototype implementation. For input ADC
values greater than 1536, the compensation current is changed such that the target
ADC value is 768. For input ADC values less than 512, the target ADC value is 1280.
Hardware clamps are active near the limits, 0 and 2047.
5.4.3.2 Windowing Strategy
Using (5.4), the microcontroller can determine by how much a given change in DAC
command will aﬀect the sensor measurement at the ADC input. Assuming that the
primary current iactual remains constant, a pair of DAC and ADC values are related
by:
ks(vDAC,1 + kr · vADC,1) = ks(vDAC,2 + kr · vADC,2) (5.9)
vDAC,1 − vDAC,2 = kr(vADC,1 − vADC,2) (5.10)
Thus, to cause a change of ∆ADC at the residual measurement, the DAC command
should be changed by kr∆ADC. The prototype implementation uses this approach to
“recenter” the window whenever the ADC value begins to approach the clamp limits.
This is depicted in Figure 5-9. For example, when a sample x from the ADC exceeds
a ﬁxed upper limit of 1536, the compensation command is increased by kr(x − 768)
so that the next sample is near 768.
The chosen target ADC values intentionally overshoot the center of the ADC
range because it is expected that, in most cases, an increasing current will continue
to increase. This provides some extra “headroom” for the common case, which in
turn increases the maximum slew rate that the prototype can handle.
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5.4.3.3 Communication
All data, including raw DAC and ADC values and calibration constants, are con-
tinuously sent to a computer via a full-speed USB link. In some conﬁgurations, the
microcontroller may read the ADC more frequently than the samples are sent to the
computer, and so status ﬂags that indicate error states are also included indepen-
dently. For example, one ﬂag denotes whether the ADC value was ever observed in
the clamped region, which indicates that the returned data for that sample may not
be accurate to full resolution.
5.4.3.4 Calibration
In order to perform windowing accurately, the microcontroller needs to know the cal-
ibration constant kr (from Section 5.2.1) and the table lookup (from Section 5.2.2).
The value of kr can be determined using the relationship in (5.10), if the pri-
mary current is constant. In the prototype implementation, the microcontroller as-
sumes constant current and performs calibration at startup, or when triggered by
the connected computer. Using an initial estimate kr = 1, the calibration algorithm
adaptively adjusts the estimate as it changes vDAC to seek two speciﬁc vADC val-
ues corresponding to ADC inputs 512 and 1536. Once these DAC commands are
found, each vADC is oversampled to reduce noise and a ﬁnal accurate estimate of kr
is computed.
Table lookup is used to map each low-resolution DAC command to its corre-
sponding high-resolution stable output voltage. In the current prototype, this ex-
tended stability is simulated using an accurate DAC, and so the lookup is hard-coded
to match the randomized low-order bits written to the DAC. However, the system
supports an additional low-bandwidth 24-bit ADC for measuring the output compen-
sation current. This calibration ADC could be used to measure and ﬁll the lookup
entries for each possible DAC output, in the absence of a hard-coded table.
Finally, to convert the ﬁnal output of the physically-windowed current sensor to








Figure 5-10: Oscilloscope traces showing the measured primary, compensation, and
residual currents while the prototype physically-windowed current sensor is in normal
operation.
logic, and is currently calibrated by the computer in post-processing using known test
values from a Keithley 2400 Sourcemeter.
5.5 Prototype Results
Various aspects of the prototype physically-windowed current sensor system have
been tested.
5.5.1 Full System Functionality
Basic functionality was tested by constructing a test load consisting of an incandescent
light bulb and a personal computer, which together draw power at both the funda-
mental and third harmonics of the line frequency. Figure 5-10 shows the waveforms
as measured by external test equipment. The input current is iactual, the generated
compensation current is icomp, and the residual current is imeas.
The reconstructed output of the sensor system for the same test load, based on
data reported by the microcontroller, is shown in Figure 5-11. In some cases, the high
























Figure 5-11: Reconstructed current from the sensor. Circled points indicate individual
samples that are known to be potentially inaccurate because the residual current was
in the clamped region of the sensor window.
current measurement to exceed its window and enter the region where the clamps are
active. The recombined data at these samples is known to be potentially inaccurate
because of this. In the ﬁgure, these speciﬁc samples are circled. Note that they do
not occur uniformly on every line cycle, because such excursions from the window
depend on the varying relationship between sample time, slew rate, and the current
window position.
5.5.2 Static Resolution Tests
The maximum resolution of the sensor system was characterized by analyzing the
static performance. For this test, a Keithley 2400 Sourcemeter was used to supply
various dc currents. These currents were passed through the sensor N1 = 50 times to
create the primary current iactual. Each eﬀective current level was chosen at random
from a ±25 A range. Once the test current stabilized, the reconstructed output from
the prototype system was sampled at 8 kHz for approximately 110 ms. Approximately
500 unique test current levels were applied in total. A histogram of the resulting error
between the Keithley reported output and the reconstructed sensor output is shown
in Figure 5-12. Typical errors for each sample are less than ±5 mA. Over the full















Figure 5-12: Histogram of the measured errors during a test of dc performance. 91%
of the samples fall within ±5 mA, which gives an accuracy over the full ±80 A range
of approximately one part in 214.
eﬀective resolution of
log2(160/0.01) = 13.996 bits (5.11)
In the prototype system, the DAC command for the current compensation is 10 bits,
while the ADC input from the residual measurement is 11 bits. This result of nearly
14 bits demonstrates the concept of using physical windowing to extend the sensor
resolution over a larger range.
5.5.3 Dynamic Resolution Tests
The ability to resolve small signals while tracking a large signal was evaluated by
creating a test load consisting of an incandescent lamp bulb in parallel with the
Keithley 2400 Sourcemeter. For this test, the change in the envelope of the measured
lamp ac waveform was examined as various small test currents were injected through
the sensor using the Keithley source. The injected current was cycled between 0 mA,
20 mA, and 10 mA. The resulting reconstructed waveform is shown in Figure 5-13.
The small change in dc level can be seen in the detail shown in part (c). Like the
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(c) Detail of a small dc change.
Figure 5-13: Example of measuring a small dc current on top of a large ac current.
The ac current is from a light bulb and the dc oﬀset is added by a Keithley 2400
Sourcemeter. The two currents are passed in parallel through the sensor core. Steps










Figure 5-14: System response during a high current transient. A pulse of primary
current iactual =100 A is applied for 25 μs. The clamp activates, limiting the resid-
ual current in the core. After deactivating, the oﬀset measured at the core is less
than 5 mV. The compensation current is also shown, demonstrating that it quickly
stabilizes back to the commanded value after an induced change.
5.5.4 Residual Sensor Transient Response
In order to prevent drift in the output, the residual sensor employs a current clamp
that prevents the toroidal core from saturating. The transient response of the residual
sensor was tested by applying a large instantaneous current of 20 A through N1 = 5
turns. This results in an eﬀective primary current of 100 A, signiﬁcantly greater
than the typical operating window for the residual. This test simulates the case
where a large input transient is seen before the compensation current is applied. The
results are shown in Figure 5-14. During the transient, the clamp activates, providing
necessary current to keep the core near the zero-ﬂux operating point. When the
transient disappears, due to either a change in input or a change of the compensation
current, the clamp deactivates and the residual current measurement resumes normal
behavior. The oﬀset drift in the residual sensor output Vmeas is less than 5 mV after
the transient, demonstrating that hysteresis loss in the core was minimized.
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5.6 Conclusions and Further Work
The prototype sensor has demonstrated that the physical windowing approach is able
to extend the range of an 11-bit current sensor with a 10-bit compensation command
to provide approximately 14-bit resolution in the reconstructed output.
This windowing technique has many uses in smart grid and other applications
where there is a need to measure fast, small signals on top of slow, large signals.
The non-intrusive load monitor suggests many example uses, such as ﬁnding the
high-frequency principal slot harmonics for motor diagnostics, or examining very small
loads in aggregate power metering. The same technique is expected to be applicable
to other physical systems, such as pressure monitors and strain gauges, with example




The non-intrusive load monitor has widespread applications and beneﬁts. It pro-
vides the ability to accurately identify and track the behavior and state of multiple
electronic and electromechanical systems without requiring physical modiﬁcation or
instrumentation of each load. This work has presented a new, comprehensive frame-
work for improving the quality and capabilities of the NILM, while introducing a
powerful new system architecture to manage and analyze the vast quantities of data
it generates.
6.1 NilmDB Framework
The NilmDB data storage and management framework represents a transformative
shift in the design and implementation of load monitoring systems. It provides a fully
structured, consistent, network-aware architecture that ﬂexibly enables the develop-
ment of actionable diagnostics across a wide variety of systems. NilmDB organizes
and standardizes the collection and processing steps, enabling modular and reusable
ﬁlter components to streamline and simplify the deployment of monitoring systems. A
wide selection of fully tested, documented components is provided as a solid baseline
for NILM systems.
With NILM Manager, non-intrusive load monitoring gains an unparalleled level
of accessibility. A user anywhere in the world can instantly and easily visualize
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and navigate NILM data, from the original raw waveforms to high-level reports and
health indicators, with nothing more than a web browser and Internet connection.
The conﬁguration, status monitoring, and process management provide user-friendly
control, while simultaneously exposing all of the power and capabilities of NilmDB
through the ﬁlter interface.
Together, NilmDB and the NILM Manager provide the solution to the “big data”
analytics problem of large-scale power system monitoring. They enable modern ad-
vanced NILM techniques through high-quality, high-speed data acquisition, while
maintaining low network bandwidth requirements and ﬂexible computing options.
Remotely reconﬁgurable workﬂows enable an “install-once” approach where new di-
agnostic algorithms can be deployed and developed on any live system at any time,
delivering actionable results exactly when and where they are needed.
6.2 Preprocessor
The spectral envelope preprocessor has long been one of the pillars of non-intrusive
load monitoring of ac loads. The new “sineﬁt” spectral envelope preprocessor devel-
oped in this work greatly improves the implementation of this fundamental operation.
Variable and noisy frequencies are tracked more accurately, and the system recovers
fully from temporary service interruptions. Through integration with the NilmDB
framework, the preprocessor oﬀers accurate timestamping of all data and a modu-
lar design that is easily applied to extracting both and voltage current harmonics.
Conﬁgurable phase correction extends the preprocessor to multi-phase systems and
increases accuracy with current transducers and other acquisition hardware that in-
troduces phase shifts.
One of the most useful features of spectral envelopes is their ability to extract and
represent the useful information contained in low-resolution and noisy signals. The
eﬀective resolution of the preprocessor is directly related to the applicability of load
monitoring for systems of aggregate loads. Here, the resolution of the sineﬁt spectral
envelope preprocessor output has been fully explored, including for waveforms with
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signiﬁcant harmonic content and added noise. These results give clear guidelines
on how data acquisition and load scaling can aﬀect the accuracy of monitoring and
diagnostics.
6.3 Physically Windowed Sensors
The physically windowed sensor architecture introduced a system that provides a sig-
niﬁcant improvement in sensor resolution across a wide variety of physical systems.
This windowing technique is particularly suitable for NILM applications, where small-
scale and large-scale signals are aggregated together and either overwhelm or are
missed by conventional data acquisition systems. An implementation of the system
for contactless current measurement was developed, demonstrating the high com-
bined performance and data quality that can be attained with cost-eﬀective compo-
nents. The system architecture matches up well with the multi-stream capabilities
of NilmDB and will help extend NILM techniques to ever-larger and more complex
systems.
6.4 Future Work
Future NILM research and development is well-suited to be performed entirely within
the context of the NilmDB framework. The tools and software provided in this
thesis create a complete NILM system that is ready for deployment and use. The
functionality of NILM Manager is rapidly increasing and will allow new data analytics
to be easily designed, tested, and deployed. At the same time, NilmDB is being
applied to new smaller, cheaper acquisition and processing hardware. It is hoped
and expected that these tools will signiﬁcantly lower the barrier to entry for the






NilmDBuntu is a complete operating system and software distribution based on the
Xubuntu version of Ubuntu. It is designed to provide an easy and reproducible
way to build a NilmDB monitoring system from scratch. It contains the following





These components are conﬁgured and installed as described in Section 3.1.4. NilmD-
Buntu also includes a wide variety of tools useful for further NILM ﬁlter and software
development, such as NumPy, SciPy, GNU Octave, Gnuplot, IPython, and Mat-
plotlib.
The NilmDBuntu installation images are ISO images that can be written directly
to a DVD or USB key. There are two available versions, which are largely identi-
cal, but based on diﬀerent underlying versions of Xubuntu. This may be useful for
situations where the target system hardware is better supported by one of the two
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versions. NilmDBuntu 12.10.1 is recommended, as its underlying Xubuntu release is
supported for a longer period of time. The following images are available:
NilmDBuntu 12.10.1, based on Xubuntu 12.10:
http://bucket.jim.sh/nilmdb/nilmdbuntu-12.10.1.iso
NilmDBuntu 13.04.1, based on Xubuntu 13.04:
http://bucket.jim.sh/nilmdb/nilmdbuntu-13.04.1.iso
A.2 Installation
Installation requires a 64-bit (amd64) system. The NilmDBuntu image should be
written to a DVD or USB key, and the target system conﬁgured to boot from this
media. At boot, a menu similar to that shown in Figure A-1 will be shown. Select
“Boot NilmDBuntu” to load the system.
Figure A-1: NilmDBuntu installation boot menu.
NilmDBuntu will boot into a live system that mirrors how the installed system
will appear, as shown in Figure A-2. From here, the various NilmDBuntu software
components can be tested and explored. For example, the NilmDB command line
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tools will work, and hardware components such as wireless cards can be tested to
ensure compatibility with this version of NilmDBuntu. Note, however, that data
capture is not run automatically on the live system, since there is nowhere to store
the data.
Figure A-2: NilmDBuntu live image, with installer.
To install the image to the hard drive, double-click on the “Install NilmDBuntu”
icon on the desktop. This will launch the standard Xubuntu installer, which walks
through the installation steps such as partitioning the hard drive, setting up an initial
user, etc. In general, the defaults are acceptable and recommended, and the only
information that needs to be provided is a password for the initial user.
When the install completes, the installation media can be removed, and the system
should boot directly into NilmDBuntu.
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A.3 Conﬁguration
The NilmDBuntu install is largely pre-conﬁgured for a “typical” NILM use case. The
remainder of this appendix discusses the necessary hardware and software setup to
complete this conﬁguration and test it.
A.3.1 System time
NilmDB relies on correct system time. If the system clock is not correct, ﬁx it by
running a command in the terminal window like:
sudo date -s "2013/09/01 14:40"
If asked for a password when running “sudo”, use the password for the user created
during NilmDBuntu installation. Note that the screensaver might immediately kick
on if the time changed signiﬁcantly, and the time shown in the task bar might take a
minute to update.
A.3.2 LabJack IP Address Setup
The default conﬁguration assumes a LabJack UE9 Ethernet-based capture card. More
information about the LabJack UE9, including purchasing info, can be found at
http://labjack.com/ue9.
The UE9 must be given an IP address with which to communicate with the NilmD-
Buntu system. The default IP address is 192.168.1.209 on subnet 255.255.255.0,
although some UE9 devices out of the box use an alternate conﬁguration and request
an IP address via DHCP. To reset a UE9 to the default 192.168.1.209:
1. Power oﬀ and disconnect everything from the UE9.
2. Connect a short between pins FIO2 and SCL.
3. Connect power to the UE9.
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4. Wait 10 seconds.
5. Disconnect power from the UE9.
6. Remove the short between pins FIO2 and SCL.
The UE9 will then use 192.168.1.209 the next time it is powered up.
Note that the 192.168.1.* subnet is commonly used by smaller LANs, such as
home networking equipment. If the NilmDBuntu system is to be connected to such
a network using a second network interface, the IP address of the UE9 should be
changed, so that the two network interfaces do not conﬂict. A suitable alternative to
192.168.1.* is 172.17.1.*. Customizing the UE9 IP address can be done most easily
on a Windows machine, by downloading and running the “Windows Installer” package
from http://labjack.com/support/ue9, and using the newly-installed LJControlPanel
application to change the UE9 conﬁguration. These tools are documented at the
LabJack website.
A.3.3 NilmDBuntu Network Conﬁguration
The following steps will conﬁgure the NilmDBuntu system to have a static IP address
that is on the same subnet as the UE9, so that the two can communicate. The
following addresses will be assumed, and should be changed as necessary if a custom
network setup is being used:
Address Description
192.168.1.209 LabJack UE9 IP address.
255.255.255.0 Subnet mask for the network.
192.168.1.200 Computer IP address, chosen to be diﬀerent
from, but on the same subnet as, the UE9.
192.168.1.1 Address of a “gateway” within this network. Not
used, but needed for conﬁguration. The
computer IP with the last octet set to 1 should
be suﬃcient.
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Network conﬁguration can be done through Network Manager as follows:
1. Left-click the Network Manager icon in the task bar and select “Edit”.
2. The existing network card in the computer should already have a connection
associated with it; this is the default “DHCP” conﬁguration that Network Man-
ager sets up out of the box. Select that connection, and click “Edit” again.
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3. In the “IPv4 Settings” tab, change the method to “Manual”. Click under “Ad-
dress” and ﬁll in the computer IP, subnet mask, and gateway address. Do not
close this dialog box yet.
4. Click the “Routes...” button, and select the option “Use this connection only
for resources on its network”. This essentially disables the gateway, so that this
particular network interface is only used for the UE9.
5. Click “OK”, “Save”, and “Close” to apply the settings.
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The network conﬁguration can be tested by connecting the UE9, opening a terminal
window, and pinging the UE9 by running
ping 192.168.1.209





Use Ctrl-C to kill the ping program.
A.3.4 NilmDB conﬁguration overview
NilmDBuntu comes pre-conﬁgured to run the database, acquisition, processing, and
cleanup as the “nilmdb” user. The ﬁles in /home/nilmdb control the conﬁguration,
similar to the setup described in Section 3.1.4. A brief description of each of the
relevant ﬁles follows:
Cron entries:
The nilmdb user’s crontab starts data capture and processing every 5 minutes.
This ﬁle is not edited directly, but can be edited by executing crontab -e.
capture.sh:
Executed by cron. This script starts data acquisition, if not already running,
from a connected LabJack UE9. It captures six channels at 8 KHz, which are
expected to correspond to the 3-phase current and voltage signals IφA, IφB,
IφC, VφA, VφB, and VφC. The captured data is written to the NilmDB stream
/data/raw.
process.sh:
Executed by cron. This script runs the sineﬁt spectral envelope preprocessor
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and creates output streams /data/sinefit, /data/prep-a, /data/prep-b, and
/data/prep-c. It also creates decimations for plottable streams, and runs the
stream cleanup.nilm-cleanup.
cleanup.cfg:
Conﬁguration for stream cleanup. By default, two weeks of raw data and one
year of preprocessed data are saved. This is expected to take up approximately
900 gigabytes of space.
A.3.5 NilmDB conﬁguration customization
The conﬁguration will need to be updated if the UE9 IP address has changed, or if any
other changes from the default setup are desired. To change any of the conﬁguration,
ﬁrst switch to the nilmdb user by executing the following in a terminal window:
sudo -i -u nilmdb
The command whoami can be run at any time to see the current username, and exit
will return to the normal user. Note that only the normal user has a password that
can be used to run “sudo”.
A.3.5.1 Capture
The ﬁrst step is to edit capture.sh, which can be done with any text editor. Here,
emacs could be replaced with nano, which is simpler to use.
emacs capture.sh






The 192.168.1.209 address should be changed to the LabJack UE9 IP address. The
data rates (both instances of “-r 8000”) and the number of captured channels (“-n
6”) could also be changed, if needed.
When changing the capture conﬁguration, any existing capture process should
be stopped, so that the cron scheduler can start a new one the next time it runs
capture.sh. To do this, run:
killall ethstream
The new process should be started by cron within 5 minutes. To see whether it is
running, run
ps axuw
and look for “ethstream” and “nilm-pipewatch” processes.
A.3.5.2 Processing
Similar customization can be done to the processing steps. Edit the process.sh ﬁle
with:
emacs process.sh








The nilm-sinefit line performs sinusoid ﬁtting on the 4th column (channel) of the
raw data stream, which is expected to be a voltage. Adjust the “-c 4” to change
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it. Similarly, the nilm-prep channels might need to be reordered, depending on the
phase ordering. This is easiest to do after the system is fully up and running, once
the preprocessor output can be seen more easily.
No speciﬁc actions are required after editing process.sh; the new version will be
run automatically when cron executes it on its 5-minute schedule.
A.3.5.3 Cleanup
The default cleanup conﬁguration ﬁle requires about 900 gigabytes of free disk space.
If the system hard drive is smaller than this, or if it is larger and more data should
be retained, edit cleanup.cfg by running
emacs cleanup.cfg
The default conﬁguration is to keep raw data for two weeks, and preprocessed and








After editing this ﬁle, an estimate of how much space will be required can be seen by
running:
nilm-cleanup --estimate cleanup.cfg
Note that this command can only estimate the space once enough data has been col-
lected and processed, because it needs to be able to estimate the data rate. Generally,
waiting about 10 minutes after setting up capture.sh and process.sh will suﬃce. Al-
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ternately, conﬁguration lines like “rate = 8000” and “rate = 60” could be added to
the raw and prep/sineﬁt conﬁgurations, respectively, to force a particular rate to be
used for the calculation. See the documentation of nilm-cleanup in Section 3.4.2.1
for details.
A.4 Testing and Use
The following is an example of how to test and use the running NilmDBuntu system.
Note that the nilmdb user should only be used for conﬁguration; other interaction
with the database, like the testing here, should be done as the normal user. Use
exit to return to the normal user, if needed, and switch to the normal user’s home
directory with cd.
A.4.1 Verifying Operation
Proper operation of the NilmDB server can be veriﬁed by running
nilmtool info









The streams in the database can be listed with
nilmtool list -n







More detail can be seen by running:
nilmtool list -n -E
This output will include the “extent” of all data in the stream, showing the earliest





















Waiting a few seconds and running this command again should show the extent
growing. For the /data/raw stream, it will update fairly regularly, while the other
streams will only be updated every ﬁve minutes when the processing script runs.
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A.4.2 Extracting Data
A small sample of raw data can easily be extracted. First, choose a point in time
that is known to be present in the data/raw, based on the extents output above.
Alternately, the command nilmtool intervals /data/raw will show all available data
intervals, and a time range can be chosen from one of them. Here, assume we want
to extract one second of data on September 1st at 14:45. The following command
will extract the data and write it to a ﬁle, out.dat:
nilmtool extract -s "20130901 14:45:00" -e "20130901 14:45:01" /data/raw > out.dat
A wide variety of date formats can be used; for example, a start time of “Sun, 01 Sep
2013 14:45:00.000000” would have worked.
A.4.3 Plotting Data
NilmDBuntu includes Octave, which is similar to Matlab. To plot the extracted raw
data, ﬁrst load Octave by running:
octave






The NilmDBuntu system is now fully ready. If a NILM Manager instance is available
and can reach the NilmDBuntu system’s IP address, NILM Manager can now be
conﬁgured to point to the NilmDB server at http://IP/nilmdb, and to the NilmRun
server at http://IP/nilmrun.
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A.6 NilmDBuntu Source Code
The NilmDBuntu system image is created by scripts that automatically extract, cus-
tomize, and repack the Xubuntu software distribution. These scripts are included
below, and can be used as a baseline for either automatically or manually adding
NilmDB software to other images.
Listing A-1: extractiso.sh: Extract original Xubuntu desktop image. The live
































































































































Listing A-3: customize-inner.sh: Apply NilmDBuntu customizations to the
embedded system image. Installs NilmDB and related tools, and

































































































































































































































































































































































































































Listing A-5: buildiso.sh: Build a bootable NilmDBuntu image. The image is
built to boot on both legacy BIOS and EFI systems, and can be

































































This appendix contains the complete implementation of NilmDB, including the server,
client libraries, and command line management tools. Additional tools and the ﬁlter
library are included in Appendix E.
B.1 Server
Listing B-1: nilmdb/scripts/nilmdb_server.py: Script to spawn the standalone
NilmDB server. This starts the NilmDB server using the CherryPy



























































































Listing B-2: nilmdb/server/__init__.py: Server module initialization. This
code handles the automatic building of .pyx ﬁles through
pyximport, if Cython is available. Otherwise, precompiled modules,

























Listing B-3: nilmdb/server/nilmdb.py: Primary NilmDB interface and
management class. The NilmDB class expects to be executed from a
single thread at all times, so it must be wrapped by the


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Listing B-4: nilmdb/server/serverutil.py: HTTP server utilities. These are





























































































































































































































Listing B-5: nilmdb/server/server.py: HTTP server interface and WSGI
application server. This dispatches HTTP requests, and provides



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Listing B-7: nilmdb/server/interval.pyx: Non-overlapping interval and
interval set management. The supported operations on sets of
intervals include insertion, subsetting, intersections, unions, and
limited forms of removal. It is optimized for the usage patterns of







































































































































































































































































































































Listing B-8: nilmdb/server/rbtree.pyx: Red-black interval tree
implementation. This code supports non-overlapping intervals, and
provides a number of features used by the Interval class to
eﬃciently manage sets. This code is a Cython ﬁle that is compiled



































































































































































































































































































































































































Listing B-9: nilmdb/server/bulkdata.py: Bulk data storage interface. This
code, along with the Rocket interface in Listing B-10, manages the


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Listing B-10: nilmdb/server/rocket.c: “Rocket” low-level optimized data
I/O module. The Rocket interface is used by the bulkdata
interface in Listing B-9 to perform the lowest level of data
transformation and disk I/O operations. It is a Python extension












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































B.2 Database Check and Repair
Listing B-11: nilmdb/scripts/nilmdb_fsck.py: Entry point for database































Listing B-12: nilmdb/fsck/fsck.py: Database consistency check and repair
routines. Veriﬁes database health and correctness, which may be
needed after an improper shutdown or other corruption. Some






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Listing B-14: nilmdb/client/client.py: Main client library implementation.
This includes the Client class and the StreamInserter context

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Listing B-15: nilmdb/client/numpyclient.py: Additional client library with
NumPy array support. The NumpyClient and
StreamInserterNumpy classes are subclasses of Client and












































































































































































































































































Listing B-16: nilmdb/client/httpclient.py: Low level HTTP client tools. This






















































































































































































B.4 Command Line Interface















Listing B-18: nilmdb/cmdline/cmdline.py: Basic framework for command line
processing. This class sets up the main command line parser,


































































































































































































Listing B-19: nilmdb/cmdline/create.py: Handler for subcommand create:










































Listing B-20: nilmdb/cmdline/destroy.py: Handler for subcommand destroy:






















































Listing B-21: nilmdb/cmdline/extract.py: Handler for subcommand extract:



































































































































Listing B-23: nilmdb/cmdline/info.py: Handler for subcommand info: show
































Listing B-24: nilmdb/cmdline/insert.py: Handler for subcommand insert:










































































































































Listing B-25: nilmdb/cmdline/intervals.py: Handler for subcommand
















































































Listing B-26: nilmdb/cmdline/list.py: Handler for subcommand list: list












































































































































































































Listing B-28: nilmdb/cmdline/remove.py: Handler for subcommand remove:























































































































Listing B-31: nilmdb/utils/atomic.py: Atomic ﬁle writing helper. Replaces one
ﬁle with another in a manner that is likely to leave a valid ﬁle in





































































Listing B-33: nilmdb/utils/fallocate.py: Punch holes in ﬁles using the
fallocate system call. This creates sparse ﬁles on modern
ﬁlesystems that support it, which permits disk space recovery


























































































































































































































































Listing B-36: nilmdb/utils/lock.py: Mandatory ﬁle locking. A dummy






































Listing B-37: nilmdb/utils/lrucache.py: Memoization decorator for function
return values. This decorator maintains a cache of return values
from a function. Subsequent calls with the same parameters will
return the cached values. Cache entries are evicted in a LRU


















































































Listing B-38: nilmdb/utils/mustclose.py: Class decorator that ensures
close() functions are called. This is used to ensure correctness in

















































































Listing B-40: nilmdb/utils/serializer.py: Serialization wrapper for method
calls from multiple threads. This provides a proxy object that
wraps all calls to another object in a thread-safe manner. Method
calls on the proxy object are queued in a ﬁrst-in, ﬁrst-out manner,
and are executed from a single dedicated thread. Return values
























































































































































Listing B-42: nilmdb/utils/threadsafety.py: Wrapper to verify thread safety
for method calls. This is used to ensure correctness in objects and
types that are known not to be thread-safe. It is typically used in



















































































































Listing B-43: nilmdb/utils/time.py: Timestamp parsing and conversion
routines. Converts to and from NilmDB representation (integer
microseconds since epoch), Unix representation (ﬂoating-point













































































































































Listing B-44: nilmdb/utils/timer.py: Context manager for block timing. This



























Listing B-45: nilmdb/utils/timestamper.py: File object wrapper that adds
timestamps to input lines. These classes wrap a ﬁle-like object



































































































Listing B-46: nilmdb/utils/unicode.py: Unicode string conversion routines.
Attempts conversion using the default encoding when necessary,





































This appendix contains the test suite for NilmDB. These tests ensure correctness, vali-
date ﬁxes for previously discovered errors to prevent regressions, and achieve complete
coverage of the NilmDB code to ensure against syntax and other runtime-detected
errors. Many of the routines here also serve as examples of using NilmDB interfaces
from external code.
C.1 Test Utilities























































Listing C-2: tests/testutil/renderdot.py: Render graphical visualizations of a
binary tree. This assists with debugging interval trees and other































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Listing C-13: tests/test_nilmdb.py: Test the main NilmDB server and class.












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This appendix contains the implementation of NilmRun, an HTTP interface that
faciliates execution of Python code and other software on a remote machine, including
log output capture and process lifecycle management. This code pulls in a number
of support modules from NilmDB, which must be installed. A test suite is included
to verify correctness.
D.1 Server
Listing D-1: nilmrun/server.py: HTTP server interface and WSGI application
server. This dispatches HTTP requests, and provides setup

































































































































































































































































































Listing D-2: nilmrun/processmanager.py: Process manager for user-provided
code and commands. This encapsulates a process and manages














































































































































































































































































































Listing D-3: nilmrun/testfilter.py: Filter for validating process management



























D.2 Command Line Tools
Listing D-4: scripts/nilmrun_server.py (nilmrun-server): Script to spawn
the standalone NilmRun server. This starts NilmRun using the







































































































































Listing D-6: scripts/run.py (nilmrun-run): Run a command on a NilmRun

































































Listing D-7: scripts/kill.py (nilmrun-kill): Kill or remove a process.








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This appendix contains the implementation of the NilmTools suite of ﬁlters and tools.
E.1 Libraries
Listing E-1: nilmtools/filter.py: Base framework for NilmDB ﬁlters and
ﬁlter-like tools. This class manages basic command-line interface
parsing, automatic interval selection, metadata management, and















































































































































































































































































































































































































Listing E-2: nilmtools/math.py: Useful mathematical functions for NILM























































































































Listing E-3: nilmtools/cleanup.py (nilm-cleanup):
Database space estimation and cleanup tool. This tool reads an
external conﬁguration ﬁle specifying streams and desired amounts
of data to save, and can generate an estimation of the disk usage









































































































































































































































































Listing E-4: nilmtools/copy_one.py (nilm-copy):
Stream data copying tool. Supports copying data from one stream

















































Listing E-5: nilmtools/copy_wildcard.py (nilm-copy-wildcard):
Stream data copying tool for multiple streams. Wrapper around















































































Listing E-6: nilmtools/pipewatch.py (nilm-pipewatch):
Helper tool to monitor a pipeline of two commands. Ensures that
the pipeline is executed only once concurrently, regardless of how
























































































































































































Listing E-7: nilmtools/decimate.py (nilm-decimate):
Stream decimation tool. Performs a single level of the decimation



























































































Listing E-8: nilmtools/decimate_auto.py (nilm-decimate-auto):
Automatic multiple-level stream decimation tool. Performs
repeated decimations using nilm-decimate until the ﬁnal







































































































Listing E-9: nilmtools/insert.py (nilm-insert):
High-level live and external data insertion tool. This tool helps
with inserting data from external sources, such as data acquisition




























































































































































































































































































Listing E-10: nilmtools/median.py (nilm-median):
Median ﬁlter example tool. Applies a simple median ﬁlter to all
















































Listing E-11: nilmtools/trainola.py (nilm-trainola):
“Trainola” exemplar matching tool. Given a parameter block from
the NILM Manager, extracts exemplars from speciﬁed streams







































































































































































































































































































































The source code for nilm-prep and nilm-sinefit, part of the nilmtools package, can






Listing F-1: nilm-sinefit: 4-parameter sine wave ﬁt ﬁlter. This code
implements a NilmDB ﬁlter within the nilmtools framework that







































































































































































































Listing F-2: nilm-prep: Spectral envelope preprocessor ﬁlter. Given raw current
waveforms and voltage zero crossing data, this code implements the











































































































































































































G.1 PIC Firmware Source Code
This ﬁrmware source code is the implementation of the Zoom NILM physically-
windowed sensor architecture, as applied to a current measurement. It targets the
Microchip dsPIC33FJ256GP710 microcontroller, using the MPLAB C30 compiler.




























































































































































































































































































































































Listing G-6: firmware/mode.h: Mode selection support, header ﬁle. The main














Listing G-7: firmware/mode_debug.c: Debug mode, implementation. Debug
mode provides for testing and control via interactive commands












































































































































































Listing G-8: firmware/mode_normal.c: Normal mode, implementation. Normal
mode performs startup calibration followed by the windowing















































































































































































































































Listing G-11: firmware/adcext.h: 24-bit ADC driver, header ﬁle. This slower,









































































































































































Listing G-13: firmware/dac.h: 10 or 16-bit DAC driver and conversion routines,
header ﬁle. This driver supports compile-time selection of DAC
type between the 16-bit AD5542, a 10-bit simulation using the





















































































































































Listing G-15: firmware/gen-dac-lookup.pl: Script to generate DAC lookup
table. The DAC code uses the output of this script, lookup.inc,

















Listing G-16: firmware/led.h: LED indicator driver, header ﬁle. Up to an 8-bit
pattern can be blinked out serially on the LED in a repeating


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































G.2 PC Control Interface Source Code
This code communicates with and manages the Zoom NILM microcontroller via a
USB connection. For calibration and testing, it also utilizes a GPIB connection to a
Keithley 2002 MultiMeter and Keithley 2401 SourceMeter in order to measure and
create voltages and currents. The following binaries are built from this code:
559
• calibrate: Performs calibration tasks such as writing speciﬁc values to the
DAC, adjusting the DAC output such that the ADC input is centered, and
performing sweeps to create the calibration data shown in Figure 5-7.
• dactest: Writes random values to the DAC while measuring it accurately, in
order to ensure low-order bit stability and to create the lookup table described
in Section 5.4.3.4.
• dctest: Performs accuracy tests of the Zoom NILM system at randomized dc
values, creating the data used in Figure 5-12.
• read: Reads realtime DAC, ADC, and clamp information from the Zoom NILM
current sensor, used to capture data such as that used for Figure 5-11. This
is the primary tool for performing data acquisition when running in normal
operation, and does not utilize the Keithley hardware.











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Listing G-30: pc/zoom.h: High level routines for interfacing with Zoom NILM
debug mode, header ﬁle. These routines communicate with the
Zoom NILM running in debug mode, and can trigger the ﬁrmware





































































































































Listing G-32: pc/mt19937ar.h: Mersenne twister pseudo random number

















Listing G-33: pc/serial-util.h: Serial interface driver, header ﬁle. This code
includes support for conﬁguring the FT232 USB to serial interface
chip for the custom 500000 baud communication rate used by the

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































G.3 Schematics and PCB layout
Schematics and PCB layout for the Zoom NILM physically-windowed current sensor
prototype, as described in Section 5.4, are shown in Figures G-1 to G-13. The analog
portions of the design, shown in Figures G-3 and G-4, were developed in cooperation
with Warit Wichakool [82].
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Figure G-13: Prototype PCB layout. The Zoom NILM prototype PCB is four layers
and includes separate ground planes for the various analog and digital
supplies. Microcontroller logic, USB communication, ADCs, DACs,
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